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ABSTRACT 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NATURE OF SCIENCE  
UNDERSTANDINGS AND SCIENCE SELF-EFFICACY  
BELIEFS OF SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS 
by 
Elisabeth Allyn Parker 
Bandura (1986) posited that self-efficacy beliefs help determine what individuals 
do with the knowledge and skills they have and are critical determinants of how well skill 
and knowledge are acquired. Research has correlated self-efficacy beliefs with academic 
success and subject interest (Pajares, Britner, & Valiante, 2000). Similar studies report a 
decreasing interest by students in school science beginning in middle school claiming that 
they don‘t enjoy science because the classes are boring and irrelevant to their lives (Basu 
& Barton, 2007). The hypothesis put forth by researchers is that students need to observe 
models of how science is done, the nature of science (NOS), so that they connect with the 
human enterprise of science and thereby raise their self-efficacy (Britner, 2008). This 
study examined NOS understandings and science self-efficacy of students enrolled in a 
sixth grade earth science class taught with explicit NOS instruction.   
The research questions that guided this study were (a) how do students‘ self-
efficacy beliefs change as compared with changes in their nature of science 
understandings?; and (b) how do changes in students‘ science self-efficacy beliefs vary 
with gender and ethnicity segregation?  A mixed method design was employed following 
an embedded experimental model (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007).  As the treatment, five 
NOS aspects were first taught by the teachers using nonintegrated activities followed by 
  
 
integrated instructional approach (Khishfe, 2008). Students‘ views of NOS using the 
Views on Nature of Science (VNOS) (Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, & Schwartz, 2002) 
along with their self-efficacy beliefs using three Likert-type science self-efficacy scales 
(Britner, 2002) were gathered.  Changes in NOS understandings were determined by 
categorizing student responses and then comparing pre- and post-instructional 
understandings.  To determine changes in participants‘ self-efficacy beliefs as measured 
by the three subscales, a multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was 
conducted.  
Findings indicated that explicit NOS instruction was effective for all students 
except minority (Black, Hispanic, Asian, or multiracial) male students in improving NOS 
understandings.  Furthermore, all students that received NOS instruction demonstrated 
decreased anxiety towards science.  Future research should focus on long-term 
investigations of changes in anxiety and value of research constructs with regards to NOS 
instruction.   
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CHAPTER 1 
THE PROBLEM 
Introduction 
Much of the current research suggests a trend of decreasing interest in science by 
students.  As students progress through the early years of school, they increasingly 
become more negative about their science classes (George, 2006; Gibson, 1998; Gibson 
& Chase, 2002; Gogolin & Swartz, 1992; Hill, Atwater, & Wiggins, 1995; Misiti, 
Shrigley, & Hanson, 1991; Osborne et al., 2003).  In fact by third grade, fifty percent of 
students are not interested in science (American Association of University Women, 
1992).  This trend continues to occur at an startling rate through middle and high school 
and continues even into college (Gogolin & Swartz, 1992).  It has also been noted that 
attitudes formed by students in middle school influence their course selections in later 
years (Misiti et al., 1991).   Recent educational research has posited that students feel 
disconnected from their school science (Basu & Barton, 2007; Upadhyay, 2006).  They 
note that many science classes are taught as reading classes and present science as a body 
of factual knowledge and lack the human endeavor aspects associated with the science 
process (Britner, 2008).  Therefore, additional research should focus on the inclusion of 
science lessons that include science as a human enterprise and the influences of these 
lessons on students‘ interest in school science and their ability to see themselves as 
capable of succeeding in science.  To this end, this chapter will examine the role self-
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efficacy plays in students‘ academic performance along with the possible implications of 
including nature of science concepts in the science instruction. 
Theoretical Framework 
Humans have long been interested in their nonphysical entity (Pajares & Schunk, 
2002).  As far back as the Greek philosophers Socrates, Plato and Aristotle, writings refer 
to an awareness of this nonphysical entity as self.  This pondering of mind and body 
duality has continued throughout history by many philosophers.  Over time, these early 
thinkers moved their ideas regarding self into the metacognitive realm focusing on the 
inner processes of self-awareness taking a more scientific approach through psychology.  
By the twentieth century, psychologists such as William James  began theorizing about 
the relationship of mind to body and the continuity of self (Pajares & Schunk, 2002; 
Wozniak, 1999).  In his book Principles of Psychology (1981a, 1981b), James wrote 
extensively about the dualistic conception of self as two entities, distinguishing between 
the phenomenal self, ―me‖, and the thought self, ―I‖.  Moreover, he introduced ideas 
regarding self-esteem, equating how people feel about themselves to be dependent on 
how well they have accomplished what they wish to accomplish.  These ideas became 
central tenets of later work by various theorists such as John Dewey (1933), Jerome 
Bruner (1997) and Albert Bandura (1997).   
In the early 1900s, self–belief concepts became the focus of child development 
theorists.  Theorist Charles Cooley (1902) likened one‘s sense of self to a mirror in that 
people develop their self-beliefs through their perceptions of how others perceive them.  
This concept brought development of self to the forefront the influence parents, teachers 
and peers have in shaping the identity of children, as they are the first mirrors for young 
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children. Cooley, like James, espoused the predominant part played by these key figures 
in their beliefs and actions in a child‘s sense of self (Pajares & Schunk, 2002).  These 
ideas were further echoed by prominent psychoanalysts such as Freud (1923), Jung 
(1960) and Erikson (1959) with the idea of ego, or instinctual drive, and self-beliefs in 
identity formation.  Furthermore, the social and linguistic influences on  self-belief 
development was espoused by leading theorists Mead (1934), Vygotsky (1935), and 
Maslow (1954).  They engaged in conversations about what components and 
characteristics comprise a person‘s sense of self and reasoned that it is through discourse 
and listening that self is realized, which in turn, impacts motivation (Pajares & Schunk, 
2002).   
Motivation became a major focus of the humanistic psychology movement in the 
1950s.  This group of theorists placed motivational process central to achieving one‘s full 
potential with the goal of reaching self-actualization (Maslow, 1954; Rogers, 1961/1995). 
Others postulated the idea that many factors such as internal motivation and affective 
processes are critical in understanding the dynamics of the self in impacting behavior 
(Pajares & Schunk, 2002).  This interest in self-beliefs and motivation began spilling into 
the education arena with self-efficacy a major target of interest by both educators and 
psychologists (Graham & Weiner, 1996). 
Self-efficacy, the confidence someone has about their ability to do what they try 
to do is central to Albert Bandura‘s theories.  Bandura (1986) proposed a social cognitive 
theory that emphasizes the responsibility of self-referent events and supports an agentic 
view of personality.  Bandura reasoned that individuals are self-organizing, proactive, 
and self-regulating.  That is, individuals possess beliefs that allow them to exercise some 
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control over their thoughts, feelings, and actions.  These beliefs consist of a self-system 
that includes their cognitive and affective framework. Human behavior is the interaction 
of this framework with external sources of influence.  This self-system serves as a self-
regulating function by providing the capability to influence their own cognitive processes 
and actions thus, altering their environments. 
Bandura (1986) proposed that the way people behave can be better predicted by 
their beliefs about their capabilities than by what they are actually capable of doing.  If 
they think they can and they have the ability, they will do it.  He reasoned that self-
efficacy beliefs help determine what individuals do with the knowledge and skills they 
have and are critical determinants of how well skill and knowledge are acquired.  In 
addition, individuals cannot do things beyond skill and knowledge level, but belief in 
capabilities, skills and knowledge lead to accomplishment. 
Self-efficacy beliefs have been found to have significant influence over student 
academic success as well.  Bandura (1977, 1986) asserted that students‘ self-efficacy 
beliefs contribute significantly to student‘s academic achievement as they govern tasks 
that students will engage in and how persistent they will be in the face of difficulties.  
Current research also supports this claim (e.g., Collins, 1982; Pajares et al., 2000; 
Pintrich & De Groot, 1990; Schunk, 1989) with student self-efficacy strongly correlated 
with academic achievement and performance.   
More recently, self-efficacy has been studied in relationship to student 
achievement in school science.  Researchers reported findings in science education that 
support previous studies regarding academic performance and persistence (Britner, 2002, 
2008; Britner & Pajares, 2001, 2006; Pajares et al., 2000; Zeldin & Pajares, 2000).  
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However, discrepancies regarding self-efficacy constructs and their influences with 
gender and race have been reported (Britner & Pajares, 2001; Pajares et al., 2000).  One 
proposed rationale for these discrepancies is the science content itself with males and 
females relating differently to different disciplines of science (Britner, 2008; Britner & 
Pajares, 2006).  Another proposal for these disparities is the variation in methods of 
instruction in science classes (Britner & Pajares, 2001).  Britner and Pajares hypothesized 
that some sciences classes are taught as a collection of facts read from a book lacking the 
nature of science.  As such, this study will aim to explore what affects nature of science 
understandings have on students‘ science self-efficacy beliefs. 
Nature of science (NOS) as defined by Lederman (2007, p. 331) as the ―values 
and assumptions inherent to the development of scientific knowledge‖.  NOS is the 
sociology and epistemology of science that relates to both the processes and resulting 
scientific knowledge gained.  While there is no one agreed upon definition of NOS, there 
are generally accepted tenets that have been categorized by Abd-El-Khalick, Bell and 
Lederman (1998) into seven aspects of NOS.  These aspects include that scientific 
knowledge is empirical, tentative, and theory-laden.  This knowledge is both socially and 
culturally embedded and partly the product of human inference, imagination and 
creativity.  In addition, there is a clear distinction between observation and inference as 
well as between theories and laws.   
These NOS aspects are at the forefront of science education reform (e.g., 
American Association for the Advancement of Science [AAAS], 1993; National 
Research Council [NRC], 1996).  The NRC (1996) states that science literacy is 
imperative in the acquisition of skills that promote critical thinking needed for informed 
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decision making in the face of scientific dilemmas.  NOS is so fundamental to science 
literacy that the National Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996) devotes one of the 
seven content standards to history and NOS.  Furthermore, NOS threads are woven 
throughout the other six standards (NRC, 1996).  Similarly, the AAAS (1990, 1993, 
2009) recommends curricula rich in NOS that ―presents the scientific endeavor as a social 
enterprise that strongly influences—and is influenced by—human thought and action‖ 
(1995, Bridges to the Future, ¶ 2).  Science educators (e. g., Driver, 1983a; Driver, Leach, 
&  Millar, 1996; Hurd, 2002; Lederman, 2007; McComas, Almazroa, & Clough, 1998; 
Norris, 1992; Siegel & Ranney, 2003) affirm that science instruction should instill 
―intellectual independence‖ (Munby, 1982) in students so that they are prepared to 
evaluate evidence and thereby judge truth of knowledge independently of others.  In 
addition, they contend that the public must be prepared to evaluate expert opinions and 
make reasonable, educated decisions based on the evidence provided. 
Statement of the Problem 
 The significance of science in today‘s society is growing increasingly important 
with the onslaught of medical breakthroughs, human interference with Earth‘s 
environment and bioethical concerns (Hurd, 2002; Lyons, 2006; Margetson, 1982).  
Moreover, science education curriculum documents advocate that NOS is critical for 
assuring capable participation of our nation‘s citizens concerning these complex issues. 
 However, during these years of major science growth, student enrollment in 
secondary education elective science courses has decreased at an alarming rate (Gogolin 
& Swartz, 1992; Lyons, 2006; Morrell & Lederman, 1998).   Students report enjoying 
science in elementary grades, but interest wanes starting with middle school and rapidly 
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decreases in high school (George, 2006).  This disinterest in science classes is found 
across both gender (Andre, Whigham, & Chambers, 1999; Britner & Pajares, 2001; 
Weinburgh, 1995, 2000) and ethnic groups (Basu & Barton, 2007; Hill et al., 1995; 
Sorge, Newsom, & Hagerty, 2000; Weinburgh, 2000).  Students claim that they don‘t 
enjoy science because the classes are boring and irrelevant to their lives (Basu & Barton, 
2007; Upadhyay, 2006).  Interestingly, many of these students that find science class 
uninteresting are involved in extracurricular science events such as science camps 
(Zacharia & Barton, 2004) and science activities at home (Basu & Barton, 2007; 
Gonzolez & Moll, 2002).  This trend continues into colleges and university science 
courses with fewer students going in to science programs (Cobern, 1996; Rooney, 
Hussar, Planty, Choy, Hampden, Provasik, & Fox, 2006).  These statistics are even more 
staggering considering the disproportionate number of females entering science fields 
given that females are currently the majority attending colleges (Zeldin & Pajares, 2000).  
This discrepancy between desired public interest in science and in student attitude 
towards science courses has many science educators evaluating the way science is taught 
and the way students view the significance of science in their lives. 
 This trend is particularly disturbing as research suggests that students‘ affective 
domain strongly affects both their academic behavior and achievement in school 
(Schibeci & Riley, 1986). Student attitude has been linked to their self-efficacy regarding 
academic success (Haladyna, Olsen, & Shaughnessy, 1982) and the confidence with 
which students approach science (Andre et al., 1999; Britner & Pajares, 2001; 
Kupermintz, 2002; Lau & Roeser, 2002).    Researchers cogitate that students‘ science 
self-efficacy influences their choices regarding science related activities, the effort they 
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spend on those activities, their level of perseverance in the face of difficulties, and the 
success they achieve in science (Bandura, 1997; Britner & Pajares, 2001; Zeldin & 
Pajares, 2000).  And this is particularly apparent at the middle school level as this is when 
academic self-beliefs become more pronounced (Britner & Pajares, 2001).  Even 
academic program choices and career plans are guided more by students‘ perceived 
efficacy than their actual achievements in a subject (Bandura, Barbaranelli, Caprara, & 
Pastorelli, 2001).  
Previous studies suggest that science taught through hands-on activities (Fraser, 
1980; Freedman, 1997) and issues-oriented lessons (McComas & Moore, 1997) promote 
a more positive attitude about science.  Evidence also suggests that students more 
engaged in science as a process with an understanding of NOS, rather than as a collection 
of information. are more likely to see the value of learning science concepts (Adams & 
Chiappetta, 1998; Freedman, 2002; Gibson & Chase, 2002; Ryder, Leach, & Driver, 
1999; Siegel & Ranney, 2003; Tomanek & Cummings, 2000; Wenner, 1993). By making 
science classes more relevant to students, it is believed that students will maintain their 
appreciation of the science process leading to increased attitude towards science  (Siegel 
& Ranney, 2003).  Thus, it has been recommended that science lessons should be 
implemented that improve affective outcomes and promote science self-efficacy 
(Bandura, 1993, 1997; Bandura  et. al., 2001; Britner & Pajares, 2001, 2006; Gogolin & 
Swartz, 1992; Pajares et al., 2000; Usher & Pajares, 2006b, 2009).  The hypothesis put 
forth by researchers is that students need to observe models of how science is done so 
that they connect with the trial and error process, the human enterprise of science, and 
thereby raise their self-efficacy (Britner, 2008). 
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 Science education researchers recommend that lessons be taught with an explicit 
NOS approach to increase students‘ NOS understandings.  Studies indicate that lessons 
that incorporate reflective, explicit instruction that targets specific NOS aspects, students‘ 
NOS understandings improve (Khishfe & Abd-El-Khalick, 2000; Lederman & 
Lederman, 2004; Lederman, Lederman, Khishfe, Druger, Gnoffe, & Tantoco, 2003; 
Schwartz, Lederman, Khishfe, Lederman, Matthews, & Liu, 2002).    In studies 
conducted by Khishfe and colleagues (Khishfe, 2004, 2008; Khishfe & Abd-El-Khalick, 
2002; Khishfe & Lederman, 2006), students‘ NOS understandings were found to improve 
along a continuum starting with naïve understandings and progressing to more informed 
understandings.  Furthermore, lessons with NOS activities separate from the science 
content were found to improve understandings of students with more naïve NOS 
conceptions.  Students with more informed NOS conceptions however, improved more 
with NOS activities embedded within the science content.   To improve all students‘ NOS 
understandings, they advocate for science lessons that include both approaches with NOS 
first as non-integrated activities and then progress with lessons that have NOS lessons 
integrated into the science content. 
Purpose of the Study 
 The purpose of this study was to determine if there is a correlation between 
students‘ NOS understandings and their science self-efficacy.   To this end, this study 
explored the NOS understandings and science self-efficacy of students enrolled in a sixth 
grade earth science class taught with explicit NOS instruction.  The questions guiding this 
research were based on the tenants in Bandura‘s social cognitive theory and built on the 
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previous investigations regarding self-efficacy in the science academic setting.  
Specifically, the questions that were addressed in this study are: 
1. How do students‘ self-efficacy beliefs change as compared with changes 
in their nature of science understandings? 
2. How do changes in students‘ science self-efficacy beliefs vary with gender 
and ethnicity segregation?  
Overview of Methodology 
 This mixed-methods study was conducted in an urban middle school located 
within the metropolitan area of a large city in the southeast.  An embedded experimental 
approach was employed for the study that incorporated both qualitative and quantitative 
data (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007).  The sample consisted of 153 grade six students, 63 
in the control group and 90 in the treatment group, enrolled in eight separate earth science 
classes.  As the school population is very diverse regarding ethnicity, socioeconomic 
status (SES) and academic ability, the sample was rich in the same diversity.     
 The intervention, NOS instruction, took place during three earth science units 
focused on climate change, the solar system and the phases of the moon.  The NOS 
lesson was first delivered as explicit NOS activities separated from the earth science 
content lesson.  This was followed towards the second half of each unit by an integrated 
approach with the NOS activities embedded within the earth science content lesson as 
recommended by current NOS literature (Khishfe, 2004, 2008; Khishfe & Abd-El-
Khalick, 2002; Khishfe & Lederman, 2006).  Student NOS understandings were assessed 
and compared with their science self-efficacy before the onset of NOS instruction and 
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again at the conclusion of the units.  In addition, student gender and ethnicity was 
considered as they related to student science self-efficacy. 
 NOS understandings were assessed using the Views of Nature of Science: 
Elementary School Version questionnaire (VNOS-E), an open-ended student response 
instrument.  In addition, 15 students were interviewed about their NOS views to validate 
coding of student responses as recommended by the instrument developers (Lederman, 
Abd-El-Khalick, Bell & Schwartz, 2002).  Students‘ science self-efficacy was evaluated 
using a 26 item Likert-type scale.  These instruments were used at the beginning of the 
first unit and again at the conclusion of the third unit, approximately four months later. 
Significance of the Study 
 Through this study, the researcher gained insight into the science self-efficacy 
beliefs of middle school students regarding school science as well as their views on NOS 
and determined relationship between the two.  Changes in students‘ NOS understandings 
that are positively correlated with students‘ science self-efficacy beliefs provide science 
educators additional significant reasons to include explicit NOS instruction in their 
science lessons.   
 Much of the current research regarding self-efficacy pertains to academic 
achievement within other subjects (Andre et al., 1999; Bandura et al., 2003; Britner & 
Pajares, 2001; Schunk & Pajares, 2002; Usher & Pajares, 2006a, 2006b, 2009) or reports 
describing conflicting findings about science self-efficacy (Britner & Pajares, 2006; 
Pajares et al., 2000).  Self-efficacy researchers have recommended close examination of 
sources of science self-efficacy because of the critical role efficacy plays in student 
motivation and career aspirations (Bandura & Barbaranelli, 1996; Bandura et al., 2001; 
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Usher & Pajares, 2006b).  Similarly, current science educators have suggested that 
science is best learned via lessons rich in explicit NOS (Khishfe, 2008; Lederman, 2007; 
McComas, 1998).  They posit that by understanding how scientific knowledge is 
acquired, students will gain an appreciation of the science endeavor. 
 This research adds to the body of knowledge pertaining to both student self-
efficacy in school science and their understanding of the process of how scientific 
knowledge is constructed.  In addition, the information from this study sheds light on the 
discrepancies regarding underrepresented groups in the science field.  If students 
understand the nature of science, they may be better able to connect school science with 
their lives. 
Summary 
 Researchers have found science self-efficacy beliefs to be correlated with 
academic success and subject interest by students.  In addition, evidence suggests that 
science self-efficacy beliefs are influenced differently within gender and racial groups.  It 
has been hypothesized that these differences are, in part, due to the variations in type of 
instruction.  They claim that some science classes are taught with a focus on reading and 
lack NOS instruction. Science education curriculum documents posit that NOS aspects 
should be a focus of science classes.  Furthermore, to help students deepen their 
understanding of NOS concepts, it is recommended that NOS aspects be taught using 
both a nonintegrated explicit approach and an integrated explicit approach. 
 Thus, the purpose of this study was to determine if earth science taught with NOS 
aspects following the recommended approach will increase students‘ NOS 
understandings and if this increase is positively correlated with raised student self-
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efficacy regarding science.  To this end, five NOS aspects were explicitly taught first 
with a nonintegrated approach followed by an integrated explicit approach within a three 
earth science units.  Students‘ NOS understandings were assessed along with their self-
efficacy beliefs.  
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
 Among science education researchers, concerns continue to rise as empirical 
evidence indicates that a vast majority of students view science as important and useful to 
their lives but find school science to lack relevance (George, 2006; Gogolin & Swartz, 
1992; Osborne, Simon, & Collins, 2003).  This waning interest is signified by an 
increasing decline in students selecting science courses (George, 2006; Gibson, 1998; 
Gogolin & Swartz, 1992; Lyons, 2006)  combined with a decrease in the number of 
students choosing to enter science careers (Gibson, 1998; Gibson & Chase, 2002; Melber, 
2003).  Equally concerning is the downward trend of student performance in science as 
indicated by the fall in standardized science test scores reported in national agency 
reports from the United States Department of Education (Livingston, 2006; National 
Center for Education Statistics, 2006; Rooney, Hussar, Planty, Choy, Hampden-Thomas, 
Provasnik, & Fox, 2006).   
 While student attitudes towards school science decline throughout middle and 
high school years, many students maintain a positive attitude towards science itself about 
the utility of science (George, 2006; The Research Business, 1994).  A large-scale market 
survey conducted in the UK of 1552 students aged 14-16, found that approximately half 
of the students felt studying science was important for employment and relevant for their 
lives (The Research Business, 1994).  Interestingly, 87% of the students rated science and 
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technology as ―important‖ or ―very important‖ to their lives, indicating a disparity 
between how students view the science enterprise and how science is taught in schools.   
These students associate technological developments such as computers and televisions 
as science whereas their school science focuses on the milestone discoveries throughout 
history (Osborne et al., 2003).   In a longitudinal study of 444 students over the middle 
school and high school years, George (2006) found that negative student attitudes 
towards science are correlated with more negative attitudes about the utility of science.  
Although both attitudes showed a declining trend over time, student attitudes about the 
utility of science did not begin this decline until Grade 10.   
 These phenomena coupled with the increased dependence in the world on 
scientific breakthroughs has many researchers questioning a causal relationship between 
poor student attitudes towards school science and declining student performance as 
measured by standardized tests (AAAS, 1990; Millar & Osborne, 1998; NRC, 1996; 
NSTA, 1982).   
This chapter focuses on the current body of literature pertaining to student self-
efficacy beliefs towards the science taught in school and a suggested intervention that 
incorporates explicit, reflective nature of science (NOS) instruction.  The discussion will 
begin with an overview of the social cognitive theory guiding this study followed by an 
explanation of self-efficacy and the relationship between self-efficacy and academic 
achievement.  A historical perspective of western science education including reform 
movements will follow this.  Next, the philosophical underpinnings of the science will be 
explored with a focus on nature of science concepts.  Aligned with a social-constructivist 
view of nature of science, current understandings of NOS will be provided along with 
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research-based recommendations for pedagogical incorporation of nature of science in 
science curriculum.   
Social Cognitive Theory and Self-Efficacy 
 Bandura (1986, 1989) described human behavior as a triadic, dynamic, and 
reciprocal interaction of environmental influences, behavior, and cognition and other 
personal factors and the way a person behaves is uniquely determined by each of these 
three factors.  In his theory of human functioning, Bandura attributes the cognitive, 
vicarious, self-regulatory, and self-reflective processes central to the ability to change.  
Rather than being controlled solely by external and environmental forces, humans are 
self-organizing, self-reflecting, self-regulating and proactive.  How people construe the 
results of their own behavior enlightens and changes their environment and the personal 
factors they possess which, in turn, enlightens and changes subsequent behavior. 
Bandura (1986, 1989) suggested that through this model of triadic reciprocal 
determinism, with self-reflection at the center, people are able to shape their future.  This 
concept presents the view of human behavior and motivation in which self-beliefs are at 
the center of control and personal agency and that individuals are both products and 
producers of their environments and social systems.  Thus, behavior is both socially 
learned and influenced by thought processes. 
Self-efficacy, defined (Bandura, 1986, p. 391) as "people's judgments of their 
capabilities to organize and execute courses of action required to attain designated types 
of performances", Bandura states is the single most influential factor influencing human 
functioning (1977, 1986).  Past achievements or skills people possess are poor predictors 
of future attainments because it is the beliefs that people hold about their abilities and the 
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outcome of their efforts that powerfully influence how they will behave. Thus, 
individuals engage in behaviors, construe the results of these behaviors, use these 
conclusions to develop beliefs about their capabilities to engage in ensuing behaviors in 
comparable fields, and then act in accordance with the beliefs created.   
The influence of one‘s self-efficacy beliefs can have both positive and negative 
effects (Bandura, 1997). People with a strong sense of personal competence approach 
difficult tasks as challenges to be mastered rather than as threats to be avoided.   People 
with high self-efficacy beliefs have greater intrinsic interest and deep engrossment in 
activities.  They typically set themselves challenging goals, maintain strong commitment 
to them, and heighten and sustain their efforts in the face of failure.  Moreover, they more 
quickly recover their sense of efficacy after failures or setbacks, and attribute failure to 
insufficient effort or deficient knowledge and skills, which are acquirable.  Conversely, 
people with low self-efficacy may believe that things are tougher than they really are, 
creating a belief that fosters stress, depression, and a narrow vision of how best to solve a 
problem. High self-efficacy, on the other hand, helps create feelings of serenity in 
approaching difficult tasks and activities.  
Bandura (1977, 1986) describes four sources of information that contribute to the 
development of self-efficacy beliefs: enactive mastery experience, vicarious experience, 
social persuasion, and physiological and affective states.  An individual analyzes each of 
these sources and the resulting interpretations either increase or decrease self-efficacy.  
These experiences are affected by many factors in the environment including personal, 
situational and cultural. 
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 Enactive mastery experiences, the most influential source of self-efficacy beliefs, 
are the interpretations of the one‘s judgment about an action (Bandura, 1997).  That is, 
people engage in tasks or activities, critique the results of their actions, use this 
information to develop beliefs about their capability to engage in future tasks, and act 
accordingly with the created beliefs.  Bandura (1997, p. 81) explained that ―the same 
level of performance success may raise, leave unaffected, or lower perceived self-
efficacy depending on how various personal and situational contributions are interpreted 
and weighted‖.   When experiences are perceived as successful, self-efficacy beliefs are 
raised and the person is likely to be more resilient in the future.  Furthermore, if the 
achievement was perceived to be challenging, the resulting self-efficacy is increasingly 
durable.  
 People can form self-efficacy beliefs through not only their own actions, but 
through the actions of others (Bandura, 1997).  By the vicarious experiences of observing 
and interpreting the actions of a role model, people will develop beliefs about their own 
self-efficacy.  Although the influence of vicarious experiences on self-efficacy beliefs is 
weaker than for mastery experiences, they are of particular importance for people with 
limited experience or if uncertain about their own abilities.  Critical to this experience is 
how closely the person relates to the model.  A close association with the model produces 
a stronger influence for the person‘s self-efficacy beliefs.  Bandura also warns that the 
strength of this source of influence is also heightened when the model is perceived to fail 
at a task and results in a negative effect on the observer‘s self-efficacy if they identify 
with the model. 
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 In addition to experiences, people develop self-efficacy beliefs from various 
social persuasions (Bandura, 1997).  Social messages gained from peers, family members 
and other people in their social network can influence self-efficacy beliefs.  What a 
person is told by someone whom he or she respect or admire regarding what he or she are 
capable of achieving can have a profound effect if it is an effective persuasion.  Empty 
praise or inspirational discourse is often interpreted as such by the person and the result 
can produce a negative effect on their self-efficacy beliefs.  However, this praise, if 
within realistic bounds, can contribute to successful achievements. 
 A fourth source of influence on self-efficacy development is one‘s psychological 
state including their level of anxiety, stress, arousal, and mood states (Bandura, 1997).  
As people think about an activity, they experience a degree of confidence as an emotional 
state, which, in turn, affects their self-efficacy beliefs regarding the activity.  Thus, when 
people experience a positive state of arousal, they tend to expect success.  On the other 
hand, high stress or anxiety associated with an activity decreases the success expectancy.  
This psychological state can also have influence on success of the activity itself in that 
negative emotions lessen our ability to complete the activity.  As Bandura explained 
―people read their somatic arousal in stressful or taxing situations as ominous signs of 
vulnerability to dysfunction" (1997, p. 401). 
 The influences of these sources of self-efficacy beliefs are regulated by the 
interpretation of the person involved (Bandura, 1997; Britner & Pajares, 2002; Britner, 
2006). Therefore, the strength of each contribution varies according to the domain in 
question and the cognitive processing strategies of the individual.  For mastery 
experiences, this has been shown to be a direct linear influence (Britner & Pajares, 2006).  
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The other factors tend to show a curvilinear relationship because of the effects of multiple 
variables, such as experiences, present states and an individual‘s interpretation of these 
conditions. 
Self-Efficacy and Academic Performance 
These ideas regarding self-efficacy hold many important considerations for 
students‘ academic achievement.  Individuals comply with certain behaviors, analyze the 
results of these behaviors, develop beliefs about their capabilities, and then act in 
accordance with the beliefs created (Bandura, 1977).  Thus, students' academic 
performance is a result of what students believe that they have accomplished, are 
accomplishing, and can accomplish in the future.  Students‘ environments and self-beliefs 
are, therefore, altered by their performance attainments.  That is, students engage in tasks 
in which they feel competent and confident and avoid those in which they do not.  
Students with a strong sense of personal competence are likely to take on difficult 
tasks as a game to master (Collins, 1982). They have greater intrinsic interest and 
inclination towards challenging activities, and more often persist. Moreover, they more 
quickly recover their sense of efficacy after disappointment.  These students will assume 
failure is due to lack of effort or knowledge. However, students with low self-efficacy 
often envision things harder than they really are and will have a limited view of how to 
best solve a problem.  
In light of these ideas, researchers have conducted much research to investigate 
the influences of student self-efficacy on student academics.  Overwhelmingly, results 
show a correlation with student‘s academic self-efficacy and student academic 
achievement and performance.  Findings from studies have suggested that students‘ 
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efficacy beliefs govern the effect of skills on future performance accomplishments.  
These accomplishments are influenced by increased effort and persistence by the student 
because of high self-efficacy beliefs (Schunk, 1989).  Furthermore, students with high 
efficacy beliefs have shown increased metacognitive skills as compared with students 
possessing low beliefs (Pintrich & De Groot, 1990).  These advanced metacognitive skills 
have allowed for greater cognitive strategies and self-regulation resulting in academic 
achievement.   Pintrich and De Groot found that students‘ academic self-efficacy 
correlated with their course grades as well as assignment grades.  They concluded that 
self-efficacy worked as a facultative role in the process of cognitive engagement.  By 
raising self-efficacy beliefs, cognitive strategies could increase leading to increased 
student performances.  As a result, self-efficacy has now been strongly linked as a 
predictor of student motivational construct and academic achievement. 
In a series of studies, Britner and colleagues have explored the science self-
efficacy of students with interesting findings.  In an early study that examined the 
relationship between middle school students‘ achievement goals and self-beliefs in 
science reported that these goals were associated with science self-concept (Pajares, 
Britner, & Valiante, 2000).  This study was followed by several that examined self-
efficacy beliefs of middle school science with a consideration of gender and ethnicity.   In 
a 2001 publication, Britner and Pajares (2001) found that in an area traditionally 
associated with high self-efficacy for males, females had both higher science self-efficacy 
and achievement.  These researchers noted that the science classes tended to be taught 
more as reading classes than inquiry science lacking nature of science and felt this 
contributed to the unexpected findings.  They also proposed the idea that the female 
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students may have associated the science class as connected to people and that females 
typically have performed better in classes involving relationships or connections with 
others. 
 In Britner‘s doctoral work (2002), she focused on the science self-efficacy of 
African American middle school students.  Girls in this detailed study again were found 
to have high self-efficacy and achievement in science.  Interestingly, gender orientation 
beliefs did not account for the differences with girls and boys.   However, androgyny, the 
lack of specific masculine of feminine characteristics, surfaced as an adaptive orientation 
for self-efficacy beliefs of African American students.  This notion was furthered in a 
2006 study with Britner and Pajares that looked at the sources of science self-efficacy.  
They found that boys reported higher mastery experiences in science than did girls even 
though girls received higher grades in science.  Girls, however, reported higher levels for 
self-regulation as well as both anxiety and physiological states.  
 Lastly, Britner conducted a study (2008) aimed at discovering the degree to which 
the four sources make an independent contribution to self-efficacy beliefs and to 
determine if these contributions vary by science discipline.  Britner reported findings 
concurrent with previous work regarding sources of self-efficacy.  In Earth science, girls 
performed higher than boys perform and reported higher science self-efficacy.  However, 
in life science, while girls made higher grades than boys did, their self-efficacy beliefs 
were not as high.  In physical science, no difference was found in gender regarding 
grades of self-efficacy other than girls reporting more anxiety than males.  Britner also 
reported that mastery experiences was only a predictor of success for girls in Earth 
science and that social persuasions, vicarious experiences, and physiological states were 
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better predictors of science self-efficacy in life and physical science classes.
 Britner, as others (Zeldin & Pajares, 2000) explained that for many students, 
especially girls, vicarious experiences are central to their likelihood of both doing well in 
science and pursuing science careers. She further reasoned that science classes should 
allow students the experiences of the tentative and subjective nature of how science is 
done.  Through this trial and error approach to science, students would better see 
themselves as capable in the science realm, thereby increasing their science self-efficacy. 
History of Science Education Reform 
With the launch of Sputnik by the Soviet Union in the 1950s came a wave of 
educational reform efforts sponsored by the newly formed National Science Foundation 
that placed science and specifically scientific literacy in the forefront of school 
curriculum (Bybee, 1998; Rutherford, 1998).  Jerrold Zacharias and Francis Friedman on 
the frontline of this initiative in 1956 began the Physical Science Study Committee 
(PSSC), a group dedicated to improving the teaching of physics (Bybee, 1998).  
Educators were becoming increasingly aware of the poor quality of science textbooks and 
the absence of course work that stimulated positive attitudes towards science.   The 
United States was lagging in science and fear from the perceived threat of the Soviet 
Union was spreading across the nation.  The goal of the PSSC was to close the gap in 
space exploration between the two ―superpowers‖ by improving science education and 
recruiting more students into science careers (Bybee, 1998; Finlay, 1962; Wilford, 2007).  
So began the renewed interest in science and the spread of numerous programs beginning 
in the primary level and continuing through post secondary level.  One common objective 
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among the programs included pushing the United States to the top of international 
science rankings and a top competitor in the global market (Bybee, 1998). 
 As a result of this massive revitalization in science spawned by Sputnik and then 
again with the coming of Halley‘s Comet, the focus in science education has been to 
develop students capable of scientific habits of mind in the hopes of increasing science 
interests in addition to increasing their appreciation of the societal implications of science 
(AAAS, 1990, 1993; Millar & Osborne, 1998; NRC, 1996; Wilford, 2007).   In 1985, 
under the direction of James Rutherford, the AAAS launched the long-term initiative to 
reform science education referred to as Project 2061, so named after the expected return 
of Hailey‘s Comet.  Their goal was to provide a framework that helped science educators 
develop science courses that had students thinking like scientists, and thereby improve 
their attitudes towards science (Rudolph, 2002).  They reasoned that if students are to 
mature into responsible citizens in a democracy, it is imperative that they understand the 
basics of the science enterprise.  Science must be taught as ideas and skills rather than a 
bulk of unrelated concepts.  For this reason, the AAAS (1993) recommended that the 
science curriculum be built upon a foundation of science literacy.  In Science for all 
Americans, the AAAS (1993, 2009) proposed a scientifically literate curriculum that 
incorporates awareness that science has interdependent dimensions possessing both 
strengths and weaknesses as well as includes an emphasis on nature of science, habits of 
mind, unifying concepts and communication.   
The National Research Council and a team of science educators in the four-year 
development of the National Science Education Standards (1996) further espoused the 
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goal of science literacy. To this end, the standards are built upon four goals directly 
related to creating scientifically literate students that include  
o providing experiences that portray the richness and excitement pertaining 
to the discovery of the natural world; 
o guiding them in the use of appropriate scientific processes towards making 
personal decisions; 
o assisting the development of discourse skills related to public debate 
regarding science and technology issues; and 
o help with future economic productivity through scientific understanding 
and skills concerning their careers. 
 The rationale set forth by NRC (1996) for focusing on scientific literacy are 
multiple and diverse.  They argue that science understanding induces in students a sense 
of personal fulfillment and excitement that is beneficial to society.  Similarly, when 
scientifically literate citizens are better able to make informed decisions using scientific 
thinking pertaining to science issues and thereby have judiciousness regarding natural 
resource management and similar issues of concern (NRC, 1996). 
Science and Philosophy 
 The prepositivist era, spanning two millennia from Aristotle forward, set the stage 
for a "modern" definition of science (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  Strides in scientific 
understanding evolved slowly, since most researchers acted only as passive observers.              
They viewed any other approach, including manipulation of phenomena, as unnatural 
distortions of the truth (Wolf, 1981).  These noninterventionists pondered questions 
related to natural occurrences and applied logic to make meaning out of them.  However, 
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in the early 1700s, scientists began to reach out and touch as active observers thereby 
moving towards positivism (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  
 The positivistic position holds that the goal of knowledge is to describe 
phenomena that we experience and the purpose of science is to observe and measure 
these experiences.  Auguste Comte, considered the father of positivism, believed positive 
to be synonymous with scientific.  This view of knowing is grounded in scientific method 
with a hypothetico-deductive approach.  It is concerned with real and useful knowledge, 
with facts as certain as exactitude allows (Chambliss, 1954; Smith, 1997).  This way of 
knowing is fluid movement towards theory generation and verification utilizing a variety 
of divergent tendencies and the task of analysis (Smith, 1952).  This revolutionary 
paradigm provided a new rationale for the science process.  As pivotal to the field of 
science inquiry as this ontology was, many argue that it contained inconsistencies.  For 
instance, positivism assumes that there is one reality that can be broken into fragments 
and then studied with the belief that what is true in one given context will remain true in a 
different context.  It is also assumed that the observer is separate for the event, the 
methodology is free of any bias, and that causality is linear.  These inconsistencies have 
lead a number of scientists to abandon the positivistic stance and move into the 
postpositivist era (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
 Rather than a unified school of thought, postpositivism is an orientation with a 
core belief that knowledge is conjectural, built upon grounds that are not irrefutable.  It is 
a nonfoundationalist approach to human knowledge that accepts fallibilism as a 
manifestation of the epistemology (Phillips  & Burbules, 2000).  Karl Popper, a notable 
physicist and philosopher of science and principle figure in the development of 
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postpositivism wrote that ―there are all kinds of sources of our knowledge, but none has 
authority‖ (Popper, 1965, p. 32).  And it is argued that as the human mechanism of 
understanding is flawed and that the phenomena that we experience are obdurate, we are 
incapable of ever uncovering a true reality.  Thus, while positivism seeks to validate 
theory, postpositivism stresses theory falsification (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).   
As with the many variations in methodology that drive scientific endeavor, 
myriad opinions as to what defines and characterizes ―science‖ have emerged and 
changed throughout history.  Lindberg (1992) makes the claim that ―natural philosophy‖ 
and ―philosophy of nature‖ are synonymous with science. This concept of science can be 
traced from sixth century BCE when the sage Thales declared everything to be water; 
espousing the connectedness of the natural world to both science and philosophy.  The 
term ―scientist‖ does not appear in standard American English until the mid 1800s when 
William Whewell, a well-known physician of the time, referred to himself as a scientist 
rather than a natural philosopher.  During this pre-positivistic era, early scientific thinkers 
such as Whewell, Hooke, and Newton viewed science as philosophical meditations 
(Gjertsen, 1989b). 
Aristotle, laid the ground work for the philosophy of science as a scholarly 
enterprise in its own right (Gjertsen, 1989b). The idea of scientific thinking and 
methodology has its roots in philosophy with Aristotle‘s ―invention‖ of logic and the 
origination of deductive and inductive methods as ways to understand the natural world.  
Since the Greeks considered experimentation as somewhat contemptuous, Aristotle relied 
on commonly accepted truths and reasoned their application to other situations.  It was 
this method of careful observation followed by generalizations that led Aristotle toward a 
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more empirical approach in scientific methodology.  However, it is often argued by 
scholars that much of Aristotle‘s science was based on was circumstantial evidence and a 
small group believe that his research may have been a hindrance to the expansion of 
scientific knowledge (Casti, 1989; Gjertsen, 1989a; Richards, 1984). 
Building upon Aristotle‘s inductive method, scholars began to see the need for 
experimentation.  Descartes, considered the founder of both modern science and 
philosophy, was one of the first to explore both science and philosophy as separate 
entities. At the turn of the seventeenth century, Francis Bacon, considered the first 
science philosopher in the modern era, focused on experimentation.  He meticulously 
collected data in the form of observations and then derived generalizations, which he then 
developed into fundamental laws or ‗Forms‘ for the purpose of benefiting man.  Unlike 
Aristotle, Bacon realized the need to perform experiments to aid in the discovery of 
scientific knowledge (Casti, 1989).  In addition, rather than forcing data to support 
generalizations as Aristotle was believed to have done, Bacon felt that all information 
should be accurately recorded including seemingly contradictory experiences using the 
process of elimination induction by which false hypotheses are eliminated leaving only 
the one ―true‖ hypothesis.  Of course, this logic assumes that the list of hypotheses is 
complete when in reality, nature tends to be a bit more complex (Gjertsen, 1989a; 
Richards, 1984). 
Bacon‘s logic was widely used for the next two centuries until John Stuart Mill 
revised the elimination inductive method by adding the concept of cause and effect.  
Mill‘s premise was that the function of science should be to expose causes and that by 
exposing causes, general laws could be established.  Mill reasoned that if there is a 
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change in some given phenomenon, which is followed by a change in a related effect, 
then the phenomenon is more than likely due to the effect.  This concept led Mill during 
the early 1800s to develop his experimental canons that help establish causality thereby 
adding to scientific knowledge (Gjertsen, 1989a; Mill, 1875, 2002; Richards, 1984). 
Mill‘s cause and effect method of induction was also burdened with problems.  
Namely, laws that are derived from this form of induction are only as reliable as the 
observations on which they are based.  The quantity and quality of these observations is 
of critical importance and left great margin for possible error (Hempel, 1966; Richards, 
1983, 1984).  Philosophers were becoming disenchanted with this modified method of 
induction because, as Richards (1984) states, ―any universal generalization makes (by 
definition) predictions about an infinite number of possible future situations, yet has been 
derived from a finite number of observation statements‖ (p. 51).  The result was a 
morphing of scientific thinking in the early nineteenth century into a hypothesis based 
method often referred to as hypothetico-deduction (Gjertsen, 1989b; Klemke, Hollinger, 
& Kline, 1988; Richards, 1983, 1984).  This movement began, for the most part, by 
William Whewell with the employment of what he called ―happy Guesses‖ (1858) or 
hypotheses in conjunction with observations and experiments.   Whewell suggested that 
advances in scientific knowledge are often the result of conjectures in the scientist‘s mind 
as a result of their observations and experiments.  Thus, hypotheses are a creative 
conclusion as perceived by the observer and that truths are inventions of the mind to 
account for these conclusions (Richards, 1984; Whewell, 1858). 
 Often cited as one of the most influential philosophers of science, Karl Popper 
also endorsed the need for creativity in scientific methodology.  In The Logic of Scientific 
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Discovery, Popper (1959) states that a theory is an invention, created in the scientist‘s 
mind based intuition rather than the pre-existing empirical data.  Observations alone 
cannot offer secure foundations for scientific knowledge.  He claims that there is 
incongruence between the processes of theory verification and falsification.  Specifically, 
a theory can never be verified as true regardless of how many observations appear to 
confirm it.  A theory can be shown false, however, with one observation that counters it.  
Furthermore, he recognizes that observations themselves are built upon theories and 
therefore can be refused methodologically if found invalid. 
 Thomas Kuhn, a colleague of Popper‘s, further championed the notion of theory-
dependence of observations (Kuhn, 1993).  Kuhn‘s logic was scientists develop theories 
pertaining to an event based on the observations of many scientists.  These theories are 
paradigm-based expectations and they are part of what he refers to as normal science.  
Over a period of time, incongruities will arise between these expectations of normal 
science and observed facts.  Despite these discrepancies, Kuhn maintains that scientists 
will continue to adhere to the paradigm for a period of time.   When an overwhelming 
amount of incongruities take place a period of revolution will exist during which 
scientific progress will occur resulting in a paradigm shift. This shift is a result of a 
revolution that occurs during which the previous paradigm is discarded and a new 
paradigm is conceived based on the new observations. 
Philosophy is now tied to science as a discipline of its own merit.  Well-known 
philosophers such as Aristotle, Bacon, Mills, Popper, and Kuhn write diligently to 
describe how science attempts to acquire an understanding of the natural world 
(Richards, 1983).  That is, the philosophy of science concerns itself with understanding 
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the meaning, method and logical organization of science (Klemke et al., 1988). Among 
the noted philosophers in science, many worked in a specific field of science before 
transitioning to the study of philosophy.  Several examples include, Karl Popper began 
his career as a physicist, physicians John Locke and Rudolph Hermann Lotze, engineer 
Ludwig Wittgenstein, chemist Michael Polanyi, and physicist Moritz Schlick.  Each of 
these individuals were well established scientists that acquired an interest in the study of 
how scientific knowledge is gained, and therefore, inadvertently entered into the field of 
philosophy of science (Gjertsen, 1989b).  Nobel laureates Werner Heisenberg and Peter 
Medawar considered philosophical issues in the framework of many of their pertinent 
theories in physics and immunology (Medawar, 1982; Pagels, 1982). This trend has 
continued with many noted scientists such as Blaise Pascal, Robert Boyle, Isaac Newton, 
and William Whewell; a short list of the many contributors in the history of philosophy in 
science (Gjertsen, 1989b).   
Understanding the importance of a philosophical perspective of science has lead 
educators to now focus on these aspects to enhance science classes (Matthews, 1989). 
These topics typically include historical and philosophical aspects of science such as the 
use of models, the relationship of evidence and theory choice, and the process of 
scientific change and paradigm shifts.  Philosophers and educators have championed the 
incorporation of these philosophical perspectives as a way to make the teaching of 
science less about the acquisition of facts and more about the appreciation of the artistry 
of science and thereby increase student attitude towards science (Driver, 1983; Hodson, 
1988; Matthews, 1989).  As a result, these philosophers and educators began a movement 
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into understanding the structure and processes of science that is now referred to as nature 
of science. 
Nature of Science 
There is much literature describing nature of science (NOS) ideas with little 
agreement concerning a singular meaning. In espousing the importance of scientific 
process in education, Huxley, Hooker, and Henlsow, contemporaries and colleagues of 
Charles Darwin, wrote significantly on the impact of scientific skills related to the 
opportunities provided in these classes for improving students‘ observation and reasoning 
abilities (Layton, 1973).  In the early 1900s, as NOS was beginning to be linked with 
science education, the Central Association of Science and Mathematics Teachers (1907) 
advocated for emphasis of NOS.  Of utmost priority for this organization was the need to 
focus on methodology and the processes of science.  Hurd (1960) contends that additional 
science educators with a recommendation to integrate scientific method into K-12 
courses to encourage the training of students‘ minds considered NOS in the early 1900s.  
Over the next fifty years, NOS is pushed to the forefront of science education in the form 
of curriculum focused on scientific process (Welch, 1979).   
With the science education reform movement, NOS was further refined and 
characterized.  In a study that compares scientists‘ and science teachers‘ understanding of 
the nature of science for example, Kimball (1968) developed a model of NOS in which 
he incorporated  eight characteristics as the aspects of NOS.  In this model, curiosity is 
the fundamental driving force in science; science is a dynamic, ongoing activity; the aim 
of science is to increase comprehension and simplify with mathematical language being 
the most precise expression of relationships; there is no one ―scientific method‖ as often 
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claimed in textbooks; the methods of science are more about values than techniques; the 
basic attribute of science is the trust that the physical universe can be explained by human 
ordering and understanding; science has the unique characteristic of openness of both 
mind and realm of investigation; and tentativeness and uncertainty touch all parts of 
science in that nothing can ever be proven. 
The Center of Unified Science Education (1974) detailed nine tenets or aspects of 
the nature of scientific knowledge.  These aspects stated that scientific knowledge is 
tentative (subject to change and not a truth in the absolute sense), empirical (based on 
experimentation or observation), replicable (based on evidence and obtainable by other 
people), probabilistic (does not make absolute predictions or explanations), humanistic (a 
creative, imaginative product of humankind), historic (current scientific knowledge is 
built on past scientific knowledge), public (private knowledge is shared publicly), holistic 
(internally trustworthy), and unique (the nature and procedures of scientific knowledge 
are different from other fields of knowledge).  
Rubba and Anderson (1978), consistent with the Center of Unified Science 
Education‘s model, noted a certain amount of shared overlap and therefore, collapsed the 
nine aspects into six factors or subscales. These subscales declare that science is amoral 
(moral judgment can only be passed on the application of knowledge), creative (as a 
human invention, it requires much creative imagination), developmental (only probable 
because it changes over time), parsimonious (comprehensive rather than specific), 
testable (validity is established through repeated testing), and unified (contributes to a 
network of laws, theories, and concepts).  
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Strike and Posner (1982), in a discussion about how learning in science education 
relates to the growth of scientific knowledge suggest that the learning process itself is 
much like the scientist working on the forefront of knowledge.  In this discussion, these 
researchers suggest that similar to the manner in which scientists reorganize their beliefs 
when new ideas surface, a student will change his or her way of understanding with new 
experiences and thereby, add to their knowledge. 
More recently, NOS has been included as a critical component of scientific 
literacy (AAAS, 1990, 1993; NRC, 1996; NSTA, 1982).  The position statement of the 
NSTA (1982) details nine premises important to the understanding of NOS.  In contrast 
to earlier understandings of NOS, these premises state that scientific knowledge is both 
reliable and tentative; there are some shared values and perspectives that characterize 
doing science; creativity is part of knowledge production; supernatural elements should 
not be a part of science; a primary goal of science is the formulation of theories and laws; 
science contributions are global; scientific understanding is influenced by current 
knowledge and experiences of the researcher; scientific knowledge is an evolutionary and 
revolutionary process; and, scientific research is concerned with gaining an 
understanding of the natural world for its own sake.  Consistently, Science for All 
Americans (AAAS, 1990, 2009) describes science as the means used to develop 
interconnected and validated ideas about the physical, biological, psychological, and 
social worlds using particular ways of observing, thinking, experimenting, and validating.  
Furthermore, AAAS recommends addressing science literacy; which they group into 
three principle subjects of NOS: the scientific worldview, scientific methods of inquiry, 
and the nature of scientific enterprise.  The topics of these recommendations are that the 
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world is understandable; scientific ideas are subject to change; scientific knowledge is 
durable; science cannot provide complete answers to all questions; science demands 
evidence, is a blend of logic and imagination, explains and predicts, is a complex social 
activity, is organized into content disciplines and is conducted in various institutions; 
scientists try to identify and avoid bias; science is not authoritarian; there are generally 
accepted ethical principles in the conduct of science; and scientists participate in public 
affairs both as specialists and as citizens.   
These NOS ideas are woven into the Project 2061 Benchmarks for Science 
Literacy (AAAS, 1993, 2009) which suggests that by the completion of high school, all 
students should understand that scientists are unified in the belief that by working 
together, they can ascertain how the world works; that since the universe is a united 
system, knowledge gained from each part is applicable to others; knowledge is both 
stable and changing; science investigations require imagination and inventiveness as well 
as logic and empirical evidence and can take place outside of a laboratory; individual 
researchers work in a network to advance science; and science activity is an enterprise 
that has many components including social structure, discipline and institutional 
identification, ethics, and scientists in public affairs.  Perhaps more relevant to the 
practice of teaching, further inclusion of NOS became part of the content standards in the 
National Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996).  These national standards 
recommend that teachers utilize history to clarify different aspects of scientific inquiry, 
highlight the human aspects of science, and investigate the role science has played in the 
development of diverse cultures. 
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 Lederman (2007), defines NOS as the ―values and assumptions inherent to the 
development of scientific knowledge‖  (p. 331) or the sociology and epistemology of 
science (Lederman, 2007; Lederman & Niess, 1997).  Although the concepts associated 
with NOS are related to both the processes and resulting scientific knowledge, for 
Lederman, Wade and Bell (1998b) NOS is separate from science process and content.  
Complicating the topic of NOS is the lack of an agreed upon definition.  However, there 
is a shared vision by philosophers, historians and sociologists of science about NOS and 
some essential tenets that are central to NOS (AAAS, 1993, 2009; Millar & Osborne, 
1998; NRC, 1996; NSTA, 1982).  These generally accepted tenets have been categorized 
by Abd-El-Khalick, Lederman, and Bell (1998) into seven aspects of NOS.  These 
aspects include that scientific knowledge is empirical, tentative, theory-laden, partly the 
product of human inference, imagination and creativity, and socially and culturally 
embedded.  In addition, there is a clear distinction between observation and inference and 
a direct relationship between theories and laws.   
For the purpose of this study, only five of these NOS aspects are considered as 
they are at an appropriate level for middle school students according to the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science.  The aspects that are suggested by the 
Benchmarks for Science Literacy (AAAS, 1993, 2009) and the National Science 
Standards (NRC, 1996) as appropriate by the completion of eighth grade are that 
scientific knowledge is empirical, tentative, theory-laden, and partly the product of 
human inference, imagination and creativity and that there exist a clear distinction 
between observations and inferences.  These aspects along with the correlating National 
Standards and suggested benchmarks are presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
 
Correlation between NOS Aspects Accentuated in this Study and in Science Education 
Reform Documents for Sixth Grade 
Targeted in 
Present Study 
Benchmarks for Science Literacy 
(AAAS, 1993) 
National Science Standards 
 (NRC, 1996) 
Scientific knowledge is 
partly the product of 
creativity and 
imagination. 
Although there is no fixed set of steps that 
all scientists follow, scientific investiga-
tions usually involve the collection of 
relevant evidence, the use of logical 
reasoning, and the application of imagina-
tion in devising hypotheses and explana-
tions to make sense of the collected 
evidence. (1B: 6-8, #1, p.12) 
Science is very much a human endeavor, and 
the work of science relies on basic human 
qualities, such as reasoning, insight, energy, 
skill, and creativity--as well as on scientific 
habits of mind, such as intellectual honesty, 
tolerance of ambiguity, skepticism, and 
openness to new ideas. (Content standard G: 
6-8, science as a human endeavor, #2, p.170) 
Scientific knowledge is 
empirical in that it is 
derived from 
observations of the 
natural world. 
When similar investigations give different 
results, the scientific challenge is to judge 
whether the differences are trivial or 
significant, and it often takes further 
studies to decide. Even with similar 
results, scientists may wait until an 
investigation has been repeated many 
times before accepting the results as 
correct. (1A: 6-8, #1, p.7) 
Scientists formulate and test their 
explanations of nature using observation, 
experiments, and theoretical and 
mathematical models. (Content standard G: 
6-8, nature of science, #1, p.171) 
Scientific knowledge is 
theory-laden and 
subject to the scientist‘s 
beliefs, experiences and 
biases. 
What people expect to observe often 
affects what they actually do observe. 
Strong beliefs about what should happen 
in particular circumstances can prevent 
them from detecting other results. 
Scientists know about this danger to 
objectivity and take steps to try and avoid 
it when designing investigations and 
examining data. (1B: 6-8, #3, p.12)  
In areas where active research is being 
pursued and in which there is not a great deal 
of experimental or observational evidence 
and understanding, it is normal for scientists 
to differ with one another about the 
interpretation of the evidence or theory being 
considered. Different scientists might 
publish conflicting experimental results or 
might draw different conclusions from the 
same data. (Content standard G: 6-8, nature 
of science, #2, p.171) 
Scientific knowledge is 
tentative and subject to 
change with new 
evidence. 
Scientific knowledge is subject to 
modification as new information 
challenges prevailing theories and as a 
new theory leads to looking at old 
observations in a new way. (1A: 6-8, #2, 
p7) 
Although all scientific ideas are tentative and 
subject to change and improvement in 
principle, for most major ideas in science, 
there is much experimental and observation-
al confirmation. Those ideas are not likely to 
change greatly in the future. Scientists do 
and have changed their ideas about nature 
when they encounter new experimental 
evidence that does not match their existing 
explanations. (Content standard G: 6-8, 
nature of science, #1, p.171) 
There are distinctions 
between observations 
and inference 
Although there is no fixed set of steps that 
all scientists follow, scientific 
investigations usually involve the 
collection of relevant evidence, the use of 
logical reasoning, and the application of 
imagination in devising hypotheses and 
explanations to make sense of the 
collected evidence. (1B: 6-8, #1, p.12) 
Scientists formulate and test their 
explanations of nature using observation, 
experiments, and theoretical and 
mathematical models. (Content standard G: 
6-8, nature of science, #1, p.171) 
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The inclusion nature of science in the K12 science curriculum has been strongly 
supported by educators, scientists and philosophers for a variety of reasons.  Many argue 
that the process of learning is similar to the doing of science (Driver, 1983b, 1983c; 
Hodson, 1988; Millar, 1989; Strike & Posner, 1982).  Just as science involves the 
evolution of thought, learning is a transformation of one‘s accumulation of concepts and 
both of these behaviors are rational.  As proposed by (Crookes, 1985) the only difference 
between the learner and the scientist is the care with which they construct a hypothesis, 
the strictness of their test design and the level by which they communicate their ideas.  
And it is through imaginative acts that students are able to abandon their old ideas and 
replace them with new ones just as scientists experience paradigm shifts with regards to 
abandoning theories that no longer hold true (Chambers, 1990; Driver, 1983b, 1983c).  
Thus, Driver points out, students must be able to develop a range hypotheses as well as 
alternate theories when data does not support existing conceptions.   
Similarly, incorporating the science process enhances the teaching of science.  
Using science history and philosophy enhances science understanding while promoting 
awareness of excitement and achievement of science (Matthews, 1989).  Students come 
into the classroom with many misleading but rational perceptions about science based on 
previous experiences and possess various social and religious philosophies that influence 
their science understandings.  It is the task of the a science instructor to help students 
revise their common-sense misconceptions about natural phenomena and help them think 
scientifically (Brush, 2000; Wolpert, 1992).  And yet, all too often science education 
focuses on what is knows rather than how it is known (Bartholomew, Osborne, & 
Ratcliffe, 2004).    There are, however, many obstacles to placing NOS issues in the 
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instruction of many science classrooms.   The speculation and revision of thoughts 
requires time and many courses have much to do in a short amount of time (Driver, 
1983b).  Thus, even though this reflective teaching and learning is good pedagogy, it gets 
low priority because of time constraints. 
Research on NOS 
 As noted earlier, the development of NOS concepts is a major focus of science 
education objectives and as such, has been the focus of science education researchers 
over the past fifty years as evidenced by the development of a myriad of NOS assessment 
instruments.  The first formal assessments of NOS appeared in the early 1960s and were 
predominantly quantitative in design.  The goal was to develop an instrument that could 
be easily quantified and, in some cases, standardized for comparison.  Some of the early 
instruments contained open ended questions but no attempt was made to qualify the 
responses as the questions were used for validation purposes (Lederman et al., 1998a, 
1998b).  A comprehensive list of formal instruments designed to assess various aspects of 
NOS is provided in Table 2. 
 Some of the first instruments developed to assess NOS have been criticized with 
regard to validity (Lederman et al., 1998a; H. Munby, 1983).  These critics argue that 
early instruments measured limited aspects of NOS and branched into other affective and 
cognitive domains such as student attitudes about science and science process skills.  
Specifically, Lederman (2007) states that three characteristics are common to instruments 
deemed of poor validity; many of the items focus the student‘s ability and skill in the 
science process, several items are concerned with student feelings and values regarding  
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Table 2 
Nature of Science Instruments  
Date Instrument Author(s) 
1954 
1958 
1959 
1961 
1962 
1966 
 
1967 
1967 
1968 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1974 
1975 
1975 
1976 
1978 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1987 
1990 
1992 
1995 
1998 
2000 
2002 
2004 
Science Attitude Questionnaire  
Facts About Science Test (FAST) 
Science Attitude Scale  
1961 Test on Understanding Science (TOUS)  
Processes of Science Test 
Inventory of Science Attitudes, Interests, and 
Appreciations 
Science Process Inventory (SPI)  
Wisconsin Inventory of Science Processes (WISP) 
Science Support Scale  
Nature of Science Scale (NOSS)  
Test on the Social Aspects of Science (TSAS)  
Science Attitude Inventory (SAI)  
Science Inventory (SI)  
Nature of Science Test (NOST)  
Views of Science Test (VOST) 
Nature of Scientific Knowledge Scale (NSKS)  
Test of Science-Related Attitudes (TOSRA)  
Test of Enquiry Skills (TOES)  
Conception of Scientific Theories Test (COST)  
Language of Science (LOS)  
Views on Science-Technology-Society (VOSTS)  
Views of Nature of Science A (VNOS-A)  
Modified Nature of Scientific Knowledge Scale 
(MNSKS) 
Critical Incidents  
Views of Nature of Science B (VNOS-B)  
Views of Nature of Science C (VNOS-C)  
Views of Nature of Science D (VNOS-D)  
Views of Nature of Science E (VNOS-E)  
Wilson 
Stice 
Allen 
Cooley & Klopfer 
BSCS 
Swan 
 
Welch 
Scientific Literacy Research Center 
Schwirian 
Kimball 
Korth 
Moore & Sutman 
Hungerford &Walding 
Billeh & Hasan 
Hillis 
Rubba 
Fraser 
Fraser 
Cotham & Smith 
Ogunniyi 
Aikenhead, Fleming, & Ryan 
Lederman & O‘Malley 
Meichtry 
Nott & Wellington 
Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, & Lederman 
Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman 
Lederman & Khishfe 
Lederman & Ko 
Note: From Lederman (2007) 
science and scientists, and major emphasis is placed on science as an institution rather 
than how scientific knowledge is gained. 
However, several instruments have been developed that are considered valid and 
reliable based on both reported data and their focus on traditionally accepted NOS 
aspects (Lederman et al., 1998a; Munby, 1983).  Two of such instruments were 60-item 
multiple-choice tests.  One of the earliest and most widely used instruments was the Test 
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on Understanding Science (TOUS) developed by Cooley and Klopfer (1963) which 
provides subscale scores in three areas including comprehension of the scientific 
endeavor, the scientist, and science processes.  The other instrument, the Nature of 
Science Test (NOST) designed by Billeh and Hansan (1975), addresses four components 
of NOS but lacks any subscales. 
 More prominent in the research field than the multiple-choice type instruments 
are the Likert type scales.  The Wisconsin Inventory of Science Processes (WISP) 
developed by the Scientific Literacy Research Center (1967) is perhaps the most widely 
employed instrument of this type.  This test consists of 93 statements of which the 
respondent determines accuracy as established by their own understanding of the topic.  
Similar Likert type scales emerged over the next fifteen years.  Both the Science Process 
Inventory (SPI), a 135-item forced-answer instrument developed by Welch (1967) and 
the Nature of Science Scale (NOSS), a 29-item Likert scale by Kimball (1968), lacked 
subscales and are inappropriate for use with secondary education students (Lederman, 
2007).  Four additional instruments, Views of Science Test (VOST) (Hillis, 1975), Nature 
of Scientific Knowledge Scale (NSKS) (Rubba, 1976), Modified Nature of Scientific 
Knowledge Scale (M-NSKS) (Meichtry, 1992) and Conceptions of Scientific Theories 
Test (COST) (Cotham & Smith, 1981) have in common the design of a five-option Likert 
scale response format but each focus on specific aspects of NOS.  
 There are several disadvantages to these traditional, quantifiable assessments.  
Munby (1982) points out that as these tests exhibit the flaw of ―the doctrine of 
immaculate perception‖.  That is, they assume that the researcher and the respondent will 
interpret a given item the same way.  In investigating this idea, Aikenhead, Ryan and 
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Fleming (1987) had respondents write responses to statements following the 
administration of an instrument they were designing.  After comparing the open-ended 
responses with forced-choice responses, they found variations in these researcher/ 
respondent interpretations.  The result of this research was the development of Views on 
Science-Technology-Society (VOSTS), a 144 multiple-choice item pool from which 
researchers can select.  The difference of this instrument as compared with other 
multiple-choice instruments is that the response choices were a composite of high school 
students and therefore, from their perspectives (Aikenhead & Ryan, 1992).  Additionally, 
researchers can easily modify the instrument for use with many research scenarios due to 
the selection of items from a pool (Lederman, 2007). 
 In a continued effort to navigate away from researcher imposed perceptions on 
responses along with problems associated with previous paper-and–pencil instruments, 
Lederman and O‘Malley (1990) developed the Views of Nature of Science, Form A 
(VNOS-A). The VNOS-A consists of seven open-ended items focused on the tentative 
aspect of NOS.  Written responses are followed by interviews designed to eliminate 
researcher misinterpretation of respondents‘ written item replies.  However, some 
problems were associated with this first version.  Namely, the wording of some items 
allowed for vague responses that did not address the aspect of the tentativeness of NOS.  
Therefore, subsequent versions were later developed.  VNOS-B and VNOS-C are lengthy 
versions that contain content specific items designed for use with older students or 
teachers.  After modification of the language, Forms D and E were developed for use 
with secondary and elementary students, respectively (Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick, Bell 
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& Schwartz, 2002).  For the purposes of this research, VNOS-E were employed to assess 
changes in students‘ understanding of the tentativeness of NOS. 
Students‘ NOS Conceptions 
 Early research efforts regarding K-12 student NOS understandings has been 
detailed extensively by Lederman (1992).   These investigations showed that students 
held relatively naïve views of NOS ideas relating to scientific knowledge and its 
acquisition (Klopfer & Cooley, 1961; M. Mead & Metraux, 1957; Miller, 1963).  
Subsequent studies corroborate the findings that students do not have NOS 
understandings consistent (Halloun, 2001; Hodson, 1988; Jelinek, 1998; Kang, 
Scharmann, & Noh, 2005) with science reform doctrine (AAAS, 1993, 2009; NRC, 
1996). 
 In one of the first studies conducted with a sample of 43 Georgia high school 
students using the SAI Wilson (1954) reported that students believe science knowledge to 
be absolute and that a scientist‘s job is to uncover the truths in the natural world.  As 
noted earlier, significant problems have been associated with this assessment instrument 
that cause some researchers to question Wilson‘s findings (Munby, 1983).  However, 
Wilson‘s findings continue to be echoed in later research.  For example, Mead and 
Metraux (1957) in a nationwide sampling of 35,000 students came to similar conclusions 
as Wilson.  The data compiled from student essays about ―What Do You Think about 
Science and Scientists?‖ showed a relatively negative attitude by students towards 
science.  They consider the main purpose of science the revelation of natural laws and 
believe this to be a methodical, dull process. 
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 With the emergence of a valid quantifiable instrument, the TOUS, many studies 
were conducted that focused on student NOS understandings.  Among the first were 
Klopfer and Cooley‘s 1961 study that paired the TOUS along with a review of 
nationwide surveys followed by Millar‘s 1963 study.  Student NOS understandings were 
found to be inadequate.  In an attempt to uncover student understandings with regard to 
specific aspects of NOS, Mackey (1971) conducted a study on 1203 Australian students 
ranging grades 7-10.  He administered a pretest and posttest and then categorized 
responses into eight groups leading to the conclusions that students lacked adequate 
conceptions in all NOS aspects.  These results were supported by similar research 
conducted by Korth (1969), and Aikenhead (1973). 
 In 1977 as Rubba was developing the NSKS instrument, he examined the beliefs 
of high school students with regard to their understanding of six aspects of NOS.  He 
found that over a third of the students surveyed held the misconception that scientific 
knowledge is an irrefutable truth and that once theories have enough proof from research, 
they become laws.  He later labeled these ideas ―the myth of absolute truth‖ and ―the 
laws-are-mature-theories fable‖, respectively (Rubba & Anderson, 1978) and in 1981 
investigated student understandings regarding the ―myth‖ and ―fable‖ (Rubba, Horner, & 
Smith, 1981).  Survey results initially indicated students held neutral understandings of 
these concepts.  However, Rubba, Horner, and Smith felt that these results were 
questionable due to the exclusive nature of their sampling.  The students in their sample 
were high achieving and very interested in science.  Therefore, researchers felt this 
sample was not representative of the population. 
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 NOS aspects were again investigated in 1979 when Bady (1979) researched 
student understandings of just one aspect of NOS.  In this study of 94 students, 
approximately half attending large urban high school and the other half attending a small 
private boy‘s high school, Bady administered the Johnson-Laird and Wason (Johnson-
Laird & Wason, 1972) task to asses these students‘ understandings of the logic of 
hypothesis testing.  Results indicated that these students held the belief that hypotheses 
could be verified through experimentation and that they possessed a naïve understanding 
of hypothesis and theory formation.  Bady further stated that these results indicate that 
since these students did not have an adequate understanding of falsification, they could 
only have a naïve understanding of NOS.  Similar findings were reported by Lederman 
(1986) in a study involving the administration of the NSKS as a pre- and posttest to a 
sample of 10
th
-grade students and their biology teachers.   
 This area of inadequate student NOS understanding continues to dominate science 
education research over the next two decades.  Jelinek (1998) paired student attitude 
towards instructional variables with their NOS understandings in an explorative case 
study to investigate the affect of attitude on student perceptions about science.  The 
sample consisted of 20 high school students participating in a summer Upward Bound 
program.  All subjects were given a pre and posttest assessing their views of science 
instructional processes related to four activities in addition to their NOS understandings.  
Students participated in a six-week course focused on experiential learning in four areas 
of science focused on improving student attitude while increasing their NOS conceptions.  
Comparison of pre- and posttest NOS understandings of students showed some increases 
from naïve to moderate and advanced with an overall improvement in all with the 
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exception of three students as well as an increase in their attitudes towards science 
learning.  While these results are encouraging, Jelinek suggests that more research is 
needed due to the small, limited sample of the study.  
 In a largely qualitative study, student views of NOS were evaluated as situated 
within a socio-scientific dilemma (Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, & Simmons, 1999).  The 
sample was composed of 248 high school students with a wide range of science ability 
and interest.  These researchers found that when faced with emotional situations 
pertaining to a fictitious scenario, students often overlooked evidence in favor of past 
personal experience.   Students, regardless of grade, ability or interest, demonstrated 
naïve understandings of the tentativeness and subjectivity of scientific knowledge. 
 A study with a primary focus on investigating science teachers‘ views of NOS 
and the inclusion of NOS in their classroom instruction (Lederman, 1995) provided 
additional information about student NOS conceptions.  Lederman conducted a yearlong 
study of five biology teachers, their classroom practices, and their students‘ NOS 
understandings.  He found that although all five teachers possessed adequate NOS 
conceptions as measured by the administration of the VNOS, and they all included NOS 
aspects in their instruction, an overwhelming majority of students did not have adequate 
NOS understandings.  Students held the beliefs that only some scientific knowledge such 
a theories was tentative and those qualities such as creativity, imagination and 
subjectivity had little place in science. 
 Recently Kang, Scharmann and Noh (2005) conducted a study of 1702 Korean 
6
th
, 8
th
, and 10
th
 graders.  They administered a large-scale survey focused on student 
views regarding the five aspects of NOS that include: the purpose of science, definition, 
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tentativeness, and origin of scientific theory, and nature of models.  Once again, 
researchers reported findings similar to previous studies, chiefly that students held 
absolutist and empiricist perspectives about NOS.  Thus, while there is little consensus in 
science education regarding aspects of NOS and how to assess these aspects, research 
over the past 50 years brings to light the inadequacies in student NOS understandings. 
NOS Instruction 
 The recognition that students‘ conceptions of NOS were inadequate resulted in 
increased interest in the by researchers and educators to determine the causes and the 
development of pedagogy that targeted this topic.  To this end, there has been a move 
towards incorporating NOS aspects in inquiry-based instruction over the past decade with 
limited success.  In a study of three novice teachers and a sample of their students, Flick, 
Lederman, and Enochs (1996) examined student NOS understandings within the context 
inquiry-oriented instruction.  Their findings suggested that while students‘ understood the 
social and tentative aspects of NOS, they held naïve understandings of the science 
process and theory formation.  These findings are supported in the work of others (e.g., 
Fouad Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman, 2000; Khishfe & Abd-El-Khalick, 2000) from 
which it has been concluded that practicing inquiry alone does not enhance NOS 
understandings.  In a similar study, instruction in scientific inquiry was paired with 
instruction in NOS (Schwartz et al., 2001).  Two classes received implicit instruction 
during which NOS concepts were eluded to but not expressly stated or time given for 
reflection on NOS concepts.  The other classes were taught using an explicit, reflective 
method by which the teacher pointed out NOS targeted concepts during the NOS 
activities and had students reflect on them via group discussions.  Findings indicated little 
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difference in the two groups‘ NOS understandings other than the mentioning of data 
interpretation subjectivity by the group receiving explicit instruction.  The researchers 
cautioned that the findings were inconclusive due to the class instructor‘s lack of full 
distinction between explicit and implicit instruction during some lessons, but contend that 
they support the growing body of evidence suggesting that students do not increase their 
NOS understandings simply by ―doing science.‖ 
 Following disappointing results from inquiry instruction concerning student NOS 
understandings, educators began to explore a more explicit approach.  In a 2002 study 
investigating the influence of explicit and reflective inquiry instruction on students‘ NOS 
understandings, Khishfe and Abd-El-Khalick found encouraging results.  Specifically this 
study looked at six aspects of NOS that included the tentative, empirical, inferential, 
imaginative, and creative NOS.  Students were in two intact groups composed of 62 sixth 
graders.  Both groups were administered a pre and post survey composed of open-ended 
questions to assess their NOS conceptions.  Although both groups received NOS inquiry-
based instruction targeting NOS concepts, instruction for one group was of an explicit 
and reflective nature while the second was implicit and without a reflective component.  
Results indicated no substantial change in NOS understandings in the group of students 
receiving implicit instruction.  However, the group receiving explicit, reflective 
instruction showed considerable (34%-52%) increases in NOS understandings in all four 
aspects.   
 In an attempt to increase science teachers‘ NOS understandings and assist them in 
developing appropriate pedagogy for NOS instruction, several leading teacher educators 
developed Project ICAN as a professional development program.  Several studies have 
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emerged from the implementation of this program (e.g., Lederman & Lederman, 2004; 
Lederman, Lederman, Khishfe, Druger, Gnoffo, & Tantoco, 2003; Schwartz, Lederman, 
& Thompson, 2001) that have focused on both teacher and student NOS understandings.  
In this NFS funded project, teachers were trained in explicit, reflective NOS instruction 
methods over a one-year period with monthly workshops and a follow up summer class.  
Lederman et al. (2003) reported significant gains in 80% of the teachers‘ NOS 
understandings.  Moreover, the students taught by these teachers also showed increased 
NOS understandings in many targeted aspects.  In a follow-up case study from this group 
(Lederman et al., 2004) researchers investigated an elementary teacher and her students 
during the program.  Of the 26 students in the class, 21 demonstrated increased NOS 
understandings in at least one of the four targeted NOS aspects.   
 In another study focused on the use of explicit NOS instruction accompanying 
scientific inquiry instruction (Schwartz, Lederman, Khishfe, Lederman, Matthews, & 
Liu, 2002), researchers found overall advancements in students‘ NOS conceptions, but 
they were limited NOS aspects the teacher felt most comfortable with in instruction.  The 
researchers also noted that assessing student NOS understanding was problematic for 
teachers.  These findings were concurred by Haigh (2005)  in a study of a New Zealand 
classroom.  Similar results were reported in a study placing students in an apprenticeship 
program placing high school students in science laboratories conducting research with 
mentor scientists (Bell, Blair, Crawford, & Lederman, 2003).  The initiative was that by 
placing students in the science field doing science work, they would better understand 
NOS.  While students did show improvements in their knowledge of scientific inquiry, 
they had no gains in their NOS conceptions. 
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 The notion of improving teachers‘ NOS understandings and helping them include 
this NOS instruction in the framework of scientific inquiry has been addressed in 
research focusing on explicit instruction in teacher education (Akerson & Hanuscin, 
2007; Akerson, Morrison, & McDuffie, 2006; Akerson & Volrich, 2006).  Results 
indicated teachers‘ NOS understandings can be increased with this mode of instruction 
and student understandings showed positive changes in NOS concepts.  However, student 
gains were very limited. 
 Continuing with the line of research focused on explicit NOS instruction, Khishfe 
(2004) investigated NOS instruction in three science disciplines.  This study compared 
students‘ NOS concepts after instruction that employed NOS activities integrated into the 
science content with NOS understandings of students receiving NOS instruction not 
integrated within the science content.  She found an interesting pattern in student NOS 
understandings.  Results indicated the largest gains in NOS understanding for students 
moving from a naïve understanding of targeted NOS aspects to transitional 
understandings was found within the group receiving the nonintegrated approach.  
However, in the group taught NOS aspects integrated into the science content showed 
significant gains in the group of students with an initial transitional view moving towards 
an informed NOS view.  Khishfe reasoned that these findings indicate the need for both 
modes of instruction to help students transition from naïve to more informed NOS 
understandings. 
 The use of NOS explicit instruction both integrated and nonintegrated continues 
to produce encouraging results regarding student NOS understandings.  Research by 
Khishfe and Lederman (2006) investigating the use of both explicit approaches found 
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similar mixed results.  Nonintegrated NOS instruction was most effective with students 
moving from naïve understandings to transitional while integrated more effective for 
students with transitional views moving to informed views.  To explore these findings, 
Khishfe (2008) investigated these approaches in a study of seventh grade students.  She 
found that results were consistent for the two approaches.  Khishfe reasoned that both 
approaches are needed to help students move from naïve NOS understandings to 
informed understandings as they operate on a continuum and that each mode helps with 
this transition.  
Summary 
The disparity between the science enterprise that students experience in their lives 
and the science they are taught in schools emphasizes the need for educators to teach 
practical applications of science so that students understand the relevance of science as a 
key contributor to society.  When students see the utility of science they are more likely 
to want to pursue science related careers (George, 2006).  According to Bandura‘s social 
cognitive theory, self-efficacy plays a key role in students‘ decisions to pursue success in 
academics.  This concept recently been linked by science education researchers to science 
classes.  Although the data is conflicting regarding sources of self-efficacy beliefs 
between both gender and race, science instruction has been put forth as one explanation 
for these differences. 
One rationale for this discrepancy is the focus on scientific concepts in a fact-
based mode rather than the doing of science that includes discussions embedded in nature 
of science.  Students must able to identify with their school science and see themselves 
doing science so that they can develop strong science self-efficacy beliefs.  Similarly, 
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science curriculum documents recommend NOS instruction in all science classes to 
develop scientifically literate citizens.   
To this end, much research has been directed at determining what students‘ NOS 
conceptions are and how to best help students develop more informed understandings.  
Current findings suggest that students move along a continuum as they transition from 
naïve to more informed NOS understandings.  Thus, the researchers recommend that 
instruction include NOS instruction both as explicit NOS activities outside of the science 
content as well as embedded within the science content. This mixed approach will enable 
students to deepen their NOS conceptions as they progress towards informed 
understandings, as well as, raise their science self-efficacy beliefs. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
This study was built on the premise that science self-efficacy beliefs can be raised 
when students develop appropriate NOS understandings.  The purpose of this mixed 
methods study was to determine if there is a correlation between students‘ NOS 
understandings and their science self-efficacy beliefs.   To this end, the primary goal of 
this study was to explore changes in the NOS understandings and science self-efficacy of 
students enrolled in a sixth grade earth science class taught with explicit NOS instruction.  
The second objective was to investigate whether the changes in science self-efficacy 
beliefs of students differ as a function of gender and/or ethnicity.  The questions guiding 
this research were based on Bandura‘s social cognitive theory and self-efficacy in the 
science academic setting.  Specifically, the questions that were addressed are: 
1. How do students‘ self-efficacy beliefs change as compared with changes 
in their nature of science understandings? 
2. How do changes in students‘ science self-efficacy beliefs vary with gender 
and ethnicity segregation?  
Participants and Setting 
A selection of students attending an urban middle school was asked to take part in 
the study.  The school, located in the metropolitan suburb of a large city in the southeast, 
is the only middle school in this small district and had a total population of 562 students 
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attending sixth through eighth grade.  The school was in the process of becoming an 
International Baccalaureate World School with the development of a Middle Years 
Programme and recently became a charter school.  The racial composition of the 
population was approximately 48% White, 45 % Black, 0.2 % Hispanic, 0.2% Asian, and 
0.4% multiracial.  Within this population, there were several ethnic groups from as many 
as 16 countries with a large group of students relocated from Somalia.  The school was 
classified as a Title 1 school with 60 students qualifying for the Title 1 program in math 
and reading and about 33 % of the student population eligible for the free or reduced-
price lunch program.  The 153 participants in the study were representative of the school 
population and the demographic breakdown of each group is presented in Table 3. 
Participants were enrolled in a sixth grade earth science class taught by one of two 
veteran science teachers.  Each of the classes was reflective of the school‘s diverse 
population concerning ethnicity, socio economic status, and academic ability.  While the 
classes were considered regular education courses, up to 8% of each class contained 
students served by the school‘s Education Support System (ESS) program due to  
 
Table 3 
Demographics of Participant Groups 
 Gender Ethnicity 
Group Male Female White Black Hispanic Asian Multiracial 
Control 27 36 33 26 0 1 3 
Treatment 47 43 48 32 4 0 6 
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moderate learning disabilities and/or health issues.  In addition, approximately 5% of the 
population were English language learners and 30% were served in the Bridges program 
for gifted learners. 
Ten classes, averaging 16 students in size, were selected to participate in the 
study.  Although this was a convenience sample, it was representative of the diversity of 
the school population and an equal gender representation.  Similarly, each class within 
the sample was representative of this diversity as students were placed in these classes by 
the school using a heterogeneous group model.  From the sample group of 153 students 
taking part in the study, a sub group of 10 students was purposefully recruited from each 
of the classes to be interviewed (Appendix C).  These students were recruited based on 
their NOS understandings and science self-efficacy as determined by pre-assessment 
instruments.  The sub group participating in the interviews consisted of students with 
both naive and more informed NOS understandings.  From this set of students, 15 were 
chosen so that an equal number of male and female students as well as an equal number 
of ethnic groups were represented.  Responses to VNOS-E items were compared with 
interview responses to establish face validity of VNOS-E responses as recommended by 
Lederman (2002). 
Classes were taught by one of two earth science teachers with each teacher 
teaching two classes in the control group (afternoon classes) and three classes in the  
treatment group (two morning classes and one afternoon class).  The first teacher was a 
White male in his late thirties who has been teaching middle school science for 11 years 
at this school.  He has extensive knowledge about the science content and has taken 
several teaching classes that included nature of science topics at a local university from 
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which he received his Master degree in education.  In addition, his responses on the 
VNOS C indicate an informed understanding of the five targeted NOS aspects.  The 
second instructor was the researcher, a White female with a science academic 
background and strong understanding of NOS as demonstrated on a previous 
administration of the VNOS C by a professor in a graduate class.  She has taught science 
for 15 years, four of which have been at this school.  Both instructors worked closely in 
the unit designs and NOS lesson scheduling and implementation. 
Instructional Context 
The study occurred during a semester of earth science focused on three units that 
included climate change, the earth‘s moon, and the solar system.  Students had completed 
the opening unit on experimental design and possessed an emerging knowledge of how to 
design a controlled experiment.  However, NOS concepts had not been taught in any 
classes during this unit.   
 The purpose of the climate change unit was to teach students the sources of 
energy and human impact on the earth‘s resources.  The lens through which the lesson 
was taught was the influence of human activity on the environment and community 
service.  To this end, the unit lessons (Appendix A) investigated concepts such as 
renewable and nonrenewable resources, the production of energy gained for human 
activity with these various resources, and the by-products produced by the use of these 
resources.  Students researched the effects of these by products on the earth‘s 
environment and investigated both the science and the controversy surrounding the issue 
of global warming.  The culmination of this effort was a community service product such 
as a movie or slideshow that used evidence gathered from the unit. 
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 This unit began with a brief movie clip that portrayed scientists conducting 
environmental research in Antarctica.  This activity led to an open-ended investigation 
surrounding the issues of climate change and introduced important concepts regarding 
global warming.  Students worked in pairs researching guiding questions focused on 
these issues and then reported their findings to their group.  The engagement time for this 
lesson was six sessions.  The second lesson in the unit focused on renewable and 
nonrenewable resources used by humans for energy.  Students determined the advantages 
and disadvantages of these resources as well as ways these resources are made available 
for human use.  Students also considered ways to conserve as well as reuse resources.  
This lesson was followed with a third lesson in which students determined how energy is 
obtained and then used by humans.  Each energy source was evaluated based on cost, 
efficiency, ease of use and plausibility.   These lessons were taught for durations each of 
three and four sessions respectively. 
 After students learned about energy production, they investigated the science 
behind global warming.  First, they participated in an Internet activity to understand the 
composition of Earth‘s atmosphere and the concentration of gases.  This was followed by 
an experiment in which students modeled the greenhouse effect.  From this, students 
determined how human activity alters the greenhouse gases naturally occurring in the 
ozone layer.  These lessons occurred over five sessions.  The last lesson was the 
culminating activity, a climate change action conference.  Students chose a media format 
such as video, podcast, website or musical performance and an issue about climate 
change.  Working in small groups students developed and presented a product that 
educated the local community on currently used energy resources, current scientific 
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understandings and common misconceptions about global warming, and suggested ways 
to decrease our harmful effects on the environment. This lesson required eight sessions. 
 With the completion of the climate change action conference, the course moved to 
a unit that explored the earth‘s moon and the effects of the relative positions of the earth, 
moon and sun (Appendix A).  This unit took a more traditional approach regarding 
instruction.  Teachers provided multiple hands-on activities, matching games and 
demonstrations focused on the various arrangements of the earth, sun, and moon.  The 
first set of lessons in this unit required eight sessions to complete.  They focused on the 
phases of the moon including the names of the eight major phases, pictorial 
representations as viewed from earth, and the positions of the earth, moon and sun during 
each phase. Several approaches were employed to help students visualize this very 
abstract concept and concluded with an Oreo cookie moon phase activity used to assess 
student understanding.  Next students investigated the positioning of the earth, moon, and 
sun with regards to eclipses.  Students used ―moon pops‖ and a light source to model the 
alignment of the sun, moon and earth during various eclipses and created concept maps.  
This lesson required two full sessions to complete.  To conclude this unit, students were 
asked to consider the many regulatory effects the moon has on earth including tides and 
Earth‘s rotation.  Students then made hypotheses as to what Earth would be like without 
the moon.  Lastly, the major theories as to the formation of the moon were proposed 
along with supporting evidence.  This lesson lasted approximately three sessions. 
The final unit of the semester and this study was focused on current 
understandings of our solar system as well as the changing theories of past astronomers 
(Appendix A).  To set the tone, this unit was introduced with a brief movie clip that 
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presented a group of astronomers listening to signals from space hoping to contact 
intelligent life outside of our solar system.  Students reasoned the magnitude of the idea 
of searching the universe for intelligent life and the feasibility of such an endeavor. The 
students were then guided towards the rationale of systematically searching for another 
planet earth.   
The first lesson of this unit, requiring about seven sessions, began with a 
discussion about lifezones and the Goldilocks Effect highlighting key ideas astronomers 
look at when investigating other planets and other solar systems.  Students were engaged 
in a laboratory investigation in which they used models to simulate four star types and 
both their lifezones and their lifespans.  Students reasoned that yellow stars would be the 
best stars around which scientists should look for earth like planets.  This led to the next 
lesson focused on theories such as the big bang theory about the creation and formation 
of our universe and galaxy.  This lesson required three sessions to complete.  Then, 
students moved into a historical look at early astronomers and some of their ideas about 
space.  For three more sessions, students tracked the progression of views through these 
early years regarding the design of our solar system.  Lastly, students spent three sessions 
conducting in depth research on the many objects found in our solar system based on 
what scientists now know.  This unit concluded with a traditional formal assessment.  
In addition to the science content in these three earth science units, five NOS 
aspects were targeted for instruction in the treatment group, as they are appropriate for 
this age and part of the state curriculum standards.  These aspects all pertain to theory 
development and are as follows: 
 Scientific knowledge is partly the product of creativity and imagination. 
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 Scientific knowledge is empirical in that it is derived from observations of 
the natural world. 
 There is a clear distinction between observations and inferences. 
 Scientific knowledge is theory-laden and subject to the scientist‘s beliefs, 
experiences, and biases. 
 Scientific knowledge is tentative and subject to change with new evidence. 
These five targeted NOS aspects are outlined and aligned with current national and state 
standards in Table 1. 
Research Design 
I used a mixed-method design for this study. Data were collected and analyzed 
following an embedded experimental model (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007).  This 
model, the most common of the embedded designs, incorporates the use of qualitative 
data within an experimental design (see Figure 1).  The quantitative methodology 
establishes the precedence of the study while the qualitative dataset employs a 
subservient role in the methodology.  The qualitative data can be embedded in two 
different phases based on timing, which is determined by the purpose of the data.  For the 
purpose of this study, the qualitative approach was embedded in the beginning for 
selection of data collection and interview participants, during the intervention to examine 
the intervention, and then at the conclusion to help explain the results of the intervention. 
Procedures 
Students in ten classes participated in three earth science units during the first 
semester of school.  Participants were divided into groups based on whether their 
parent/guardian reported on school records as male or female and whether they reported  
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Figure 1. Embedded design: Embedded experimental model. Reprinted from Designing 
and conducting mixed methods research (p. 68), by J. W.Creswell and V. L. Plano Clark, 
2007, Thousand Oaks: Sage Publications. 
their ethnicity to be White or not White (Black, Hispanic, Asian, or multiracial).  As 
previously described, studies (Britner, 2006; Britner & Pajares, 2001, 2006) have 
reported sources of self-efficacy to have different amounts of influence on White males 
as compared with white females and minority students. White males‘ self-efficacy beliefs 
were shown to be predominantly influenced their mastery experiences while females and 
minority students were influenced by both anxiety and physiological states. Thus, the 
four subgroups that participants were divided into were White males, White females, 
Other males, and Other females using this criterion.  Six of the classes, in addition to the 
earth science concepts, were explicitly taught five NOS aspects as separate activities and 
embedded in the science content as an intervention. The other four classes participated in 
the three earth science units but were not taught the NOS aspects until the second 
semester.   Before beginning the units, all students were administered a 26-item Likert-
type scale focused on science self-efficacy beliefs (Appendix D).  In addition, students 
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were given the VNOS-E (Appendix B) to assess participants‘ initial understandings of the 
targeted NOS aspects and 15 students were interviewed (Appendix C) about their VNOS-
E responses (see Data Collection section for details).  These assessments, the science 
self-efficacy scale and the VNOS-E, were administered a second time at the conclusion 
of the semester and compared with participants‘ pre-instruction responses.  Due to class 
changes implemented by the school for students during the semester, some student data 
were not included in this study as three students moved from the control group to the 
treatment group or vice versa causing their data to be invalid.  Thus, the final control 
group and treatment group consisted of 63 students and 90 students, respectively.   
Schedules of the three science units Climate Change, Earth‘s Moon, and Our 
Solar System, along with the NOS lessons taught in the treatment groups and the 
corresponding non-NOS activities taught in the control group are detailed in Tables 4, 5 
and 6. 
Intervention 
 NOS aspects were taught using two approaches of non-integrated followed by 
integrated consistent with current research recommendations (Khishfe, 2004, 2008).  At 
the beginning of each unit, the teacher taught targeted NOS aspects using an explicit 
nonintegrated approach (see Figure 2). Thus, NOS activities were taught as separate 
activities at key points during each unit with more of these explicit NOS lessons taught in 
the first unit and decreasing in number throughout the semester (see Tables 4, 5, and 6).   
The science content lesson was taught after the NOS activity. During these NOS 
activities, the teacher explicitly discussed targeted NOS aspects and participants reflected 
on specific NOS concepts in open discussions and brief written assignments. The science 
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Table 4 
An Overview of the Climate Change Unit with NOS Lessons Nonintegrated and 
Integrated 
Science topic NOS approach NOS instruction Time 
NOS aspects 
discussed 
Non-NOS 
activity 
Climate 
Change 
learning 
issues 
research 
(6 sessions) 
Nonintegrated Mystery Bag activity 
followed by guiding 
questions, discussions, 
and reflections of NOS 
aspects relative to activity 
50 minutes 
(1 full 
session) 
1. Tentative 
2. Observation 
vs. inference 
3. Imaginative/ 
creative 
4. Subjective 
Current Event 
reading for a 
purpose activity 
Energy 
Resources 
(3 sessions) 
Nonintegrated Tricky Tracks! activity 
followed by guiding 
questions, discussions, 
and reflections of NOS 
aspects relative to activity 
50 minutes 
(1 full 
session) 
1. Tentative 
2. Observation 
vs. inference 
3. Imaginative/ 
creative 
4. Subjective 
Science prefixes 
activity 
Energy 
Production 
(4 sessions) 
Nonintegrated The Aging President 
activity followed by 
guiding questions, 
discussions, and 
reflections of NOS aspects 
relative to activity 
50 minutes 
(1 full 
session) 
1. Tentative 
2. Imaginative/ 
creative 
3. Subjective 
Guided reading 
activity 
Human 
Impact 
(3 sessions) 
Integrated NOS instruction at the end 
of the lesson with guiding 
questions and reflections 
on NOS aspects as they 
relate to climate change 
theories and predictions 
20 minutes 
(1 partial 
session) 
1. Tentative 
2. Observation 
vs. inference 
3. Imaginative/ 
creative 
4. Subjective 
Review of 
student findings 
and discussion 
on Google Earth 
evidence 
Greenhouse 
Effect Model 
(2 sessions) 
Integrated NOS instruction at the end 
of the lesson with guiding 
questions and reflections 
on NOS aspects as they 
relate to modeling the 
greenhouse effect 
80 minutes 
(2 partial 
sessions) 
1. Tentative 
2. Observation 
vs. inference 
3. Empirical 
4. Imaginative/ 
creative 
Data analysis 
activity using 
Excel 
Climate 
Change 
Action 
Conference 
Projects 
(8 sessions) 
Integrated NOS instruction at the end 
of the lesson with guiding 
questions and reflections 
on NOS aspects as they 
relate the positions on 
global warming 
45 minutes 
(2 partial 
session) 
1. Tentative 
2. Empirical 
3. Imaginative/ 
creative 
4. Subjective 
Preview and 
critique student 
projects 
 
content portion of each unit consisted of a series of problem-based lessons woven in with 
these NOS activities detailed in the earth science curriculum standards.  For example, 
during the lesson on misconceptions about climate change, to help students understand 
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Table 5  
An Overview of the Earth’s Moon Unit with NOS Lessons Nonintegrated and Integrated 
Science topic NOS approach NOS instruction Time  NOS aspects 
discussed 
Non-NOS 
activity 
Phases  
(8 sessions) 
None None NA NA NA 
Eclipses 
(2 sessions) 
Nonintegrated The Tube activity followed 
by guiding questions, 
discussions, and reflections 
of NOS aspects relative to 
activity 
50 minutes 
(1 session) 
1. Tentative 
2. Empirical 
3. Imaginative/ 
creative 
4. Subjective 
5. Observation 
vs. inference 
Video focused 
on the effects the 
moon‘s gravity 
has on earth 
Effects of the 
Moon 
 (3 sessions) 
Integrated NOS instruction at the end 
of the lesson with guiding 
questions and reflections on 
NOS aspects as they relate 
to formation theories and 
predictions for the moon‘s 
future 
30 minutes 
(1 partial 
session) 
1. Tentative 
2. Empirical 
3. Imaginative/ 
creative 
4. Subjective 
Review of key 
concepts 
regarding the 
moon 
 
the subjective NOS students were asked ―Are data used to support each position?‖ 
During the discussion that followed, teachers emphasized how the conclusions reached 
by scientists were consistent with the available evidence. Afterwards, teachers asked 
students ―How is it possible that scientists reached different conclusions based on the 
same evidence?‖  This led to a discussion about how scientists are greatly influenced by 
their background, experiences, and biases.  The detailed scope and sequence of these 
NOS lessons are presented in Appendix A along with unit plans and daily activity charts. 
 Following this first phase of instruction, each unit moved to an integrated 
approach to teaching the targeted NOS aspects (see Figure 3).  During this portion of the 
unit, the NOS aspects were explicitly taught embedded within the science content. 
Alongside the science concepts of climate change, Earth‘s moon and our solar system, 
NOS aspects related to the content were brought out by the teacher using guiding  
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Table 6 
An Overview of the Solar System Unit with NOS Lessons Nonintegrated and Integrated 
Science topic NOS approach NOS instruction Time 
NOS aspects 
discussed 
Non-NOS 
activity 
Search for 
Extraterrestri
al Intelligent 
Life  
(7 sessions) 
Integrated NOS instruction at the end 
of the lesson with guiding 
questions and reflections on 
NOS aspects as they relate 
to where scientists should 
look for extraterrestrial 
intelligent life 
45 minutes 
(2 partial 
sessions) 
1. Tentative 
2. Empirical 
3. Imaginative/ 
creative 
4. Subjective 
Read and discuss 
National 
Geographic 
article about 
current research 
in astronomy 
Our Galaxy 
(3 sessions) 
Integrated NOS instruction at the end 
of the lesson with guiding 
questions and reflections on 
NOS aspects as they relate 
to theories regarding the 
formation of our galaxy 
25 minutes 
(1 partial 
session) 
1. Tentative 
2. Empirical 
3. Imaginative/ 
creative 
4. Subjective 
Complete the 
BrainPop quiz 
on the big bang 
theory 
Historical 
Views 
(6 sessions) 
Nonintegrated The Super Slower Box 
activity followed by guid-
ing questions, discussions, 
and reflections of NOS 
aspects relative to activity 
50 minutes 
(1 session) 
1. Tentative 
2. Empirical 
3. Imaginative/ 
creative 
4. Subjective 
5. Observation 
vs. inference 
View the 
Discovery video 
Birth and Death 
of a Star 
Historical 
Views 
(continued) 
Integrated NOS instruction at the end 
of the lesson with guiding 
questions and reflections on 
NOS aspects as they relate 
to views of our solar system 
 
45 minutes 
(1 session) 
1. Tentative 
2. Empirical 
3. Imaginative/ 
creative 
4. Subjective 
Presentations of 
astronomer 
―Facebook‖ 
profiles 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Nonintegrated explicit instruction. 
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Science 
Lesson 1 
NOS 
Instruction 
 Science 
Lesson 2 
NOS 
Instruction 
Figure 3. Integrated explicit instruction. 
questions that addressed specific targeted NOS aspects.  Following each lesson, students 
were asked to reflect in class discussions and writing on these NOS concepts.  This 
integrated approach to teaching NOS aspects was begun near the end of the first unit, 
climate change, and used with increasing frequency throughout the other two units. 
Non-NOS Instruction for Control Group 
 Participants in the control group received the same science content instruction as 
participants in the treatment group.  However, during the time allotted for NOS 
instruction with the treatment group, the control group participated in non-NOS 
instruction that focused on the IB curriculum recently instated in the sixth grade or 
extension activities that investigated current issues in the science unit.  These activities 
are highlighted in Tables 4, 5, and 6.  
Student NOS understandings were monitored and compared with their science 
self-efficacy throughout the semester using both qualitative and quantitative data 
collection methods.  Data collection methods and analyses will be presented in two 
sections divided by type.  Figure 4 shows the timeline of when data were collected as 
well as what types of data and the instruments used to obtain the data.   
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Figure 4  Data collection instruments and timeline. 
 
Qualitative Data 
Instruments 
The VNOS-E, containing seven items relating to the five targeted NOS aspects, 
was administered to 153 sixth grade students prior to any NOS instruction. Written 
student responses were then analyzed and categorized by their level of NOS 
understanding.  In addition, a purposeful sample of 15 students, as recommended by 
Lederman et al. (2002), were interviewed using a semi-structured format with questions 
focused on each student‘s responses to items on the instrument.   
The purpose of these semi-structured interviews was twofold:  to gain deeper 
understandings of students‘ NOS conceptions by allowing the participants to share their 
own views of the five targeted NOS aspects as well as to confirm the validity of the 
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VNOS-E instrument.  The interviews helped confirm the validity of the questionnaire by 
ensuring that the researcher‘s interpretations of questionnaire responses corresponded to 
those of the participants (Khishfe, 2008).  Thus, the researcher asked questions that were 
designed to probe students on a deeper level regarding their written responses.  As the 
goal of this study was to assess changes in student self-efficacy related to NOS 
understandings, the sample sub group was assembled from students with both naïve and 
more informed NOS understandings with an equal representation of gender and diverse 
ethnic groups.  Students were administered the VNOS-E again at the completion of the 
semester and the same sample group of 15 students were interviewed for a second time.  
In addition, students were asked to respond in writing periodically to probing questions 
focused on the five-targeted NOS aspects. 
 During instruction of the NOS aspects, both nonintegrated and integrated, fidelity 
was assured by use of an observational checklist (Appendix E).  A fellow graduate 
student that was also a middle school science teacher with an informed understanding of 
NOS conducted observations.  She observed a class for each instructor during the NOS 
instruction and noted on the checklist each NOS aspect as it was presented during the 
lesson.  These observations were conducted six times for each instructor during the 
semester when NOS aspects were being taught or reinforced through science instruction.  
The seven items that were in the NOS questionnaire were used in two previous 
studies focused on changes in sixth and seventh grade students‘ NOS views (Khishfe, 
2008; Khishfe & Abd-El-Khalick, 2002).   VNOS-E items were designed to assess 
participants‘ views of the five aspects targeted in the NOS instruction: scientific 
knowledge is empirical, tentative, and partly the product of human inference, imagination 
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and creativity and the distinction between observation and inference.  Each of the VNOS-
E responses was categorized as naïve, transitional or informed views using a scoring 
rubric established by the researcher and another graduate student in a previous pilot study 
using a scoring rubric developed by Florida State University 
(http://ret.fsu.edu/Research_Tools.htm).  An interrater reliability analysis using the 
Kappa statistic was performed to determine consistency among raters.   Sample responses 
for each VNOS item and category of NOS understanding are listed in Table 7. 
Once responses where categorized, they were assigned a number value to 
determine a score for each item.  This scoring was based on the three categories of naïve 
(n), transitional (t), and informed (i).  These categories were then applied to the 
evaluation of an N-item set with the total score for the set obtained from 
T = WiNi + WtNt + WnNn (1) 
 
where: Wi, Wt, Wn = weights assigned to the positions defined as ‗informed‘, 
‗transitional‘, and ‗naïve‘; and Ni, Nt, Nn = number of ‗informed‘, ‗transitional‘, and 
‗naïve‘ responses (Vazquez-Alonso & Manassero-Mas, 1999).  When these categories are 
weighted ―1‖ for ―naïve‖ responses, ―2‖ for ―transitional‖ responses and ―3‖ for 
―informed‖ responses, Vazquez-Alonso and Manassero-Mas argue that the composite 
score is not reflective of respondents‘ NOS understanding.  They reason that under this 
scoring method, three naïve responses would equal one informed response and could lead 
to skewed measures of the respondent‘s NOS understanding.  Thus, following their 
recommendations, the weight of ‗naïve‘ responses was made minimal (null) with 
increasing weight for ‗transitional‘ and a maximum weight for ‗informed‘ responses.  
Therefore, ‗informed‘ responses were assigned a weight of 3.5, ‗transitional‘ responses a 
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Table 7 
VNOS-E Response Scoring Rubric 
Naïve Responses 
 (0 points) 
Transitional Responses  
(1 point) 
Informed Responses 
 (3.5 points) 
Item 3 [TENTATIVE and empirical aspects]   
Scientists are always trying to learn more about our world. Do you think what scientists know will change in the future? 
Why or why not? 
 
Knowledge does not change or only 
changes because scientists were 
wrong or the future changes things. 
Knowledge changes because 
scientists get more information due to 
additional experimentation, new 
evidence or the availability of new 
technology. 
Knowledge changes because 
scientists will view data in a different 
way than before. 
Item 4  [OBSERVATION VERSUS INFERENCE, empirical, and subjective aspects]  
(a) How do scientists know that dinosaurs once lived on the earth? (b) How sure are scientists about the way dinosaurs 
looked? Why? 
Scientists know that dinosaurs existed 
because they have found their bones 
or fossils.   
They know what they looked like 
because they researched them, looked 
it up in a book or computer, or they 
put the bones/fossils together. 
Scientists have proof of dinosaurs 
because they have fossils. 
Scientists have evidence such as 
fossils and bones that they put 
together to determine what the 
dinosaurs looked like. They are 
somewhat sure (provide a percentage 
or used terms like ―pretty sure‖) about 
the structure of the dinosaurs but 
unsure of features such as skin and 
color. 
Scientists have some evidence from 
dinosaurs such as fossils and have 
inferred from this data that creatures 
defined as dinosaurs existed and what 
they might have looked like.  As they 
get more evidence, they may change 
their ideas about how dinosaurs 
looked. 
 
Item 5  [SUBJECTIVE, tentative, and creative aspects]  
A long time ago all the dinosaurs died. Scientists have different ideas about why and how they died. If scientists all have 
the same facts about dinosaurs, then why do you think they disagree about this?  
 
The scientists have different evidence 
or incomplete data.   
Some scientists are wrong. 
There are many possibilities of what 
could have happened. 
Scientists make hypothesis and some 
are incorrect. 
The scientists have different ideas or 
opinions. 
The scientists have different minds 
and they think differently. 
Scientists have different backgrounds, 
experiences, and biases that lead to 
different interpretations of the same 
data. 
 
 
Item 6 [EMPIRICAL, tentative, observation versus inference, and creative aspects] 
TV weather people show pictures of how they think the weather will be for the next day. They use lots of scientific facts 
to help them make these pictures. How sure do you think the weather people are about these pictures? Why?  
 
Scientists are sure because they have 
machines like satellites or computers 
that tell them. 
Scientists are sometimes wrong 
because the weather can change. 
Scientists use equipment like radar 
and satellites to make predictions or 
estimations about the weather. 
Scientists collect data and evidence 
and use this to infer predictions and 
conclusions about the weather. 
 
Item 7 [CREATIVE aspect]  
(a) Do you think scientists use their imaginations when they do their work? (b) If No, explain why? (c) If Yes, then 
when do you think they use their imagination? 
 
Scientists do not use their 
imaginations in their work. 
Scientists can‘t make stuff up because 
that would be wrong. 
Scientists have to be open-minded. 
Scientists use their imaginations and 
creativity when they interpret data, 
fill in missing data, or solve 
something. 
Scientists use their imagination and 
creativity in designing experiments, 
interpreting data, and developing 
theories. 
Note: Adapted from  a scoring rubric developed by Florida State University (http://ret.fsu.edu/Research_Tools.htm) 
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weight of 1 and ‗naïve‘ responses a weight of 0 for a scoring system of 3.5/1/0.  Within 
this model, WnNn  equaled zero and the equation to obtain the total score became 
T = WiNi + WtNt (2) 
 
providing an overall value for participants‘ understanding for each of the five targeted 
NOS aspect. 
Data Analyses 
 Chi Square Tests.  Chi square tests for stability were conducted on each response 
to determine statistical significance of the treatment for each of the five targeted NOS 
aspects.  Specifically, the purpose of this test was to determine if there was any 
significant difference in pre- and post-instructional NOS understandings on five 
responses for the treatment group compared with the control group.  These tests were 
performed on participants‘ pre- and post-instruction response groups (naïve, transitional, 
or informed).  Crosstabs using SPSS Statistical 17.0 were conducted on the VNOS 
responses for each of the seven items comparing the control group with the treatment 
group. 
 Change in Frequencies.  To determine the number of participants that changed 
their NOS category from pre- to post-instruction and determine if participants in the 
treatment group increased their NOS understandings compared to the control group, 
VNOS-E responses were analyzed for change in frequencies.  The VNOS-E, composed 
of five subscales, questioned participants on multiple aspects of NOS.  Scoring of each of 
the participants‘ understandings of targeted NOS aspects for each subscale required the 
application of the equation discussed in the previous section (T = WiNi + WtNt) using 
either two or three items.  Table 7 details which items corresponded to what aspects.  
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Evidence of participants‘ views of the tentative aspect of NOS was gained from their 
responses to the third, fifth, and sixth VNOS questionnaire items.  Evidence about 
participants‘ views of the empirical aspect of NOS was derived from the third, fourth, and 
sixth VNOS questionnaire items.  Evidence about participants‘ views of the creative 
aspect of NOS was derived from the fifth, sixth, and seventh VNOS questionnaire items.  
The points for each participant‘s responses on the three items were then totaled and 
recategorized into naïve, transitional or informed using a point range.  For each of these 
NOS aspects, categories were assigned as follows:  2 or fewer points were categorized as 
naïve (no informed and one or more naïve responses), 2.1 to 5.4 total points were 
categorized as transitional (either all transitional or one informed and one naïve 
response), and greater than 5.4 were categorized as informed (no naïve and at least one 
informed response).  Evidence about participants‘ views of the distinction aspect of NOS 
was derived from the fourth and sixth VNOS questionnaire items.  Evidence about 
participants‘ views of the subjective aspect of NOS was derived from the fourth and fifth 
VNOS questionnaire items.  The points for each participant‘s responses on the two items 
were then totaled and recategorized into naïve, transitional or informed using a point 
range.  Categories were assigned as follows:  fewer points than 1 were categorized as 
naïve (no transitional or informed responses), 1.0 to 3.4 (no informed and at least one 
transitional response) total points were categorized as transitional, and greater than 3.4 
were categorized as informed (at least one naïve response). 
 Change in frequency using SPSS Statistical 17.0 were then determined on these 
calculated groups (naïve, transitional, and informed) for each NOS aspect with 
participants grouped both by those receiving NOS instruction (treatment group) and those 
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not receiving NOS instruction (control group), as well as by gender and ethnicity to form 
eight subgroups.  The results from this analysis determined the percentage of participates 
in each subgroup that held views in each of the three categories for each NOS aspect.  
This analysis was conducted on all pre-instruction VNOS responses to determine the 
starting point of NOS understandings on targeted NOS aspects for subgroups.  The 
process was repeated with VNOS responses and comparisons made to determine what 
changes in participants‘ understandings had occurred during the study.   
Quantitative Data 
Instruments 
Students were administered a scale containing 26 items (Appendix D) both at the 
beginning of the three units and at the conclusion of the semester to assess for changes in 
student self-efficacy beliefs regarding school science.  This Likert-type scale consisted of 
three subscales on which students rated themselves along a six-point scale from definitely 
true to definitely false.  Students‘ perceptions about their science ability and feelings of 
self-worth regarding this ability, their science self-concept, was assessed using six items 
from the Academic Self Description Questionnaire (ASDQ-1)  (Britner & Pajares, 2006; 
Marsh, 1990).  Marsh (1990) obtained alpha coefficients ranging from .88 to .94 on the 
science scale and Britner and Pajares (2001, 2006) obtained a Cronbach‘s alpha 
coefficient of .82 in their 2001 study and  a Cronbach‘s alpha coefficient of .89 in their 
2006 study.  Science anxiety, the feelings of tension and stress that can interfere with the 
construction of knowledge, skills and abilities were evaluated using an eight item science 
anxiety subscale (Britner & Pajares, 2006).  Britner and Pajares (2001, 2006) obtained a 
Cronbach‘s alpha coefficient of .63 and later a coefficient of .91 using this scale adapted 
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for middle school science.  Lastly, students were evaluated on the value they see for 
science using nine items adapted from the Student Attitude Questionnaire (Eccles, 1983).  
Students rated how important it is for them to be good at and to get good grades in 
science and whether science is interesting for them.  When these items were tested in 
astudy of middle school science students, an alpha coefficient of .87 was obtained 
(Britner, 2002). 
Data Analysis 
Multivariate Analysis of Covariance.  A scoring process similar to that used with 
the VNOS-E was employed with the self-efficacy scale items using the values selected by 
students for each item.  Points for negative items were reversed.  Points awarded by 
students for each of the three constructs of self-efficacy were then added to obtain a total 
value in each subscale.  To determine changes in participants‘ self-efficacy beliefs as 
measured by the three subscales, a multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA) was 
conducted.   The MANCOVA was conducted using pretest scores as covariates and 
gender, ethnicity and treatment as the three independent variables.   
Summary 
 A mixed method approach was employed in this study with the purpose of 
exploring the relationship between students‘ NOS understandings and their self-efficacy 
beliefs as they relate to school science.  As the data collection involved both quantitative 
and qualitative instruments and the use of NOS instruction as an intervention, an 
embedded experimental model was followed.  During three earth science units, six 
classes of students were explicitly taught NOS aspects using nonintegrated activities 
followed by integrated instruction.  The other four classes of students participated in the 
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three earth science units but did not receive NOS instruction during the units.  Students‘ 
views of NOS along with their self-efficacy beliefs were assessed both before starting the 
units and again at the completion of the semester.  Pre- and post-instruction VNOS-E 
responses groups were compared for statistical differences between control and treatment 
groups using chi square tests.  Composites of participants‘ responses to the two 
instruments, the VNOS-E and Science Self-Efficacy Scale, were scored and analyzed 
using a Chi-square and MANCOVA, respectively with pretest scores as covariates.  
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to explore the science self-efficacy beliefs of 153 
sixth grade students engaged in three units in which NOS was explicitly taught in six of 
the ten classes.  In addition, gender and ethnicity as variables were considered.  
Specifically, this study sought to investigate ―How do students‘ self-efficacy beliefs 
change as compared with changes in their nature of science understandings?‖ and ―How 
do changes in students‘ science self-efficacy beliefs vary with gender and ethnicity 
segregation?‖ To this end, students‘ self-efficacy beliefs and NOS understandings in the 
control and treatment groups were assessed both at the beginning of the semester and 
again at the conclusion.  This chapter presents results using both quantitative methods 
and qualitative methods utilizing data from three earth science units.   
Analysis of qualitative and quantitative data is presented here in two sections.  
Changes in students‘ NOS understandings along the five targeted NOS aspects as derived 
from the VNOS-E, a qualitative instrument, are presented first. As part of the intent of 
this study was to investigate differences between gender and ethnicity, the results are 
grouped by treatment and control groups across gender and ethnicity.  Participants were 
grouped into four subgroups based on their gender and ethnicity.  As previous studies 
found (i.e. Britner, 2006, 2008; Zeldin & Pajares, 2000) differences in sources 
contributing to self-efficacy beliefs for White males, minority males, white females and 
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minority females, subgroups were assigned similarly.  Thus, participants were divided 
into groups based on whether their parent/guardian reported on school records as male or 
female and whether they reported their ethnicity to be white or not white (Black, 
Hispanic, Asian, or multiracial).  The four subgroups that participants were divided into 
were White males, White females, Other males, and Other females.  This is followed by a 
discussion of students‘ self-efficacy beliefs as they relate to three pertinent constructs of 
school science; self-concept, science anxiety and value of science.  Specifically, changes 
in participants‘ beliefs in these three constructs of self-efficacy will be focused on as well 
as changes in their overall self-efficacy as it relates to the science class.  Findings for 
these three constructs of self-efficacy are also grouped by treatment and control groups 
across gender and ethnicity.  Lastly, participants‘ NOS understandings as compared with 
their self-efficacy beliefs will be presented for each gender/ethnicity subgroup. 
Nature of Science Understandings 
A systematic comparison of participants‘ NOS understandings for both the control 
and treatment groups across gender and ethnicity is discussed in the following section.   
Five aspects of NOS pertaining to theory development were explicitly taught during the 
study and are as follows: 
 Scientific knowledge is partly the product of creativity and imagination. 
 Scientific knowledge is empirical in that it is derived from observations of 
the natural world. 
 There is a clear distinction between observations and inferences. 
 Scientific knowledge is theory-laden and subject to the scientist‘s beliefs, 
experiences, and biases. 
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 Scientific knowledge is tentative and subject to change with new evidence. 
The participants‘ pre- and post-instruction views of the targeted NOS aspects for all four 
subgroups (four in the control group and four in the treatment group) are described along 
with the changes determined between the matching subgroups in the control and 
treatment group.  Pre- to posttest changes in participants‘ responses to the seven open 
ended items on the VNOS were analyzed.  Additionally, selected participants were 
interviewed to confirm the validity of researcher coding.  Participants‘ responses were 
categorized as ―naïve,‖ ―transitional,‖ or ―informed‖ using a rubric developed from a 
previous pilot study. To establish intercoder agreement (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2007), a 
random sample of 100 participant responses, 10 each from items three through seven of 
the pre-instruction VNOS and another 10 from the same five items of the post-instruction 
VNOS were categorized by another doctoral student using the same scoring rubric.  The 
interrater reliability for the raters was found to be Kappa = 0.84 (p<0.001), 95% CI 
(0.814, 0.868). 
Changes in Participants’ NOS Views  
Relative to pre-instruction views, participants in both the control group and the 
treatment group showed gains in many of the targeted aspects of NOS.  However, the 
gains in the treatment group were larger and across all targeted aspects as compared with 
the control group which had smaller gains across only select aspects of NOS.  To 
determine changes in participant NOS understandings within subgroups after the 
treatment of NOS instruction, the post-instruction percentage scores were subtracted from 
the pre-instruction percentage scores. 
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Negative values indicate a decrease in the number of participants holding that 
level of understanding at the end of the study.  In contrast, increases in values within a 
category indicate increases in the number of participants with that level of understanding. 
Values of zero indicate no changes within that subgroup for that NOS aspect.  Thus, the 
values represent the percent of participants that moved from one level of understanding to 
another level. Increases were noted with subgroups in each aspect with the largest change 
noted for White males that increased their naïve views to transitional views.  The 
majority of changes after explicit NOS instruction were noted with participants moving 
from naïve views to transitional views.   
The pre- and post-instruction views of participants in the control and treatment 
groups are presented in this section and discussed with respect to the five targeted NOS 
aspects.  This is followed by presentation and discussion of the changes between 
subgroups within the control and treatment groups as they pertain to gender and ethnicity.  
In addition, participant responses are included when appropriate to help demonstrate 
participants‘ NOS understandings.  Participants are identified using a code to distinguish 
the subgroup to which they belonged within the control and treatment groups.  The first 
letters ―C‖ and ―T‖ are used to specify participants in the control group and treatment 
group respectively. The second letter of ―F‖ for females and ―M‖ for males identifies 
gender.  The letter ―O‖ following the first two letters signifies Other participants of 
Black, Hispanic, Asian or multiracial ethnicity and ―W‖ for White participants.  Lastly, 
the number at the end refers to the participant‘s identification order within their subgroup. 
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Participants’ Pre-instruction NOS Views 
The majority of participants in both the control group and the treatment group 
held naïve views of the five targeted aspects of NOS at the beginning of the study.  
Results from chi square tests (see Table 8) showed no statistical differences between 
control and treatment participants‘ pre-instruction NOS understandings. 
Pre-instruction Views on the Tentative Aspect of NOS.  Scientific knowledge is 
provisional and not an absolute truth.  Our way of understanding the world can change as 
new evidence is gathered or data is reinterpreted differently.   Evidence of participants‘ 
views of the tentative aspect of NOS was gained from their responses to the third, fifth, 
and sixth VNOS questionnaire items (Appendix B), which expressed participants‘ views 
in more than one context (change in scientific knowledge, how dinosaurs died, and 
weather forecasting). Participants‘ views on items were categorized as naïve, transitional, 
or informed using a scoring rubric developed in the previous pilot study and then 
assigned a point value of 0 for naïve, 1 for transitional, and 3.5 for informed responses.  
The points for each participant‘s responses on the three items were then totaled and  
Table 8 
Chi-square Values of Pretest NOS Aspects 
Response Item (NOS Aspect) 2 df p 
Item 1 (science defined) 0.044 1 .834 
Item 2 (science defined) 2.160 2 .340 
Item 3 (Tentative) 1.352 1 .245 
Item 4 (Observation vs. Inference) 0.003 1 .958 
Item 5 (Subjective) 0.590 1 .442 
Item 6 (Empirical) 1.847 1 .174 
Item 7 (Imaginative/ Creative) 2.753 2 .252 
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recategorized into naïve, transitional or informed using a point range.  Categories were 
assigned as follows:  2 or fewer points were categorized as naïve, 2.1 to 5.4 total points 
were categorized as transitional, and greater than 5.4 were categorized as informed. 
None of the participants held informed views of the tentative aspect of NOS at the 
beginning of the semester (see Table 9).  The subgroups in the treatment and control 
groups each had preponderance (between 80% and 100%) of participants with naïve 
views.  In the control group, the White and Other female subgroups as well as the Other 
male subgroup had a small percentage of participants with transitional views (19%, 6.7%, 
and 6.7% respectively).  All White males in the control group and all Other males in the 
treatment group held naïve views of the tentative nature of science at the beginning of the 
study.  A small percent of participants in the White and Other female subgroups and in 
the White male subgroup held transitional views (16.7%, 16.0% and 13.3% respectively). 
In response to item three of the VNOS which asks if what scientists know will 
change in the future, the vast majority of participants, at the onset of the study, expressed 
naïve views. Responses categorized as naïve stated that truths change over time or that 
scientists change the future rather than the informed view that scientific knowledge 
changes because scientists view data in a different way (see Table 7).  For example, 
participant CFW-2702 expressed the naïve view that science knowledge changes simply 
because the world, the data itself, changes: 
Yes [what scientists know will change in the future].  Millions of years 
ago there were dinosours [sic] on our planet.  Look at the world now do 
you see dinosours [sic]?  I don‘t think so!  So, my point is the world has 
already changed tramendasly [sic] over the years and I think it still will. 
(CFW-2702, naïve view, Item 3, pre-questionnaire) 
Similarly, participant TFW-1103 wrote the naïve response that our body of scientific 
knowledge will change only because the work of scientists causes changes in the future. 
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Table 9 
 
Participants’ Pre-instruction Views of Tentative NOS Aspect 
 
Control Group    
Tentative 
NOS Treatment Group     
Tentative 
NOS 
 Female  Female 
 Other (n=15)   Other (n=25)  
    Naïve 93.3     Naïve 84.0 
    Transitional 6.7     Transitional 16.0 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
 White (n=21)     White (n=18)     
    Naïve 81.0     Naïve 83.3 
    Transitional 19.0     Transitional 16.7 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
 Male  Male 
 Other (n=15)   Other (n=17)  
    Naïve 93.3     Naïve 100.0 
    Transitional 6.7     Transitional 0.0 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
 White (n=12)     White (n=30)    
    Naïve 100.0     Naïve 86.7 
    Transitional 0.0     Transitional 13.3 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
Note. The values represent percentages of participants at the start of the semester in that category of NOS understanding. 
 
Her explanation, while responding that knowledge changes, was categorized as naïve 
because she explained that the scientists change events rather than they see evidence in a 
different way: 
Yes [what scientists know will change in the future], because if scientists 
come together with the same idea they are able to change what might 
happen in the future. (TFW-1103, naïve view, item 3, pre-questionnaire)   
Many participants with naïve understandings also wrote that scientists only make 
predictions about our world and that they are often wrong.  Rather than developing new 
theories, this participant states that the scientists will get more facts creating changes in 
the future: 
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I don‘t think scientists know because you can‘t predict the future, but they 
can change it by learning more. (TMO-1115, naïve view, item 3, pre-
questionnaire) 
In a similar line, several participants agreed that knowledge would change, but naïvely 
rationalized that this was due to discoveries that would assist in uncovering truths.  
Again, this was categorized as naïve because he explained the changes in knowledge as 
changes created by scientists rather than scientists interpreting evidence in a new way: 
I think it will change because they will get smarter and there will be more 
stuff done [sic]. (CMW-2703, naïve view, item 3, pre-questionnaire) 
Participants who expressed more understanding of the tentative aspect of NOS 
often wrote that more evidence was obtained that led scientist to greater understanding.  
The transitional view was expressed by these participants that due to the creation of new 
technology or the discovery of additional evidence, scientists would add to their scientific 
knowledge.  This idea was posited by participant CFW-2707 when she cited an example 
of a recent finding by scientists: 
Yes [what scientists know will change in the future], because due to 
discoveries like the finding of Lyuba, the preserved baby mammoth, there 
is always more to discover.  So, it will change as they learn more. (CFW-
2707, transitional view, item 3, pre-questionnaire) 
However, none of the participants, prior to NOS instruction, expressed the 
informed view that scientific knowledge changes because scientists view data or 
evidence differently.  
Pre-instruction Views on the Empirical Aspect of NOS.  Scientific knowledge is 
based on observations about the world. This evidence is critical to the development of 
scientific knowledge.  Evidence about participants‘ views of the empirical aspect of NOS 
was derived from the third, fourth, and sixth VNOS questionnaire items (Appendix B), 
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which expressed participants‘ views in more than one context (change in scientific 
knowledge, the existence of dinosaurs, and weather forecasting).   
None of the participants held informed views of the empirical aspect of NOS and 
only four of the eight subgroups had participants with transitional views (see Table 10).  
In the control group, all participants in the female, White male, and Other male 
subgroups held naïve views.  White females had 85.7% participants with naïve views.  In 
the treatment group, all Other male participants held naïve views.  White females, White 
males, and Other females primarily held naïve views (94.4%, 92.0%, and 96.7% 
respectively).  A small number of White females (14.3%) in the control group White 
females (5.6%), White males (3.3%) and Other females (8.0%) in the treatment group 
held transitional views of the empirical views at the beginning of the study. 
 
Table 10 
Participants’ Pre-instruction Views of Empirical NOS Aspect 
Control Group  Empirical NOS Treatment Group   Empirical NOS 
 Female      Female     
 Other (n=15)   Other (n=25)  
    Naïve 100.0     Naïve 92.0 
    Transitional 0.0     Transitional 8.0 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
 White  (n=21)     White (n=18)     
    Naïve 85.7     Naïve 94.4 
    Transitional 14.3     Transitional 5.6 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
 Male  Male 
 Other (n=15)   Other (n=17)  
    Naïve 100.0     Naïve 100.0 
    Transitional 0.0     Transitional 0.0 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
 White (n=12)     White (n=30)     
    Naïve 100.0     Naïve 96.7 
    Transitional 0.0     Transitional 3.3 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
Note. The values represent percentages of participants at the start of the semester in that category of NOS understanding. 
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 Many participants expressed naïve views of the empirical aspect of NOS when 
asked in item six of the VNOS how sure scientists are about forecasting the weather.  
Participants with views categorized as naïve stated that either the scientists are sure about 
their forecasts because they have facts from weather machines or they that they may be 
wrong because the weather changes unpredictably.  Often these participants responded 
with the naïve view that scientists rely on ―facts‖ gathered by instruments but that many 
other things interfere with scientists‘ sense making or that scientists can be wrong 
because the weather changes.  For example, participant CFW-2713 stated the naïve view 
that weather is unpredictable because it can change without reason: 
I think the weather people are 80% sure [about the pictures of how the 
they think the weather will be], because they have a lot of facts to help 
them decide what to put on their show.  The reason why they are not 100% 
sure is because the weather could dramatically change.  You can never be 
sure about weather. (CFW-2713, naïve view, item 6, pre-questionnaire) 
Similar naïve ideas were expressed by many participants.  Often responses included the 
use of special equipment used by scientists to assure correct weather forecasts.  Some 
participants even suggested that if the weather forecast was wrong, it was the fault of the 
weather itself: 
[Weather people are] not that sure because the weather can sometimes be 
wrong. (TMW-2515, naïve view, item 6, pre-questionnaire) 
Still other participants expressed the naïve view that science is exact and that scientists 
present truths: 
I think they are pretty sure about [about the pictures of how the they think 
the weather will be] because they showe [sic] it on TV.  If they warnt [sic] 
sure they wouldn‘t showe [sic] it. (CFO-2614, naïve view, item 6, pre-
questionnaire) 
These responses lack the explanation that the weather forecast is inferred by scientists 
based on collected data. Participants categorized with a more transitional view of the 
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empirical aspect wrote that the forecast involved predictions and that it was not definite.  
For example, participant TFO-2501 explained that scientists sometimes make incorrect 
predictions: 
I think their sure 40% because not everything scientist‘s say it‘s 
true sometimes it‘s wrong what they predict. (TFO-2501, 
transitional view, item 6, pre-questionnaire) 
Similarly, some of these more transitional views referenced the use of evidence in a 
vague way: 
I think they are partly true because their predictions could be 
wrong.  Though they have pretty good evidence (TMO-1501, 
transitional view, item 6, pre-questionnaire) 
None of the participants express the informed view that scientists infer predictions based 
on data or evidence that they collect. 
Pre-instruction Views on the Distinction between Observation and Inference. 
There is a distinction between observations and inferences.  Observations are collected 
using our senses while inferences are interpretations of the information collected and are 
consistent with observations.  Evidence about participants‘ views of the distinction aspect 
of NOS was derived from the fourth and sixth VNOS questionnaire items (Appendix B), 
which expressed participants‘ views in more than one context (the existence of dinosaurs 
and weather forecasting). 
None of the participants exhibited informed views of the difference between 
observation and inference prior to the study (see Table 11).  In both the control group and 
the treatment group, the majority of participants in all subgroups had very naïve 
understandings of this distinction.  A comparatively small number of participants, with 
the exception of White females in the control group (19.0%) and Other females in the  
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Table 11 
Participants’ Pre-instruction Views of Observation versus Inference NOS Aspect 
Control Group 
  Observation 
vs. Inference Treatment Group 
    Observation 
vs. Inference 
 Female      Female     
 Other (n=15)   Other (n=25)  
    Naïve 93.3     Naïve 80.0 
    Transitional             
6.7 
   Transitional 
20.0 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
 White (n=21)     White (n=18)     
    Naïve 81.0     Naïve 88.9 
    Transitional 19.0     Transitional 11.1 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
 Male  Male 
 Other (n=15)   Other (n=17)  
    Naïve 93.3     Naïve 88.2 
    Transitional 6.7     Transitional 11.8 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
 White (n=12)     White (n=30)    
    Naïve 91.7     Naïve 93.3 
    Transitional 08.3     Transitional 6.7 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
Note. The values represent percentages of participants at the start of the semester in that category of NOS 
understanding. 
treatment group (20.0%), held transitional views of the distinction between observations 
and inferences. 
In responding to item four of the VNOS that asks how do scientists know that 
dinosaurs once lived on the earth and how sure are scientists about the way dinosaurs 
looked, the majority of participants expressed naïve views.  Responses were categorized 
as naïve if they stated that scientist were sure because they had proof, that they had 
researched this topic, or that they found fossils and bones and made no reference to idea 
that scientists make inferences using observed evidence. Many of the participants with 
naïve understandings of observation versus inference wrote in their responses that 
scientists have proof of their ideas in the form of evidence.  For instance, in response to 
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the appearance of dinosaurs, participants often wrote that scientists are very sure about 
the appearance of dinosaurs because they have proof: 
I believe that scientists are very sure about the way dinosaurs looked 
because they can match up bones from a certain time period and type of 
dinosaur and put them together. (CFW-2618, naïve view, item 4b, pre-
questionnaire)  
While this participant‘s response refers to evidence, they state that the scientists 
are certain about the structure of dinosaurs.  Some participants naïvely reasoned 
that scientists are ―pretty sure because you can read about them, look it up on 
computer.‖ (CMO-1710, naïve view, item 4a, pre-questionnaire)   
More transitional views reflected by participants expressed the idea that 
scientists are somewhat sure about the appearance of dinosaurs due to evidence 
but they recognized the limitations of the evidence as inconclusive.  These views 
stopped short of articulating the informed view that scientist make inferences 
from the evidence. For example, some participants entertained the idea that 
scientists ―can imagine how they might have looked‖ (TFO-1114, transitional 
view, item 4b, pre-questionnaire) and know some things regarding the dinosaurs‘ 
appearance, but not all of the details such as color and texture of the skin.  
Participant TMW-1516 commented on the limited knowledge scientists have: 
They have found fossils, they studied how old they might be.  But, the 
bones could have been in different places. (TMW-1516, transitional view, 
item 4a, pre-questionnaire) 
At the beginning of the study, none of the participants expressed the informed 
view that scientists make inferences from the evidence they have and that as they 
get more evidence, they may change their ideas about how dinosaurs looked. 
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Pre-instruction Views on the Creative Aspect of NOS.  The scientific endeavor 
involves creativity and imagination.   Evidence about participants‘ views of the creative 
aspect of NOS was derived from the fifth, sixth, and seventh VNOS questionnaire items 
(Appendix B), which expressed participants‘ views in more than one context (how 
dinosaurs died, weather forecasting, and scientists‘ use of imagination).   
At the start of the study, no participants expressed informed views of the creative 
aspect of NOS (see Table 12).  One subgroup, White males in the control group, had 
100% of participants with naïve views.  Eighty percent of Other female participants in 
both the control group and in the treatment group as well as White males in the treatment 
group held naïve views.  Similarly, the percentage of participants with transitional views  
 
Table 12 
Participants’ Pre-instruction Views of Creative NOS Aspect 
Control Group Creative NOS Treatment Group   Creative NOS 
 Female      Female     
 Other (n=15)  Other (n=25)  
    Naïve 80.0     Naïve 80.0 
    Transitional 20.0     Transitional 20.0 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
 White (n=21)   White (n=18)     
    Naïve 66.7     Naïve 72.2 
    Transitional 33.3     Transitional 27.8 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
 Male  Male 
 Other (n=15)   Other (n=17)  
    Naïve 86.7     Naïve 94.1 
    Transitional 13.3     Transitional 5.9 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
 White (n=12)      White (n=30)    
    Naïve 100.0     Naïve 80.0 
    Transitional 0.0     Transitional 20.0 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
Note. The values represent percentages of participants at the start of the semester in that category of NOS 
understanding. 
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of the creative aspect varied greatly within groups and between subgroups ranging from 
33.3% (White females in the control group) to none (White males in the control group). 
 When asked in item seven on the VNOS whether scientists use their imagination, 
49 out of the 153 participants naïvely answered no.  In their explanation, their rationale 
often included references to the idea that scientists rely on facts and truths in their work.  
Their naïve response stated that the use of creativity and imagination would produce 
erroneous outcomes: 
No [scientists don‘t use their imaginations when they do their work] 
Because if you use your imagination it will not be a true fact it will be 
made and citizens will not believe scientists whatever they say. (TFO-
2501, naïve view, item 7a and 7b, pre-questionnaire) 
No [scientists don‘t use their imaginations when they do their work] 
Because if they did the world would be messed up. (CMO-2716, naïve 
view, item 7a and 7b, pre-questionnaire) 
There were some participants that agreed that scientists sometimes use creativity and 
imagination in their work:  
Yes [scientists use their imagination when they do their work] Because if 
they dont [sic] have imagination how could they have fun with there [sic] 
jobs. (TFO-2205, naïve view, item 7a and 7b, pre-questionnaire) 
These responses were also considered naïve views due to the limited context of 
the statements.  They expressed the view that creativity are used by scientists as a 
way to have fun rather than the informed view that creativity and imagination are 
needed by scientists to design experiments, interpret evidence, and  develop 
theories. 
The more transitional views articulated by participants emphasized that scientists 
sometimes have to use their imagination to help explain data ―because it takes 
imagination to picture things (like fossils) alive‖ (CFW-2101, transitional view, item 7b, 
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pre-questionnaire).  Another common transitional view pointed out that creativity is 
needed to make predictions: 
Scientist have to predict things sometimes, and have to think what made 
this look that way or how things ended up a different way if in two places 
the same thing happened? (CFW-2106, transitional view, item 7a and 7b, 
pre-questionnaire) 
Again, none of the responses expressed the informed idea that scientists use their 
imagination and creativity in designing experiments, interpreting data, or 
developing theories.  
Pre-instruction Views on the Subjective Aspect of NOS.  Scientific 
knowledge is subjective in that it is influenced by scientists‘ background 
knowledge and biases.  Evidence about participants‘ views of the subjective 
aspect of NOS was derived from the fourth and fifth VNOS questionnaire items 
(Appendix B), which expressed participants‘ views in more than one context (the 
existence of dinosaurs and how dinosaurs died).  
None of the participants exhibited informed views of the subjective aspect of 
NOS (see Table 13).  Although there were participants in each subgroup with transitional 
views, the vast majority held naïve views at the beginning of the semester.  This aspect 
held the greatest variation in views of the five aspects of NOS focused on.  In the control 
group, the Other male subgroup had the highest percent (93.3%) while the White female 
subgroup had the lowest percent (71.4%) of participants with naïve views.  The other two 
subgroups, Other females and White males had an equally large numbers of participants 
with naïve understandings (86.7% and 83.3% respectively).  Participants holding 
transitional views of the subjective aspect ranged in the upper 20
th
 percentile (White  
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Table 13 
Participants’ Pre-instruction Views of Subjective NOS Aspect 
Control Group  Subjective NOS Treatment Group   Subjective NOS 
 Female    Female   
 Other (n=15)   Other (n=25)  
    Naïve 86.7     Naïve 72.0 
    Transitional 13.3     Transitional 28.0 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
 White (n=21)     White (n=18)     
    Naïve 71.4     Naïve 72.2 
    Transitional 28.6     Transitional 27.8 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
 Male  Male 
 Other (n=15)   Other (n=17) 
    Naïve 93.3     Naïve 88.2 
    Transitional 6.7     Transitional 11.8 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
 White (n=12)     White (n=30)    
    Naïve 83.3     Naïve 83.3 
    Transitional 16.7     Transitional 16.7 
    Informed 0.0     Informed 0.0 
Note. The values represent percentages of participants at the start of the semester in that category of NOS 
understanding. 
females in the control group and treatment group and Other females in the treatment 
group) to mid 10
th
 percentile (Other male subgroup in the control group). 
 When asked in item five on the VNOS as to why scientists disagree about how 
dinosaurs died if they have the same facts, most participants responded naïvely that either 
the scientists had different or incomplete data or that some scientists are wrong while 
others are right.  These participants with naïve views gave many variations as to why 
scientists would disagree about something if they have the same information.  Some 
responded that the facts were different or that scientists are incapable of knowing what 
happened in the past: 
Colors of skin is a mystery, because the fossill [sic] didn‘t tell the scientist 
what it look like. (TMO-1520, naïve view, item 5, pre-questionnaire) 
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Other participants tried to explain this difference in ideas by responding that the scientists 
―have seen diff[er]ent stuff around the world‖ (CFO-2718, naïve view, item 5, pre-
questionnaire) or they had incomplete or altered evidence: 
Because the bones still might not be damaged from starvation or from 
volcanic ash from the volcanoes. (TMW-1118, naïve view, item 5, pre-
questionnaire) 
These naïve views rationalize the disagreement by scientists as problems with 
evidence rather than the more informed view that scientists interpret evidence 
differently. 
Participants articulating more advanced understandings were categorized as 
transitional views if they acknowledged the difference in ideas due to differences in 
opinion, hypotheses or thought processes. For example, some participants responded to 
the question about scientists disagreeing about ideas with a transitional view that they 
have different opinions: 
Because everybody can not have the same ideas and everybody have a 
different opnyase [opinions]. (CFO-2719, transitional view, item 5, pre-
questionnaire) 
In another example, the participant expressed the transitional view that scientists use their 
imagination when they need to solve something: 
[W]ith hypothesis and figuring out[.]  [W]hen I try to figure things out I 
use a lot of my imagination. (TFO-2202, transitional view, item 5, pre-
questionnaire) 
While these participants reasoned that the difference lay with the scientists, they 
failed to understand that this difference is due to the use biases and past 
experiences of scientists in interpreting evidence.  None of the participants held 
informed views of the creative aspect of NOS at the beginning of the study. 
Participants’ Post-instruction NOS Views 
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 Chi square tests were performed on participants‘ responses to the VNOS-E 
questionnaire for the control group and the treatment group.  Statistically significant 
differences were found between the control and treatment group for responses on items 
four (distinction between observation and inference), five (subjective NOS) and seven 
(creative/ imaginative NOS).  These results are presented in Table 14 and graphically 
represented in the three figures that follow. 
Analysis of participant responses to item four of the VNOS-E questionnaire 
showed significant gains in understanding by the treatment group as compared with the 
control group regarding the distinction between observed evidence and the inferences 
derived from evidence (see Figure 5).  When asked about how scientists know what 
dinosaurs looked like significantly more members of the treatment group (27.8%) moved 
into the transitional category after the intervention compared to the control group 
(12.7%).  A similar result was found for items five and seven on the VNOS-E 
questionnaire.  When asked why they think scientists disagree about how dinosaurs died  
 
Table 14 
Chi-square Values of Posttest NOS Aspects 
Response Item (NOS Aspect) 2 df p 
Item 4 (Observation vs. Inference) 6.745 2 .034 
Item 5 (Subjective) 9.669 2 .008 
Item 7 (Imaginative/ Creative) 28.622 2 .000 
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Figure 5. Comparison of control and treatment group participants‘ post VNOS-E 
responses to item four (distinction between observation and inference). Values represent 
the percentage of responses at each category of NOS understanding (naïve, transitional or 
informed) desegregated by control group and treatment group. 
 
 
 
Figure 6. Comparison of control and treatment group participants‘ post VNOS-E 
responses to item five (subjective NOS). Values represent the percentage of responses at 
each category of NOS understanding (naïve, transitional or informed) desegregated by 
control group and treatment group. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of control and treatment group participants‘ post VNOS-E 
responses to item seven (creative/ imaginative NOS). Values represent the percentage of 
responses at each category of NOS understanding (naïve, transitional or informed) 
desegregated by control group and treatment group. 
if they all have the same information, far more participants in the treatment group 
demonstrated increased understanding of this subjective NOS aspect (see Figure 6).  In 
the treatment group, more participants held transitional views (27% compared to 43.5%) 
and informed views (1.6% compared to 8.0%) when compared with participants in the 
control group.  Regarding the question of the use of imagination and creativity by 
scientists, similar patterns were observed (see Figure 7). Across all three items, 
significantly fewer students remained in the naïve category. 
 Post-instruction Views on the Tentative Aspect of NOS.  Participants‘ views of the 
tentative aspect of NOS were determined as before using a collective categorization of 
responses to the third, fifth, and sixth questionnaire items.  A summary of the changes 
from pre- to post-instruction understandings is presented in Table 15.  No changes in  
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Table 15 
Percentage of Change in Participants’ Pre- to Post-instruction Views of the Tentative 
NOS Aspect 
Control Group Tentative NOS Treatment Group    Tentative NOS 
 Female      Female    
 Other (n=15)  Other (n=25)  
    Naïve 0.0     Naïve  -4.0 
    Transitional 0.0     Transitional  4.0 
    Informed 0.0     Informed  0.0 
 White (n=21)      White (n=18)     
    Naïve -9.5     Naïve  -5.6 
    Transitional 9.5     Transitional  5.6 
    Informed 0.0     Informed  0.0 
 Male  Male 
 Other (n=15)  Other (n=17)  
    Naïve 0.0     Naïve  0.0 
    Transitional 0.0     Transitional  0.0 
    Informed 0.0     Informed  0.0 
 White (n=12)    White (n=30)     
    Naïve -8.3     Naïve  -33.3 
    Transitional 8.3     Transitional  20.0 
    Informed 0.0     Informed  13.3 
Note. Positive values indicate shifts in participants‘ NOS understanding moving them into that category.  
Negative values indicate shifts in participants‘ NOS understanding moving them out of that category. 
views were found in the control group among Other participants, male or female.  
Likewise, no changes were found in the views of Other males in the treatment group.  
The biggest gain in understandings of the tentative aspect of NOS was found with White 
males in the treatment group.  In this subgroup, the percentage of participants with naïve 
understandings decreased by 30% and with 20% moving to transitional views and another 
13% moving to informed views. No other subgroups had participants with informed 
views, however, gains were found with participants in the other three subgroups as they 
moved from naïve to transitional understandings. 
 As discussed previously, responses to item three were categorized as naïve if they 
stated that truths change over time or that scientists change the future rather than the 
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informed view that scientific knowledge changes because scientists view data in a 
different ways.  Responses that stated that knowledge changes as scientists get more 
information due to additional evidence or improved means of obtaining evidence were 
scored as transitional views.  Responses were scored as informed if the participant 
included in the statement that scientific knowledge changes because scientists will view 
data in a different way than before. 
Some participants agreed that knowledge would change but only because we 
would have occurrences such as the ―sun would explode‖ (CMW-2712, naïve view, item 
3, post-questionnaire) causing the world itself or the future to change.  These participants 
failed to understand that the way scientists interpret the evidence is what changes rather 
than the events that change the future and so they were considered naïve views.  In 
response to the fifth item that asks participants to rationalize scientists‘ disagreements 
concerning evidence about how dinosaurs died, many participants with naïve views 
commented that scientists often disagree about the evidence they have because either they 
don‘t have all of the facts or that some scientists are ―not accurate at all about what there 
[sic] talking about‖ (CMO-1620, naïve view, item 5, post-questionnaire).  This idea was 
echoed by participants in response to item six concerning weather forecasting accuracies.  
Participant CFO-2709 (naïve view, item 6, post-questionnaire) wrote that "some 
scientists mess up on things so they can't really trust the scientist."  All of these responses 
lack the understanding that scientific knowledge is an interpretation by scientists and that 
it changes. 
The majority of participants with views of the tentative aspect of NOS that moved 
from naïve to transitional at the conclusion of the study typically responded to item three 
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that scientists gather more evidence and that they would be able to prove or disprove their 
original ideas.  For example, in the beginning of the study participant TFW-2203 wrote ―I 
dunno [sic]‖ (naïve view, item 3, pre-questionnaire) in response to changes in scientific 
knowledge.  At the conclusion of the study this participant responded to the same item 
―Yes, because different theories will be proven right or wrong overtime‖ (transitional 
view, item 3, post-questionnaire).  Although she was clinging to the idea that a theory can 
be proven correct, she had moved to the transitional understanding that knowledge is not 
a certainty, but rather that it evolves.  
 The participants that held informed views of the tentative aspect of NOS at the 
conclusion of the study equally expressed naïve and transitional views before instruction.  
As mentioned previously, the majority of these participants were White males in the 
treatment group.  Before the NOS instruction, participant TMW-2514 responded naïvely 
to the third VNOS item concerning the changes in scientific knowledge as reliant on 
inventions as the changes rather than our understandings of the world: 
Yes [what scientists know will change in the future] because if we keep 
getting information newer and newer things will be invented and made. 
(TMW-2514, naïve view, item 3, pre-questionnaire) 
However, after the NOS instruction, this participant responded with a much more 
informed view that our knowledge is theory-based and can change with evidence: 
Yes [what scientists know will change in the future] because if you find 
something new it can disprove a theory everybody thinks is true. (TMW-
2514, informed view, item 3, post-questionnaire) 
Post-instruction Views on the Empirical Aspect of NOS.  Participants‘ views of 
the empirical aspect of NOS were determined as before using a collective categorization 
of responses to the third, fourth, and sixth questionnaire items.  A summary of the 
changes from pre- to post-instruction understandings is presented in Table 16.  Only the  
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Table 16 
Percentage of Change in Participants’ Pre- to Post-instruction Views of the Empirical 
NOS Aspect 
Control Group  Empirical NOS Treatment Group   Empirical NOS 
 Female       Female    
 Other (n=15)   Other (n=25)  
    Naïve  -6.7     Naïve  0.0 
    Transitional  6.7     Transitional  0.0 
    Informed  0.0     Informed  0.0 
 White (n=21)      White (n=18)     
    Naïve  0.0     Naïve  -22.2 
    Transitional  0.0     Transitional  22.2 
    Informed  0.0     Informed  0.0 
 Male  Male 
 Other (n=15)   Other (n=17)  
    Naïve -13.3     Naïve  -11.8 
    Transitional  13.3     Transitional  11.8 
    Informed  0.0     Informed  0.0 
 White (n=12)     White (n=30)     
    Naïve  -8.3     Naïve  -30.0 
    Transitional  8.3     Transitional  26.7 
    Informed  0.0     Informed  3.3 
Note. Positive values indicate shifts in participants‘ NOS understanding moving them into that category.  
Negative values indicate shifts in participants‘ NOS understanding moving them out of that category. 
White male subgroup in the treatment group had participants at the conclusion of the 
study with informed views.  All subgroups, excluding White females in the control group 
and Other females in the treatment group, made gains in this aspect of NOS at the 
conclusion of instruction with White females and White males in the treatment group 
showing the largest gains from pre-instruction to post.  White females in the treatment 
group had 27.8 % of their participants move from naïve to transitional views while White 
males in the treatment group had 30.0% of their participants move from naïve to 
transitional and informed views at the conclusion of the study.  Comparatively, these two 
subgroups in the control group had little change with White females showing no gains 
and White males showing only 8.3% moving from naïve to transitional views. 
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 Participant views were categorized as naïve if in response to item six about 
weather forecasting that scientists are sure of their forecasts or that if scientists are wrong 
it is due to the changing weather.  Responses were scored as transitional if they included 
the idea that scientists use the evidence collected form equipment to make predictions 
about the weather.  Finally, responses that discussed the idea that scientist make 
inferences from the evidence was scored as an informed view of the empirical aspect of 
NOS.   
Participants that retained naïve views of the empirical aspect of NOS often 
commented that scientists make mistakes or those events like the weather are 
unpredictable: 
[Weather people are] pretty sure.  They do a lot of researching and use 
scientific tool to help them find out what weather it is going to be.  I think 
they gather enough evidence to say the pictures are true.  Although, the 
weather can do some crazy things and the weather people are not always 
right. (CFW-2702, naïve view, item 6, post-questionnaire) 
Participants with more transitional views of the empirical aspect often responded to item 
six that scientists make predictions or, ―they have to make guesses, educated, but still 
guesses‖ (TFW-1110, transitional view, item 6, post-questionnaire) about the weather 
based on clouds or satellite readings.  Similar claims were made regarding how scientists 
know what dinosaurs may have looked like.  Participants with transitional views typically 
responded that ―they found big bones and they found fossils‖ (TMO-2517, transitional 
view, item 4a, post-questionnaire) as evidence.   
More informed views of the empirical aspect responded that scientific knowledge 
is based on evidence and past experience which is used to make predictions about future 
events.  For example, in his pre-instruction response to weather forecasting, participant 
TMW-2119 naïvely wrote: 
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I believe they are almost 100% sure [about the pictures they show of how 
they think the weather will be] because they detect the weather using 
delicate, precise equipment & they study the direction it is moving. 
(TMW-2119, naïve view, item 6, pre-questionnaire) 
At the conclusion of NOS instruction, this same participant wrote his informed 
explanation using an analogy: 
I think they make predictions by looking at the evidence and past 
movement of the weather.  If an ant is going forward for 10ft, it will 
probably go forward for the 11
th
 foot also. (TMW-2119, informed view, 
item 6, post-questionnaire) 
Another participant that began the study with a naïve understanding of the 
empirical aspect of NOS wrote in response to how sure scientists are about their 
weather predictions that ―it depends on what they predict because sometimes they 
may guess and sometimes see it coming‖ (TFW-1201, naïve view, item 6, pre-
questionnaire).  This naïve response expresses the idea that scientists just make 
guesses or wait to observe the weather.  However, by the conclusion of the NOS 
instruction, she had moved to an informed view of this aspect commenting that 
―they are not sure because you can‘t tell where a storm will come or go, but they 
use evidence to make predictions‖ (TFW-1201, informed view, item 6, post-
questionnaire) demonstrating that she understands that predictions are not 
unsubstantiated guesses but rather they are reliant of evidence. 
Post-instruction Views on the Distinction between Observation and Inference.  
Participants‘ understandings of the distinctions between observation and inference were 
determined as before using a collective categorization of responses to the fourth and sixth 
questionnaire items.  A summary of the changes from pre- to post-instruction 
understandings is presented in Table 17.  Gains were noted in all subgroups except Other 
females in the control group.  Again, highest gains were found among White females and 
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White males in the treatment group from pre-instruction to post.  White females in the 
treatment group had 38.9 % of their participants move from naïve to transitional and 
informed views while White males in the treatment group had 33.3% of their participants 
move from naïve to transitional and informed views at the conclusion of the study.  
Interestingly, gains were also noted with White females and White males in the control 
group (19.0% and 16.7% respectively) with a smaller percent of White females moving 
to informed views at the conclusion of the study. 
Participants that responded to item four regarding the appearance of dinosaurs 
that scientists were sure of their appearance because they had proof or that they saw them  
Table 17 
Percentage of Change in Participants’ Pre- to Post-instruction Views of the Distinction 
between Observation and Inference NOS Aspect 
Control Group   Observation vs 
Inference 
Treatment Group    Observation 
vs Inference 
 Female       Female    
 Other (n=15)   Other (n=25)  
    Naïve  0.0     Naïve  -16.0 
    Transitional  0.0     Transitional  12.0 
    Informed  0.0     Informed  4.0 
 White (n=21)       White (n=18)     
    Naïve  -19.0     Naïve  -38.9 
    Transitional  9.5     Transitional  33.3 
    Informed  9.5     Informed  5.6 
 Male  Male 
 Other (n=15)   Other (n=17)  
    Naïve  -6.7     Naïve  -5.9 
    Transitional  6.7     Transitional  5.9 
    Informed  0.0     Informed  0.0 
 White (n=12)      White (n=30)     
    Naïve  -16.7     Naïve  -33.3 
    Transitional  16.7     Transitional  23.3 
    Informed  0.0     Informed  10.0 
Note. Positive values indicate shifts in participants‘ NOS understanding moving them into that category.  Negative values 
indicate shifts in participants‘ NOS understanding moving them out of that category. 
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in books or on computers were categorized as naïve views.  However, responses that 
mentioned that scientists put together bones or fossils to determine the structure of the 
dinosaur, but were unable to know for sure about color and skin type were considered 
transitional views.  If responses stated that scientists make inferences about the evidence 
they have and that they don‘t know for sure, the responses were scored as informed views 
of the distinction between observation and inference. 
As participants grew in their understanding of this distinction between 
observation and inference, they expressed the view that scientists are not always sure of 
their ideas or that they may not know the whole of an idea.  As articulated by one 
participant in response to a question about the appearance of dinosaurs, ―they are not that 
sure because they‘ve never seen them‖ (TMW-2514, transitional view, item 4b, post-
questionnaire).  In comparison, this same participant expressed the naïve view at the 
beginning of the study that ―they are sure because they put the bones together‖ (TMW-
2514, naïve view, item 4b, pre-questionnaire).  So, by the end of the study, this 
participant moved from the naïve view that the appearance is a known truth to they can‘t 
be sure because they lack observations.  Most participants with these transitional views 
were able to recognize that scientists do make inferences.  For example, one participant 
wrote on the pre-questionnaire the naïve view ―they just put the focles [sic] together and 
they are right‖ (TFW-2114, naïve view, item 4, pre-questionnaire).  After NOS 
instruction, this same participant understood that scientists aren‘t sure about the exact 
appearance of dinosaurs.  Although she doesn‘t specifically refer to inferences, she 
alludes to them: 
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[Scientists know that dinosaurs once lived on earth] by the bones left by 
them.  If they put the bones together it gives them an idea about what they 
look like. (TFW-2114, transitional view, item 4, post-questionnaire) 
Participants with informed views of the distinction between observation and inference 
responded that scientists often use collected evidence and then fill in the missing 
evidence using their imaginations: 
They know [that dinosaurs once lived on earth] because of fossils from 
thousands of years ago.  They are probably kind of sure [of the way 
dinosaurs looked] because from thier [sic] fossils, they look at how thier 
[sic] bones are structured, and look at how they would look with skin.  
Once again, they have to use their imagination. (TFW-1208, informed 
view, item 4, post-questionnaire)  
This same participant expressed a naïve view of this targeted aspect before NOS 
instruction: 
They know because of fossils.  Scientists are pretty sure on how dinosaurs 
looked because they take the fossil and shape it to look like a prehistoric 
creature. (TFW-1208, naïve view, item 4, pre-questionnaire) 
Post-instruction Views on the Creative Aspect of NOS.  Participants‘ views of the 
creative and imaginative aspect of NOS were determined as before using a collective 
categorization of responses to the fifth, sixth, and seventh questionnaire items.  A 
summary of the changes from pre- to post-instruction understandings is presented in 
Table 18.  This is by far the targeted aspect where the largest gains were found for 
participants.  All subgroups in both the control group and the treatment groups made 
gains in their understanding of the creative aspect of NOS.  As noted with the two 
previous aspects, highest gains were found among White females and White males in the 
treatment group from pre-instruction to post.  Among White females in the treatment 
group, 44.4% of the participants increased their understandings, 39.9% moving to 
transitional views and 5.6% moving to informed views.  Similarly, among White males in 
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the treatment group, 46.7% of the participants increased their understandings, 26.7% 
moving to transitional views and another 20.0% moving to informed views.  Both White 
females and White males in the control group, as noted with the previous aspect, also 
showed gains with 14.3% of the females moving from naïve to transitional and informed 
views and 33.3% of the males moving from naïve to transitional views at the conclusion 
of the study. 
Gains were also found in the Other subgroups‘ understanding of the creative 
aspect of NOS (see Table 18).  This improvement in understanding was greater for Other 
females and males in the treatment group than for the control group.  Other females in the 
treatment group moved from just 20% at the start of the study with transitional views to 
44% after NOS instruction.  This subgroup had a 24% increase in understanding while 
the counter control subgroup of Other females had 13 % of their participants move from 
transitional views to naïve views at the completion of the study.  Other males also had 
greater gains in their treatment group with 11.7% of participants moving from naïve to 
transitional views after NOS instruction compared with just 6.7% in the group not 
receiving NOS instruction moving from naïve to transitional views at the end of the 
study. 
In response to item seven, if participants stated that scientist do not use their 
imagination in their work, these responses were scored as naïve views.  If in the response 
the participant acknowledged the use of creativity or imagination in the work of scientists 
in data interpretation or thinking out of the box, the response was considered transitional.  
Responses that stated that scientists must use their imagination or creativity in designing  
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Table 18 
Percentage of Change in Participants’ Pre- to Post-instruction Views of the Creative NOS 
Aspect 
Control Group  Creative NOS Treatment Group   Creative NOS 
 Female       Female    
 Other (n=15)   Other (n=25)  
    Naïve  13.3     Naïve -24.0 
    Transitional -13.3     Transitional 24.0 
    Informed  0.0     Informed 0.0 
 White (n=21)      White (n=18)     
    Naïve -14.3     Naïve -44.4 
    Transitional  9.5     Transitional 38.9 
    Informed  4.8     Informed 5.6 
 Male  Male 
 Other (n=15)   Other (n=17)  
    Naïve  -6.7     Naïve -11.8 
    Transitional  6.7     Transitional 11.8 
    Informed  0.0     Informed 0.0 
 White (n=12)     White (n=30)     
    Naïve -33.3     Naïve -46.7 
    Transitional 33.3     Transitional 26.7 
    Informed  0.0     Informed 20.0 
Note. Positive values indicate shifts in participants‘ NOS understanding moving them into that category.  
Negative values indicate shifts in participants‘ NOS understanding moving them out of that category. 
experiments, interpreting data, and developing theories were categorized as informed 
views of the creative aspect of NOS. 
Participants expressing naïve views responded that scientists do not use their 
imaginations when they do their work.  In fact, several commented that the rigor of the 
scientists‘ work would be questioned if they used creativity: 
Science is mostly based on fact and evidence.  I believe that not much 
imagination is incorporated in science because if it was it would not have 
much support. (CFW-2702, naïve view, item 7c, post-questionnaire) 
However, many participants moved from these naïve understandings to transition 
understandings after NOS instruction.  For example, one participant responded on the 
pre-questionnaire that scientists do not use their imaginations: 
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No [scientists don‘t use their imagination when they do their work].  They 
use facts and information they find and put it all together. (TFO-1105, 
naïve view, item 7b, pre-questionnaire) 
After receiving NOS instruction, this same participant held transitional view of the 
creative aspect.  Although she did not fully express the use of imagination for developing 
theories, she was able to recognize the need for imagination in some areas: 
Yes [scientists use their imaginations in their work].  When they are 
guessing and trying to figure out different methods and ways things are 
and how they happened.  (TFO-1105, transitional view, item 7c, post-
questionnaire) 
Similarly, at the beginning of the study, a participant responded to this item with the 
naïve view that scientists don‘t use their imaginations because science is fact based: 
No [scientists don‘t use their imagination when they do their work].  
Scientists have to focus on the facts a lot of the time, and they have to 
investigate.  They can‘t just make stuff up about the world.  (TFW-1208, 
naïve view, item 7b post-questionnaire) 
After receiving explicit NOS instruction, this same participant expressed a traditional 
view that scientists should not to be rigid in their thinking: 
Because they have to be open-minded about what might be the answer to 
the thing they are trying to find out. (Almost) Anything is possible. (TFW-
1208, transitional view, item 7c post-questionnaire) 
More informed views of this targeted aspect explained that scientists use their 
imaginations in interpreting data, developing hypotheses and deriving theories.  
Participant TFW-2106, at the start of the study held the transitional view that in piecing 
evidence together, scientists use their imaginations: 
Scientists have to predict things sometimes and have to think what made 
this look that way or how things ended up a different way if in two places 
the same thing happened.  (TFW-2106, transitional view, item 7c, pre-
questionnaire) 
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At the conclusion of the study, this participant increased her understanding to an 
informed view that expresses the need for scientists to use their imaginations in many 
ways in science: 
Scientists have to imagine the past, they have to imagine what will happen 
if I do this or that.  Their theories are made up of facts & imagination. 
(TFW-2106, informed view, item 7c, post-questionnaire) 
Similarly, participants expressed the view that while scientists rely on evidence, 
creativity is needed in their work: 
They [scientists] use their imaginations just as making a theory of [or] a 
hypothesis but they will also need evidence. (TFO-2501, informed view, 
item 7c, post-questionnaire)  
This response was quite different from the naïve view expressed before NOS instruction: 
No [scientists don‘t use their imaginations in their work] because if you 
use your imagination it will not be a true fact it will be made up and 
citizens will not believe scientist‘s what ever [sic] they say. (TFO-2501, 
item 7c, pre-questionnaire) 
Post-instruction Views on the Subjective Aspect of NOS.  Participants‘ views of 
the empirical aspect of NOS were determined as before using a collective categorization 
of responses to the fifth and sixth questionnaire items.  A summary of the changes from 
pre- to post-instruction understandings is presented in Table 19.  Gains were noted in all 
subgroups except Other females in the control group which showed 6.7% of participants 
moving from transitional to naïve views and Other males in the treatment group which 
had no detectable changes.  Once again, White females and White males in the treatment 
group from pre-instruction to post were found the highest gains.  Within the female 
subgroup, 16.7% moved from naïve to transitional views, and another 5.6% moved to 
informed views of the subjective aspect of NOS.  Likewise, 13.3% of White male  
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Table 19 
Percentage of Change in Participants’ Pre- to Post-instruction Views of the Subjective NOS 
Aspect 
Control Group  Subjective NOS Treatment Group   Subjective NOS 
 Female       Female    
 Other (n=15)   Other (n=25)  
    Naïve  6.7     Naïve  -8.0 
    Transitional  -6.7     Transitional  4.0 
    Informed  0.0     Informed  4.0 
 White (n=21)      White (n=18)     
    Naïve  -9.5     Naïve  -22.2 
    Transitional  0.0     Transitional  16.7 
    Informed  9.5     Informed  5.6 
 Male  Male 
 Other (n=15)   Other (n=17)  
    Naïve  -6.7     Naïve  0.0 
    Transitional  6.7     Transitional  0.0 
    Informed  0.0     Informed  0.0 
 White (n=12)     White (n=30)     
    Naïve  -8.3     Naïve  -23.3 
    Transitional  8.3     Transitional  13.3 
    Informed  0.0     Informed  10.0 
Note. Positive values indicate shifts in participants‘ NOS understanding moving them into that category.  Negative 
values indicate shifts in participants‘ NOS understanding moving them out of that category. 
participants in the treatment group moved from naïve to transitional views, and another 
10.0% moved to informed views.  The other subgroups showed gains of less than 10%. 
Participants with naïve views of the subjective aspect of NOS wrote a various 
responses to item five concerning the rationale for scientists to disagree about the same 
information.  Many participants cited conflicting evidence or theories as the source of 
these disagreements between scientists.  Others wrote that ―different things could have 
happened‖ (TMO-1116, naïve view, item 5, post-questionnaire) and that the ―evidence is 
incomplete‖ (CFW-1707, naïve view, item 5, post-questionnaire).  Participants that 
moved to a more transitional view wrote that scientists often think differently or that 
some scientists may have incomplete data and therefore disagree about the interpretation 
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of the information.  For example, in the pre-questionnaire, one participant stated in 
response to scientists disagreeing about the death of dinosaurs that ―because it‘s their 
opinion and they might have different facts.‖  She was unable to rationalize that scientists 
may interpret facts differently.  However, after explicit NOS instruction, she was able to 
express the improved transitional view that scientists think differently from one another:  
[Scientists disagree about how the dinosaurs died] Because they might all 
think differently and some may have a little more knowledge about the 
other or a little more facts. (TFO-1518, transitional view, item 5, post-
questionnaire) 
Participants with more informed views of this aspect replied that scientists view 
evidence differently and as a result, develop different conclusions.  At the start of 
the study participant TFW-2106 held the transitional view that people have 
different perspectives: 
Every person has a different perspective on everything, maybe one person 
looks at it differently than another. (TFW-2106, transitional view, item 5, 
pre-questionnaire)   
At the conclusion of the study this participant had increased her understanding of 
the creative aspect of NOS and was able to express that scientists interpret data 
differently : 
They disagree because everybody‘s mind is different and people can look 
at information and piece it together in a different way.  Everybody thinks 
differently. (TFW-2106, informed view, item 5, post-questionnaire)   
Comparison of Changes in Views between Subgroups 
 The differences in changes in views from pre- to post-instruction between the 
control and treatment group for each of the four subgroups were compared for the five-
targeted NOS aspects.  A summary of these results is presented in Table 20 and 
graphically in Figures 8 through 12. 
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Table 20 
Differences in Percentage of Change from Pre- to Post-instruction in Participants’ Views 
of Target NOS Aspects 
Group Tentative 
NOS 
Empirical 
NOS 
Observation vs. 
Inference 
Creative 
NOS 
Subjective 
NOS 
Female          
 Other          
   Naïve -4.0 6.7 -16.0 -37.3 -14.7 
   Transitional 4.0 -6.7 12.0 37.3 10.7 
   Informed 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 4.0 
 White         
   Naïve 4.0 -22.2 -19.8 -30.2 -12.7 
   Transitional -4.0 22.2 23.8 29.4 16.7 
   Informed 0.0 0.0 -4.0 0.8 -4.0 
Male 
 Other         
   Naïve 0.0 1.6 0.8 -5.1 6.7 
   Transitional 0.0 -1.6 -0.8 5.1 -6.7 
   Informed 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 White          
   Naïve -25.0 -21.7 -16.7 -13.3 -15.0 
   Transitional 11.7 18.3 6.7 -6.7 5.0 
   Informed 13.3 3.3 10.0 20.0 10.0 
Note. The values represent percentages of participants at the end of the semester in that category of NOS 
understanding. 
To determine the differences between the control subgroups‘ changes in 
understandings and the corresponding treatment subgroups changes in understandings, 
the calculated change in understanding for each targeted NOS aspect for the four 
subgroups in the control group was subtracted from the changes in the corresponding 
subgroups in the treatment group.  Thus, a negative value for a level of understanding 
(naïve, transitional or informed) represents a decrease in participants in the treatment 
subgroup at that level of understanding as compared with the control subgroup for that 
targeted NOS aspect at the conclusion of the semester.  Conversely, a positive number 
indicates an increase in the number of participants in the treatment subgroup at that level 
of understanding for that NOS aspect. 
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Figure 8. Comparison of control group and treatment group participants‘ changes from 
pre to post views of tentative NOS aspect. 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Comparison of control group and treatment group participants‘ changes from 
pre to post views of empirical NOS aspect. 
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Figure 10 Comparison of control group and treatment group participants‘ changes from 
pre to post views of the distinction between observation and inference NOS aspect. 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Comparison of control group and treatment group participants‘ changes from 
pre to post views of creative NOS aspect. 
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Figure 12. Comparison of control group and treatment group participants‘ changes from 
pre to post views of subjective NOS aspect 
The subgroup with consistent increased understandings in the treatment group as 
compared with the control group was found with White males.  White male participants 
that received explicit NOS instruction had higher gains in each of the five targeted NOS 
aspects than White males that did not receive explicit NOS instruction.  Of the five 
aspects, participants in this subgroup showed the greatest gains in levels of understanding 
in the tentative aspect of NOS after NOS instruction as compared with the corresponding 
subgroup of participants that did not receive the NOS instruction with a difference of 
25% more of the participants in the treatment group than the control group improving 
their understandings.  This subgroup also had the largest percent of participants 
expressing informed understandings after receiving NOS instruction.   This increase in 
understanding was especially noted with the creative aspect of NOS (13.3%).  Even 
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after NOS instruction as compared with males that did not receive the instruction, 20% 
demonstrated informed views of the creative aspect after instruction. 
Similarly, White female participants that received NOS instruction made gains in 
their NOS understandings as compared with White female participants that did not 
receive NOS instruction in all aspects of NOS except the tentative aspect.  The area of 
greatest gain for this subgroup was found with the creative aspect of NOS.  At the 
completion of the study, a large percent of White females that received NOS instruction 
expressed transitional understandings and a small percent conveyed informed views when 
compared with this subgroup that did not receive NOS instruction.  Other female 
participants that received NOS instruction made similar gains in their understandings as 
compared with Other female participants that did not receive NOS instruction.  Within 
this subgroup, many more participants that received instruction formed transitional views 
of the creative aspect of NOS as compared with the subgroup that did not receive NOS 
instruction.  Relatively small gains were found in the tentative aspect for Other female 
participants that received instruction and fewer gains in their understanding of the 
empirical aspect of NOS as compared with similar participants that did not receive NOS 
instruction. 
The subgroup with the fewest gains in NOS understanding in the treatment group 
as compared with the control group was found with Other males.  Small gains were found 
only in the creative aspect of NOS for this subgroup that received NOS instruction when 
compared with similar participants that did not receive NOS instruction.  Regarding the 
tentative aspect, no difference in understanding was found for Other male participants 
whether they received instruction or not.  Other males that received NOS instruction 
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expressed decreased understandings in the other three targeted aspects of NOS when 
compared with participants in the subgroup that did not receive NOS instruction. 
Self-Efficacy Beliefs 
Students were administered a scale containing 26 items (Appendix D) both at the 
beginning of the three units and at the conclusion of the semester to asses for changes in 
student self-efficacy beliefs regarding school science.  This Likert-type scale consisted of 
three subscales on which students rated themselves along a six-point scale from definitely 
true to definitely false.  Students‘ perceptions about their science ability and feelings of 
self-worth regarding this ability, their science self-concept, were assessed using the six 
items. from the Academic Self Description Questionnaire (ASDQ-1)  (Britner & Pajares, 
2006; Marsh, 1990).  Science anxiety, the feelings of tension and stress that can interfere 
with the construction of knowledge, skills and abilities were evaluated using an eight 
item science anxiety subscale (Britner & Pajares, 2006).  Lastly, students rated how 
important it is for them to be good at and to get good grades in science and whether 
science is interesting for them, the value they see for science, using nine items adapted 
from the Student Attitude Questionnaire (Eccles, 1983).   
To address the question of changes in self-efficacy beliefs of students as they 
acquire better understanding of NOS, first, descriptive statistics were calculated and 
repeated measures were performed to identify differences in students‘ self-efficacy 
beliefs within the subscales of their science self-concept, science anxiety and the value of 
science.   As the purpose of the study was to explore the differences in self-efficacy of 
White male students (the majority subgroup) as compared to White female students; 
Other female students; and Other male students (the three minority subgroups) after 
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receiving NOS instruction, comparisons were made between the treatment groups (four 
heterogeneous classes) and the control groups (four heterogeneous classes) across these 
four subgroups.   The three subscales were analyzed separately to shed light on the 
different constructs that contribute to the formation of each student‘s overall self-efficacy 
beliefs regarding school science.   
Changes in Self-Efficacy 
As with the previous section, pre- and post-instruction results of participants in 
the control and treatment groups are presented in this section and discussed with respect 
to the three constructs of self-efficacy.  This is followed by presentation and discussion of 
the changes between subgroups within the control and treatment group as they pertain to 
gender and ethnicity.  There was no statistical interaction or main effect across the 
variables.  While no statistical differences (Wilks‘  = 1.000, p = .879) were found in the 
groups, there are some interesting non-significant differences.  The largest positive effect 
from increased NOS understanding was found with participants‘ anxiety towards science.  
After NOS instruction, participants‘ anxiety levels decreased more for participants that 
received NOS instruction as compared with participants that did not receive the NOS 
instruction.  Participants‘ science self-concept, their perceptions about their science 
ability and feelings of self-worth regarding this ability, showed the greatest overall gains 
among subgroups in both the control group and the treatment groups at the end of the 
study indicating there was no effect from NOS instruction on participant‘s self-concept.  
Participants‘ value of science, or how important it is to them to be good at  get good 
grades in science combined with how interesting the find science, showed greatest 
variation among subgroups in regarding gains during the semester. 
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Participants’ Self-Efficacy Beliefs 
 When participant scores in the three constructs of self-concept, science anxiety, 
and value of science where averaged together, all eight gender/ethnicity subgroups at the 
onset of the study reported ratings in the upper middle range (greater than 75 %) for each 
scale.  The descriptive statistics for each construct are discussed in the following sections. 
Pre-instruction Science Self-concept.  Participants rated their science self-concept, 
how they judge their self-worth associated with their self-perception as a science student, 
on a six point Likert-type scale for six items.  Means for each gender/ethnicity subgroup 
were calculated as discussed previously.  Descriptive statistics for self-concept for both 
the control group and the treatment group are presented in Table 21. 
The highest possible score, 36.00, would indicate a very positive science self-concept.  
Participants‘ pre-instruction science self-concept mean scores ranged from a low of 27.02 
(Other male subgroup in the control group) to 29.86 (White female subgroup in the 
control group).  There was little variation between subgroups in both the control group 
and the treatment group, as all eight means were within 2 points of one another and well 
within the standard deviations. 
Table 21 
Participants’ Pre-instruction Mean Scores on Science Self-concept 
Control Group 
Science  
Self-concept 
Treatment Group 
Science  
Self-concept 
M SD M SD 
 Female    Female   
 Other (n=15) 28.20 3.41  Other (n=25) 27.40 5.15 
 White (n=21) 29.86 3.09  White (n=18) 27.89 4.60 
 Male    Male   
 Other (n=15) 27.20 4.11  Other (n=17) 28.65 4.37 
 White (n=12) 29.08 5.47  White (n=30) 29.83 2.93 
Note. Computed using α= .05 
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 Pre-instruction Science Anxiety.  Science anxiety refers to the feelings of tension 
and stress that can interfere with the construction of science knowledge, development of 
science skills, and the use of both in life and the science class.  Participants self rated 
their science anxiety on a six point Likert-type scale that included eleven items.  Means 
for each gender/ethnicity subgroup were calculated. Descriptive statistics for anxiety for 
both the control group and the treatment group are presented in Table 22. 
The highest score possible, 66.00, would indicate that the participant felt 
relatively no science anxiety.  Pre-instruction science anxiety mean scores for all eight 
subgroups were in the fifties and low sixties.  The lowest pre-instruction mean scores, all 
in the low fifties, were found in the four Other subgroups, male and female in both the 
control group and the treatment group. In contrast, the highest pre-instruction means of 
60.30 and 60.10 were found among White males in both the control group and the 
treatment group, respectively.  Some variations within control and treatment subgroups 
were noted with the largest difference, 2.2 points, found among White females.  
 
Table 22 
Participants’ Pre-instruction Mean Scores on Science Anxiety 
Control Group 
Science 
Anxiety 
Treatment Group 
Science 
Anxiety 
M SD M SD 
 Female  Female 
 Other (n=15) 51.00 9.70  Other (n=25) 51.36 9.98 
 White (n=21) 56.05 6.97  White (n=18) 53.89 11.16 
 Male  Male 
 Other (n=15) 51.67 9.61  Other (n=17) 52.26 10.12 
 White (n=12) 60.25 7.01  White (n=30) 60.13 4.87 
Note. Computed using α= .05. 
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 Pre-instruction Value of Science.  The value of science, the degree to which 
participants perceive science as being interesting, important, and enjoyable, was 
measured similarly to the other constructs.  Participants rated the value of science using a 
six point Likert-type scale composed of nine items.  Means for each gender/ethnicity 
subgroup were calculated .  Descriptive statistics for the value of science for both the 
control group and the treatment group are presented in Table 23.  The highest possible 
score of 54.00 would indicate that the participant placed great value on science.  Similar 
to participants‘ self-concept mean scores, pre-instruction mean scores for value of science 
were very close for all eight subgroups.  These mean scores ranged from a low of 45.16 
(Other female subgroup in the treatment group) to 49.10 (White female subgroup in the 
control group).  Thus, all mean scores were in the upper forties.  Once again, some 
variations in mean scores were noted with the control and treatment subgroups with the 
Other female subgroup having the largest variation of 3.44 points 
Table 23 
Participants’ Pre-instruction Mean Scores on Value of Science 
Control Group Value of 
Science 
Treatment Group Value of 
Science 
 M SD    M SD 
 Female       Female    
 Other  
(n=15) 
48.60 4.10  Other  
(n=25) 
45.16 7.33 
 White  
(n=21) 
   49.10 6.10  White  
(n=18) 
  47.22 5.87 
 Male       Male      
 Other  
(n=15) 
47.93 4.88  Other  
(n=17) 
48.59 6.21 
 White  
(n=12) 
  48.75 5.14  White  
(n=30) 
  48.10 5.95 
              
Note. Computed using α= .05 
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Participants’ Post-instruction Self-efficacy Beliefs  
Relative to pre-instruction ratings of self-efficacy constructs, mean scores 
increased for all subgroups that received the treatment (NOS instruction) with the 
exception of the value of science for which one subgroup remained the same (White 
males) and the other three (Other females and males and White females) showed little 
change.   The highest gains in all four treatment subgroups were found in the science 
anxiety construct. Some gains were also reported in the control subgroups for the three 
constructs, but the gains were comparatively smaller, especially regarding anxiety and 
value of science constructs.  The descriptive statistics for each construct are presented in 
Table 24 and discussed in the following sections. 
Post Science Self-concept. After NOS instruction, some changes within subgroups 
were found regarding self-concept.  Changes in participants‘ self-concept are graphically 
represented in Figure 13. With the exception of Other female participants in the treatment 
group, which had very little gain (+0.04%) as compared with the same subgroup in the 
control group (+0.27%), all groups of participants in both the control and treatment 
groups showed increases in their perception of their science ability in class.  Smallest 
gains in the participants in the control group were found with Other females (+0.27).  
White females in the control group had the highest gains of all participants (+2.04) and 
males in both groups (White = 1.92; Other = 1.18) had increases.  In the treatment groups 
both White males and White females had the largest gains (+2.0) and Other males had 
some gains (+1.64). 
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Table 24 
Participants’ Pre- and Post-instruction Mean Scores on Science Self-Efficacy 
Subscales 
    Science Self 
Concept 
Science 
Anxiety 
Value of 
Science 
Group   Time M SD M SD M SD 
Control (Non NOS) group        
 Female        
  Other (n=15) Pre 28.20 3.41 51.00 9.70 48.60 4.10 
   Post 28.47 7.17 50.93 15.22 48.13 8.83 
  White (n=21) Pre 29.86 3.09 56.05 6.97 49.10 6.10 
   Post 31.90 3.25 57.62 7.00 49.00 6.19 
 Male        
  Other (n=15) Pre 27.20 4.11 51.67 9.61 47.93 4.88 
   Post 28.20 4.52 52.47 8.70 46.47 7.23 
  White (n=12) Pre 29.08 5.47 60.25 7.01 48.75 5.14 
   Post 31.00 5.41 59.42 10.25 50.17 2.95 
Treatment (NOS) group        
 Female        
  Other (n=25) Pre 27.40 5.15 51.36 9.98 45.16 7.33 
   Post 27.44 5.82 52.20 12.12 45.76 8.56 
  White (n=18) Pre 27.89 4.60 53.89 11.16 47.22 5.87 
   Post 29.89 3.46 55.67 5.68 47.22 6.92 
 Male        
  Other (n=17) Pre 28.65 4.37 52.26 10.12 48.59 6.21 
   Post 30.29 4.82 55.59 9.74 48.53 7.86 
  White (n=30) Pre 29.83 2.93 60.13 4.87 48.10 5.95 
   Post 31.83 3.21 61.70 4.62 48.43 6.94 
Computed using α= .05. 
Post-instruction Science anxiety.  Results for subgroups varied greatly regarding 
the anxiety participants reported towards classroom science after NOS instruction.  
Changes in participants‘ science anxiety are graphically represented in Figure 14.  In all 
treatment subgroups, the participants showed grater decrease in anxiety after NOS 
instruction than the control subgroups that did not receive the NOS instruction.  In both 
the control group and the treatment group, white females reported less anxiety 
(control=1.57, treatment=1.78) at the end of the semester as compared with the beginning  
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Figure 13. Changes in participants‘ pre to post self-concept mean scores. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. Changes in participants‘ pre to post science anxiety mean scores. 
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with the treatment showing slight gain over the control group.  Other males also reported 
gains in comfort with science class but with much larger gains found in the treatment 
group (+3.33) as compared with the control group (+0.80), which had smaller gains.  
Both White males (-0.83) and Other females (-0.07) reported increased anxiety in the 
control groups at the conclusion of the semester and deceased anxiety (+1.57 and +0.84, 
respectively) in the treatment groups with White males having the largest differences in 
anxiety levels. 
Post-instruction Value of Science.  Small changes in the value participants held 
for science class were relatively unchanged in the treatment group with only slight 
differences between the subgroups.  Changes in participants‘ value of science are 
graphically represented in Figure 15.  Other reported the biggest variation between the 
control group which decreased greatly (-1.46) as compared with the slight decrease in the 
treatment group (-0.06).  White males conversely showed largest gains in value of 
science in the control group (+1.42) and slight increases in the treatment group (+0.33).  
Moderate differences were reported in the two Other female subgroups with a decrease 
for the control group (-0.47) and a moderate increase in the treatment group (+0.60).  
White females reported virtually no changes in both the control group (-0.10) and the 
treatment group (0.00). 
Comparison of Composite Science Self-Efficacy 
 To determine total self-efficacy scores for students, the three subscales were 
averaged, and again descriptive statistics were calculated and repeated measures 
performed using the average of the three subscales for each participant.  These averaged  
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Figure 15. Changes in participants‘ pre to post value of science mean scores. 
total self-efficacy scale descriptive statistics for each subgroup in the control and 
treatment groups are shown in Table 25. 
Overall increases in self-efficacy mean scores was found in all subgroups that 
received NOS instruction, both females and males, as well as White and Other 
participants.  This increase in self-efficacy was greater for all treatment subgroups as 
compared with counter subgroups in the control group.  The changes from pre-instruction 
to post-instruction mean scores of the four gender/ethnicity subgroups for participants‘ 
total self-efficacy was then calculated for the control group and the treatment group.  
These values are graphically presented for easy comparison in Figure 16 and discussed in 
the following section.  
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Table 25 
Participants’ Mean Scores on Science Self-Efficacy Scale 
Group Time M SD 
Control (Non NOS) group    
 Female    
  Other (n=15) Pre 127.80 13.92 
   Post 127.53 28.81 
  White (n=21) Pre 135.00 12.70 
   Post 138.52 12.85 
 Male    
  Other (n=15) Pre 126.80 15.96 
   Post 127.13 16.12 
  White (n=12) Pre 138.08 15.29 
   Post 140.58 16.36 
Treatment (NOS) group 
 Female    
  Other (n=25) Pre 123.92 19.76 
   Post 125.40 23.06 
  White (n=18) Pre 129.00 19.67 
   Post 132.78 13.53 
 Male    
  Other (n=17) Pre 129.50 17.39 
   Post 134.41 15.87 
  White (n=30) Pre 138.07 11.00 
   Post 141.97 10.84 
Computed using α= .05. 
 
 
Figure 16. Changes in participants‘ pre to post composite science self-efficacy mean 
scores. 
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For all gender/ethnicity subgroups, total self-efficacy increases were greater for 
the subgroups in the treatment groups (received NOS instruction).  The most dramatic 
differences in total science self-efficacy reported within subgroups were found with 
Other males.  Other males in the control group had a slight increase in self-efficacy 
(+0.33) at the end of the study while students in this subgroup that received NOS 
instruction reported a large increase in self-efficacy (+4.91) after the instruction with an 
increase of 4.58 in the treatment group which received NOS instruction as compared with 
the control group which did not receive NOS instruction.  The smallest increase was 
found with White females, which had an increase of 0.26 in the treatment group as 
compared with the control group. 
Comparison of changes in NOS Understandings and Self-efficacy Beliefs 
 Mean scores were calculated for each of the three constructs and the five targeted 
NOS aspects for each of the four subgroups in both the control group and the treatment 
group.  The mean score for each self-efficacy construct and NOS aspect in the control 
subgroups was then subtracted from the mean score of the corresponding subgroup in the 
treatment group to determine the total difference in mean scores for the four 
gender/ethnicity subgroups.  These differences in mean scores for each self-efficacy 
construct and NOS aspect is shown in Table 26. 
 Positive numbers indicate that more gains were found in the treatment group, the 
participants that received NOS instruction, than the control group, the group that did not 
receive NOS instruction during the study.  The larger the value, the greater the gains were 
in the treatment group.  Conversely, negative numbers indicate that there were fewer 
gains found in the treatment group than was found in the control group.  To facilitate  
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Table 26 
 
Differences in Participants’ Mean Score on Science Self-efficacy Constructs and Targeted 
NOS Aspects 
Group 
Self-
Concept Anxiety 
Value of 
Science 
Tentative 
Aspect Empirical 
Observe 
vs Infer Creative Subjective 
Female         
 Other (n=40) -0.23 0.91 1.07 0.2733 0.2200 0.2200 1.0133 0.2066 
 White (n=39) -0.04 0.21 0.10 0.3294 0.4682 -0.0516 1.1111 0.0198 
Male         
 Other (n=32) 0.46 2.53 1.40 -0.2268 -0.1303 -0.1429 0.1975 -0.2018 
 White (n=42) 0.08 2.40 -1.09 1.4667 0.8333 0.5500 1.3000 0.5334 
 
comparisons of these self-efficacy constructs with targeted NOS aspects, the differences 
between subgroups ‗mean scores for each self-efficacy subscale and the differences 
between subgroups ‗ scores for targeted NOS aspects were graphed.  These graphs are 
presented in Figure 17 and Figure 18 as well as discussed in the following sections. 
 NOS Aspects and Self-efficacy Constructs.  Regarding targeted NOS aspects, with 
only a few exceptions, larger gains in understanding were found in all NOS aspect for all 
four gender/ethnicity subgroups that received NOS instruction as compared with the 
same subgroups that did not receive NOS instruction during the study.  One exception 
was found in the Other male subgroup with regards to the tentative, empirical, distinction 
between observation and inference, and the subjective aspects of NOS in which the 
control subgroup had slightly higher gains than the treatment subgroup at the end of the 
study.  Similarly, the White female subgroup that received NOS instruction showed 
slightly fewer gains in understanding the distinction between observation and inference 
as compared to the same control subgroup.  The largest overall gains in the subgroups 
receiving NOS instruction were found with the creative aspect of NOS.  All four  
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Figure 17. Differences between changes from pre to post in control means and treatment 
means for NOS aspects. 
 
 
 
Figure 18. Differences between changes from pre to post in control means and treatment 
means for self-efficacy constructs. 
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self-efficacy construct also showed gains in the treatment subgroups after receiving NOS 
instruction with a few exceptions.  The value of science construct decreased in the White 
male subgroup after NOS instruction as compared with the same subgroup that did not 
receive the NOS instruction.  Also, fewer gains were found in the two female subgroups 
that received NOS instruction as compared with the same subgroup that did not receive 
direct NOS instruction.  Largest gains were found in the science anxiety construct 
indicating that participants decreased their science anxiety after receiving NOS 
instruction.  The self-concept construct showed the least gains and the least variation in 
gains across all four subgroups after NOS instruction as compared with the same control 
subgroups. 
To help bring out commonalities and differences in changes in self-efficacy 
constructs within gender and ethnicity subgroups, the means scores were combined for 
these subgroups and presented in Table 27 and graphically in Figure 19 and Figure 20. 
 Gender. Both male participants and female participants, on average, that received 
explicit NOS instruction showed decreases in their science anxiety at the conclusion of 
the study as compared with their counter subgroups that did not receive NOS instruction.  
However, male participants averaged a greater decrease in science anxiety than females.   
 
Table 27 
Combined Differences in Mean Scores for Self-efficacy Constructs 
Group 
Self-
Concept Anxiety 
Value of 
Science 
Gender    
Female (n=79) -0.27 1.12 1.17 
Male (n=74) 0.54 4.93 0.31 
Ethnicity 
Other (n=72) 0.23 3.44 2.47 
White (n=83) 0.04 2.61 -0.99 
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Figure 19. Differences in mean scores by gender. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 20. Differences in mean scores by ethnicity. 
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In contrast, females averaged greater gains in the value they saw in science after NOS 
instruction than did males.  Males that received NOS instruction show gains in self-
concept compared with males that did not receive NOS instruction; however the 
difference in gains was very small.  Concerning self-concept and females, the subgroup 
that did not receive NOS instruction showed slightly higher gains as compared with 
females that did receive the NOS instruction. 
 Ethnicity. Again, the self-efficacy construct that showed greatest gains, on 
average, among ethnicity subgroups in the treatment group was science anxiety.  The 
science anxiety of both White participants and Other participants that received NOS 
instruction decreased more than for participants that did not receive NOS instruction.  
Very little difference was found regarding self-concept at the completion of the study.  
White participants and Other participants that received NOS instruction had slight gains 
when compared with counter subgroups that did not receive the NOS instruction.  The 
largest discrepancy was found with the value of science construct.  After NOS 
instruction, on average, White participants showed gains as compared with White 
participants that did not receive the same instruction. However the opposite was found for 
Other participants; participants that did not receive NOS instruction had larger gains in 
the value of science construct that did Other participants that received NOS instruction. 
Summary 
In this mixed method study, both qualitative data and quantitative data were 
collected at the start of the study and again at the conclusion.  Results indicate that with 
regards to NOS instruction, the greatest gains were made in participants‘ understandings 
of the creative aspect of NOS.  The subgroup with the least amount of increased 
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understanding as a result of instruction was the Other male subgroup.  The self-efficacy 
construct with the greatest change for all gender/ethnicity subgroups was a decrease in 
science anxiety after receiving NOS instruction. 
Regarding differences in self-efficacy changes for gender, male participants 
exhibited a larger decrease in science anxiety compared with females after NOS 
instruction.  Females showed low gains in both science anxiety and the value of science 
as compared with males after NOS instruction.  However, gains shown by females in the 
value of science were greater than gains shown by males.  When considering ethnicity, 
both White participants and Other participants showed a decrease in science anxiety and 
an increase in the value of science after NOS instruction with these gains being greater 
for Other participants. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 
Introduction 
 Evidence suggests that students are more likely to see the value of learning 
science concepts if engaged in science as a process with an understanding of nature of 
science (NOS), rather than as a collection of information, (Adams & Chiappetta, 1998; 
Freedman, 2002; Gibson & Chase, 2002; Ryder, Leach, & Driver, 1999; Siegel & 
Ranney, 2003; Tomanek & Cummings, 2000; Wenner, 1993). This mixed method study 
was designed on the premise that when students develop appropriate NOS 
understandings, their self-efficacy beliefs will increase.  This examination across gender 
and ethnicity of student self-efficacy (self-concept, anxiety towards science and the value 
they see in science) after explicit NOS instruction shed light on the lack of interest in 
school science, particularly regarding minority groups. The purpose of the study was to 
explore the relationship between NOS understandings and sixth grade science students‘ 
self-efficacy beliefs.  The questions guiding this research were based on Bandura‘s social 
cognitive theory and self-efficacy in the science academic setting.  Specifically, the 
questions addressed were: 
1. How do students‘ self-efficacy beliefs change as compared with changes 
in their nature of science understandings? 
2. How do changes in students‘ science self-efficacy beliefs vary with gender 
and ethnicity segregation?  
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The results indicate that many students increased their NOS understandings in targeted 
aspects and experienced changes in their self-efficacy beliefs during the three earth 
science units.  Furthermore, patterns regarding changes in self-efficacy beliefs and NOS 
understanding were found regarding gender and ethnicity.  These findings will be 
presented in two sections followed by the effectiveness of mixed method design, 
implications for instructional practice, and recommendations for future research. 
Students‘ Self-efficacy Beliefs and NOS Understandings 
In comparison to students who did not receive explicit NOS instruction, 
participants that did receive explicit NOS instruction, increased their understandings of 
targeted NOS aspects and made gains in self-efficacy beliefs.   Five NOS aspects 
pertaining to theory development were explicitly taught during the semester this study 
took place and are as follows:  
 Scientific knowledge is partly the product of creativity and imagination. 
 Scientific knowledge is empirical in that it is derived from observations of 
the natural world. 
 There is a clear distinction between observations and inferences. 
 Scientific knowledge is theory-laden and subject to the scientist‘s beliefs, 
experiences, and biases. 
 Scientific knowledge is tentative and subject to change with new evidence. 
These NOS aspects were explicitly taught in six of the ten classes (the treatment 
group) during three earth science units using a combination of nonintegrated and 
integrated approaches.   The remaining four classes were taught the same earth science 
unit but were given science enrichment lessons instead of the NOS instruction during this 
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semester.  For many of the students in the study, both in the treatment and the control 
group, this was their first experience with a formal science class, as their previous 
elementary schools did not focus on science.  Several students commented that they only 
had science two times each week in fourth and fifth grade and that they did not do 
experiments in those classes.  This issue came up during the pre-instruction surveys as 
many students required clarification regarding what laboratory work was.  Also, their 
concept of laboratory work was more typical of the positivistic view of the controlled 
experiment that follows a set ―scientific method‖.  This idea was reflected in students‘ 
VNOS responses.  Several students wrote when asked why scientists disagree about 
evidence that ―some of the scientists were wrong‖ suggesting that there is one correct, 
absolute truth in science.  In addition, when asked on the VNOS about the use of 
imagination and creativity, a large number of students responded that science was built 
on facts and that ―scientists can‘t just make things up‖. 
The NOS instruction began for the treatment group with the first unit focused on 
climate change and was initially a nonintegrated approach during which targeted NOS 
aspects were introduced to students.  As the unit progressed, these targeted NOS aspects 
were discussed in the context of the science content taking an integrated approach.  
During class discussions, students were questioned by the teachers about NOS aspects in 
brief written reflections such as tickets out the door as well as small group discussions.  
The NOS instruction was adjusted according to students‘ demonstration of understanding 
of key ideas.  This format of standalone NOS lessons to familiarize students with NOS 
aspects, followed by integration of NOS aspects into the science content, was continued 
through the semester with two additional units, Earth‘s Moon and Our Solar System.  
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Students NOS Understandings 
Gains in students‘ understandings were found in both the control and treatment 
group within all five targeted NOS aspects.  As anticipated from the literature review, 
gains were larger for the treatment groups.  Research suggests that students holding naïve 
views of NOS first requires explicit NOS instruction with a non-integrated approach to 
improve their understandings (Khishfe & Lederman, 2006). Once this transitional 
understanding is reached, students can move towards an informed view if NOS 
instruction is embedded into the science content (Khishfe, 2008).  This study mimicked 
this approach using a combination of nonintegrated followed by integrated explicit NOS 
instruction aimed to help students move the full continuum from naïve to informed 
understandings.  The results show that this movement from naïve to transitional NOS 
understandings occurred for some students in the treatment group. The percentage of 
students that moved from naïve views to transitional was almost double for the group that 
received NOS instruction as compared with the group that did not receive NOS 
instruction.  Similarly, after this instruction, there were some students in the treatment 
group that held informed views of one or more of the five NOS aspects.  However, few 
students in the control group held informed views of any of the targeted NOS aspects.   
Informed views among participants in the control group were found in only three of the 
five aspects (distinction between observation and inference, use of creativity, and the 
subjective aspect).   
These results indicate that the explicit NOS instruction used in the treatment 
group was effective in increasing students‘ NOS understandings of the five targeted NOS 
aspects.  Much research has been done in the past to address effective NOS instructional 
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strategies (Khishfe, 2004, 2008; Khishfe & Abd-El-Khalick, 2002; Khishfe & Lederman, 
2006).  As the vast majority of sixth grade students in this study entered the class with 
naïve views, the dual approach of nonintegrated followed by integrated explicit NOS 
instruction was appropriate.  Following recommendations by Khishfe (2004, 2008) 
supported students move from naïve to transitional views (nonintegrated lessons) and 
then from transitional to informed views (integrated).  While this instructional approach 
to teaching NOS was effectively incorporated into three earth science units, pedagogical 
issues did arise.   
One issue that surfaced was the unplanned inclusion of implicit NOS aspects 
during some sections of the second two units in both the treatment group and the control 
group.  For example, the unit on Earth‘s moon had specific lessons that presented three 
commonly accepted theories about the formation of the moon and another that asks 
students to consider what the effect would be for earth if there were no moon.  This 
science content implicitly related to the NOS idea that scientific knowledge is theory-
laden.  In an additional example, later in the last unit about the solar system, students 
traced historical views of the origin of the universe.  Big Bang theory and heliocentric 
versus geocentric views were investigated during this unit.  Thus, in both the treatment 
group and the control group, the NOS aspects of the theory-laden, creative and tentative 
understanding of the natural world were part of the implicit NOS instruction provided to 
all participants.  For the treatment group, the teachers explicitly drew on the NOS aspects 
of creativity, tentative, and theory-laden aspects of NOS.  While these three NOS aspects 
were not explicitly taught to the control group, the science content itself supported 
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implicit NOS instruction.  This implicit NOS instruction may account for the small 
improvement in NOS understandings found in the control group.   
While the students that received explicit NOS instruction made improvements in 
their understandings of all five targeted NOS aspects, the quantity of students making 
improvements varied for each aspect.  As shown in Figure 21, the largest improvements 
in students‘ understandings were found in the creative aspect of NOS.  The smallest gains 
were found with the distinction between observation and inference and the subjective 
aspect of NOS. 
NOS instruction was most beneficial in helping students understand that the 
scientific endeavor requires much creativity and imagination.  At the conclusion of the 
study, many students that received the explicit NOS instruction were able to draw a 
connection from experimental design and data interpretation to the creative and 
imaginative processes scientists use.  Within this treatment group, many students 
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Figure 21. Relative percent of students in each category of understanding after NOS 
instruction. 
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improved their original naïve views to transitional views and some even improved to 
informed views at the end of the study.  However, in the control group that did not 
receive the explicit NOS instruction, fewer students improved upon their original naïve 
views.  In fact, within this control group, some students‘ responses on the VNOS 
indicated a change in their transitional views to naïve views at the conclusion. 
The two aspects of NOS that had the least improvement in the treatment group 
were the distinction between observation versus inference and the subjective aspect of 
NOS. For both of these aspects, improvement was found for the control group and the 
treatment group.   These findings were reflected in overall improvement for these aspects 
as well as movement into transitional and informed views.  This indicates that explicit 
NOS instruction did not make the difference in their NOS understandings.  Other 
influences such as the science content, external experiences outside of the study‘s control, 
or changes as a result of entering adolescence could have equally played roles in the 
students‘ ability to understand the subjective aspect of NOS.   
Regarding overall NOS understandings, the treatment group had larger 
improvements in NOS understandings than the control group.  At the completion of the 
study, more students in the treatment group moved toward transitional views than did 
students in the control group.  In addition, a much larger number of students in the 
treatment group improved their NOS understandings to informed views than did in the 
control group.  Thus, while some small growth was seen in the control group, findings 
indicate that the explicit NOS instruction with dual nonintegrated and integrated 
approaches improved more students‘ NOS understandings and helped them gain deeper 
understandings of targeted NOS aspects. 
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Student Self Efficacy 
 Analysis of self efficacy was categorized by anxiety toward science, self concept, 
and value in science.   Overall, each of these self-efficacy beliefs for students that 
received explicit NOS instruction improved far beyond students that did not receive NOS 
instruction.  Discussion of each of these self efficacy categories follows. 
Findings indicate that the anxiety students felt towards science decreased by the 
end of the semester for the treatment group.  However, many students in the control 
group that did not receive explicit NOS instruction maintained the same level of anxiety 
with a small number actually showing an increase in anxiety towards science.  Since 
anxiety is increased when students believe they are unable to achieve a task (Bandura, 
1997; Britner, 2004) this finding indicates that NOS instruction helped students feel more 
empowered to achieve.   
 Little difference was found between the control group and the treatment group 
regarding self-concept.  The view students have of their ability to do science increased 
for, those that received explicit NOS instruction (treatment group) and those that did not 
receive this instruction (control group).  Comparisons of students‘ pre- and post-
instruction scores reveled that in all cases, self-concept ratings either went up slightly or 
remained constant.  This would indicate that explicit NOS instruction has modest 
influence on the self-worth students place on themselves as science students (Britner & 
Pajares, 2001).  Research indicates that reasons for this reticent influence may be due to 
the limited duration of the treatment in the study and the stability of the participant‘s self-
concept (Pajares & Schunk, 2001).  This sheds light on future research discussed later in 
the chapter. 
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 The final construct, value of science, also had very small differences between the 
treatment group and the control group. This construct had the most variations in pre-and 
post-instruction scores across the control group and the treatment group.  Interestingly, 
analysis showed that the single consistency in value was the significant shifts either 
positively or negatively.  In other words, by the end of the study, regardless of whether 
they received NOS instruction, students‘ personal beliefs about the value of science fell.  
The denounced influence of the treatment was surprising, as research shows that the 
value of science decreases for students beginning at the age of the students in this study 
(Eccles et al., 1989; Britner, 2002).  Several factors could contribute to these results. 
Specifically, targeted NOS aspects that were part of the planned instructional 
units provide an opportunity for students to see science as a more fluid body of 
knowledge.  This informed NOS understanding is presumably in stark contrast to the 
rigid, dogmatic body of knowledge that often makes science inaccessible and 
undoubtedly causes conflict for the students as they are forming beliefs about science 
(Osborne et al., 2003).  For example, the large increase in students‘ understanding of the 
creative aspect of NOS in both the control and treatment groups sheds light on this issue.  
If students felt that doing science is creative and requires imagination, the business of 
science has become less rigid, and perhaps discredited some in their perceptions.  As one 
student wrote in response to item four on the VNOS regarding how scientists know about 
dinosaurs, ―they just see it in their minds so you can‘t trust that they are right‖.  This idea 
may be further complicated by the cookbook type lab experiences students often have in 
earlier grades.  If they are taught science through the lens of finding the correct answer 
common to validation labs, they may come to view this as true science.  Thus, the 
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creative and imaginative aspects coupled with subjective and tentative aspects of NOS 
could cause a paradigm shift resulting in a decrease in the value school science for some 
students. 
 It is important to note that changes in self-efficacy constructs were very small.  As 
eluded to in the discussion of students‘ efficacy beliefs in the value of science, this 
incremental change may be due the relative stability of one‘s self-efficacy beliefs.  Once 
formed, the beliefs require time to change significantly as they are resilient these changes 
(Bandura, 1997; Pajares, Britner & Valiante, 2000).  Thus, one semester of a treatment 
may have been inadequate for real change in these constructs. 
Gender and Ethnicity 
Results of changes in NOS understandings and self-efficacy beliefs in relation to 
gender and ethnicity emerged in this study. These relationships are discussed further in 
the following two sections and depicted in Figure 22. 
Gender 
 Changes in NOS understandings of females compared with males were equal.  
Students of both gender had gains in understanding similar to gains noted previously with 
the total group of students in the treatment group and the control group.  Thus, NOS 
instruction improved NOS understandings equally for females and males and was 
independent of gender.  However, differences were noted with self-efficacy constructs.  
The most striking differences with constructs between males and females were 
found among science anxiety.  Males, after NOS instruction, reported large decreases in 
anxiety towards science while females reported only modest decreases at the conclusion 
of the study.  In comparison, small numbers of both females and males in the control  
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Figure 22. Changes in self-efficacy constructs for students with NOS instruction. 
 
group reported feeling more anxiety about science.  Thus, results indicate that while NOS 
instruction during the study helped alleviate the anxiety experienced by many students 
before the study, this effect was more pronounced with male students in the treatment 
group as compared with female students.  Britner and Pajares (2006) have suggested that 
males‘ self-efficacy beliefs, unlike females‘ are greatly influenced by success.  Thus, it is 
likely that this decrease in anxiety towards science experienced by males in the treatment 
group is enhanced in some way by a sense of achievement experienced by these male 
students during the NOS instruction. 
 Small differences were also noticed with the other two constructs, self-concept 
and value of science, regarding gender.  However, as discussed earlier, the changes 
noticed with these constructs was negligible when compared with the control group.  
Also, as proposed in the previous section, this may be an area that warrants further 
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research with a longer study that focuses of NOS instruction and changes in the value 
students place on science.  For females, the value of science increased as much as the 
anxiety they felt about science decreased.  Thus, these inconclusive results warrant 
further research that involves a longer treatment time period. 
Ethnicity 
 White students in the treatment group made higher gains in all five targeted NOS 
aspects compared with Other students.  White students in the treatment group showed 
largest improvements in the creative, tentative, and empirical aspects of NOS with 
smaller improvements in the distinction between observation versus inference and the 
subjective aspect of NOS as compared with White students in the control group.  
However, Other students in the treatment group had no gains, as compared with the 
control group, in any NOS aspects except the creative aspect of NOS.  When this group is 
further separated by gender, additional differences are revealed with regard to Other 
males.  Other female students in the treatment group had gains in NOS understandings 
that were similar to gains noted for total treatment group; increases in all targeted aspects 
with greatest gains in the creative and tentative aspects.  Other males in the treatment 
group, conversely, had fewer gains in understanding for all targeted NOS aspects as 
compared with the control group, except the creative aspect, which had small gains 
comparatively.  Thus, explicit NOS instruction was not effective for Other males in 
increasing their NOS understandings.  Although current research has suggested this 
explicit instruction with a combination of nonintegrated and integrated approach to 
teaching NOS aspects (Khishfe, 2004, 2008) none of these studies investigated the 
effectiveness of the instructional method from the lens of gender or ethnicity.   
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With regards to all three self-efficacy constructs, Other students in the treatment 
group had greater gains than White students in the treatment group.  Differences in self-
concept and anxiety for the two ethnic groups were very small while differences in value 
of science were larger. However, particularly interesting were the findings for the value 
of science for each group.  White students in the treatment group that had improvement in 
their NOS understandings placed lower values on science whereas Other students placed 
an increase value on science at the conclusion of the study. Further division of these two 
groups by gender reveals an interesting inverse relationship with NOS understandings; as 
students in these four groups increase their NOS understandings, the value they see for 
science decreases.  White males with the greatest improvements in NOS understandings 
report the least value of science.  Other males, on the other hand, report higher value of 
science but have the lowest gains in NOS understandings.  Summarized in Figure 22, 
these results further support claims made in the previous section regarding the lack of 
proven truths in science leading to the discrediting of science in students‘ perceptions. 
Implications for Instructional Practice 
Researchers and educators are concerned about the underrepresentation by female 
and African American students in science courses and careers gender (Andre, et al., 1999; 
Basu & Barton, 2007; Britner & Pajares, 2001; Hill et al., 1995; Weinburgh, 1995, 2000).  
Self-efficacy beliefs have been found to have significant influence over student‘s 
academic success and govern the tasks that students will engage in (Bandura, 1997; 
Britner & Pajares, 2001; Zeldin & Pajares, 2000).   Recently, researchers suggested that 
students‘ affective domain strongly affects both their academic behavior and achievement  
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in school (Schibeci & Riley, 1986). Student attitude has been linked to their self-efficacy 
regarding academic success (Haladyna, Olsen, & Shaughnessy, 1982) and the confidence 
with which students approach science (Andre et al., 1999; Britner & Pajares, 2001; 
Kupermintz, 2002; Lau & Roeser, 2002).  Physiological and affective states, one of the 
four sources that contribute to the development of a student‘s self-efficacy beliefs 
(Bandura, 1986) are strongly influenced by anxiety.  As such, by decreasing the anxiety 
students feel towards science, they may be more motivated to engage more in science 
classes and pursue science fields. 
Moreover, research (Britner, 2002; Britner & Pajares, 2006) suggests that female 
and African American students‘ self-efficacy beliefs are influenced more by their 
physiological and affective states than are White male students‘ beliefs.  As anxiety is a 
leading construct that contributes to this source of self-efficacy, classroom instruction 
that helps in the reduction of anxiety could aide in improving NOS understandings for 
this group that is often marginalized in science classes.  In this study, the inclusion of 
explicit NOS instruction in the earth science content was particularly beneficial for 
African American male students in reducing anxiety towards science.  Therefore, science 
classes that incorporate explicit NOS lessons focused on NOS aspects together with NOS 
instruction embedded in the science content may increase student motivation and thereby 
increase interest in the science field for these students. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
As this study was exploratory in nature, findings support more questions than 
answers. For example, while nonintegrated and integrated explicit NOS instruction had 
positive influences on student anxiety, the instruction was not equally effective in 
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improving student NOS understandings.  As compared with White males, Other male 
students showed no difference in improvement of NOS concepts in the treatment group 
that received this instruction.  Although their anxiety towards science decreased, their 
lack of growth in NOS understandings warrants further investigation.  Therefore, 
research that focuses on the effectiveness of suggested NOS instructional methods for 
different ethnic groups is needed.   
Previous research that investigated the effectiveness of NOS instructional 
approaches grouped all learners together and this may have overshadowed results for 
different ethnic groups.  It has been well documented by researchers that science 
instruction often marginalizes females and students of minority cultures (Barton, 2002; 
Basu & Barton, 2007; Bianchini et al., 2003; Lim & Barton, 2006; Patchen & Cox-
Petersen, 2008; Tan & Barton, 2010).   The result of these unwitting practices is a 
disconnection between the instruction and the minority group of students (Hill et al., 
1995; Weinburgh, 1995, 2000).  Recent studies (Patchen & Cox-Petersen, 2008; Tan & 
Barton, 2010) have suggested that culturally relevant pedagogy, when employed in the 
science classroom, allows students that are culturally different from the teacher to 
connect with the science instruction.  These authors argue that African American students 
often do not connect with school science taught by White teachers due to cultural 
differences.  As a result, the skills and knowledge these students come into the classroom 
with are not tapped into causing them to struggle academically.  However, the use of this 
pedagogy creates a collective space where students are empowered and encouraged to 
participate authentically within the school science culture.  Specifically, culturally 
responsive pedagogy helps students cross the border between the ―heterogeneous nature 
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of science in the world and the homogeneity imposed by school science‖ (Tan & Barton, 
2010, p.40).  Thus, future research that looks at the use of culturally responsive pedagogy 
combined with the explicit NOS instruction with African American students is 
recommended.   
Another area in this study that warrants further investigation are the seemingly 
conflicting findings for students in the treatment groups with improved NOS 
understandings and their reported decrease in the value of science construct after NOS 
instruction.  As mentioned previously, most of these students were novice science 
learners as they had limited formal science instruction prior to this class.  Many students 
in the treatment group improved their understanding that the scientific endeavor is 
creative and tentative with multiple interpretations to explain the natural world.  As the 
goal of teaching NOS concepts is to encourage the development of scientifically literate 
citizens (AAAS, 1996), it stands to reason that students with improved NOS 
understandings would see a greater value in science.  However, such was not the case 
with this study and warrants further investigation to elucidate underlying causes. 
Similarly, research should investigate changes in self-efficacy beliefs for students 
over a longer period of time with NOS instruction. One semester (11 weeks) may not 
allow enough time for changes in self-efficacy beliefs that can be stable (Bandura, 1997).  
Changes found in the present study regarding student‘s anxiety toward science and the 
value of science were small.  It would be beneficial to conduct a similar investigation 
over a longer time period to find out if the increase exposure to the treatment would result 
in greater changes in these two constructs.  A longitudinal study could be used to track 
the lasting effects on self-efficacy beliefs over a longer period of time. 
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Limitations of the Study 
While the study provided rich data and highlighted important issues regarding 
student self-efficacy, some limitations did arise.  First, the sample used in the study was 
chosen as a representation of the culture of the school district.   Once data were 
disaggregated, the sum of the groups was small.  This small sample resulted in difficulty 
finding statistically significant results.  Desegregation allowed for comparison to be made 
between groups of different gender and ethnicity.  However, a larger sample in each 
gender/ ethnic group would strengthen findings. 
Also, as the purpose of this study was to explore the relationship between changes 
in NOS understandings and self-efficacy beliefs, the sample used in the study is 
representative only of that school and results cannot be generalized to another population. 
As discussed in previous sections, the school is placed in a culturally diverse community 
with many nationalities represented.  Therefore, even though results were desegregated 
by gender and ethnicity, there may be some unaccounted for cultural influences.  Several 
studies have been brought to light that focus on students‘ cultural influences when 
learning science (Barton, 1998, 2001; Basu & Barton, 2007; Bouillion & Gomez, 2001),   
Thus, it is reasonable that within the gender/ ethnic groups that individuals experienced 
these cultural influences.   
Following current research recommendations (Britner, 2000, 2008; Britner & 
Pajares, 2006), this study sought to explore self-efficacy beliefs as they vary with gender 
and ethnicity.  These previous studies found that the development of the self-efficacies 
beliefs of white males is influenced predominantly by mastery experiences whereas the 
development of females and African American males is influenced by social persuasions, 
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vicarious experiences, and physiological states.  Thus, for analysis purposes, students 
were placed into subgroups that resulted in clustering minority students together.  As 
explained in the method section, the school community is very diverse both culturally and 
economically.  Therefore, it is possible that unknown variables such as socio-economic 
status contributed to the reported results, skewing data.  
Furthermore, the placement of the study in the natural setting of a middle school, 
while desirable, can lead to the influence of multiple unforeseeable variables.  For 
example, the classes that received the treatment were held during the early part of the day 
while the classes with the control group were held in the later part of the day as this made 
it possible for teachers to switch lessons as needed.  The difference in the time of day 
may have influenced participants‘ responses on instruments and enthusiasm in class. Care 
must be given to interpretation of these findings and the possible effects governed by the 
many unseen influences.  Lastly, there may be some issues with the VNOS-E 
questionnaire construct validity.  This instrument has not been used as widely as the 
earlier versions and some items may be skewed towards one demographic.  Written 
responses reflect the participants‘ ability to express ideas in a written format rather than 
explaining their NOS understanding.  Although a sample of students was interviewed to 
determine correct response interpretation by the researcher, many of the students may 
have been unable to clearly express their NOS understandings with this limited method.  
Students should be offered more options for expression such as verbal responses and 
electronic devices. 
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Summary 
This study explored the science self-efficacy and nature of science understandings 
of six grade students over three earth science units.  Explicit NOS instruction using 
nonintegrated combined with integrated approach was effective for all students except 
Other male students in improving NOS understandings.  Students that received NOS 
instruction, regardless of gender or ethnicity, demonstrated decreased anxiety towards 
science.  Therefore, the recommendation was put forth that future research should focus 
on long term investigations of changes in anxiety and value of science constructs with 
regards to NOS instruction.  In addition, NOS instructional approaches that include 
culturally relevant pedagogy should be studied with disaggregation of ethnicity in mind.
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APPENDIXES 
APPENDIX A 
CLIMATE CHANGE UNIT 
Unit title 
“The Day After Tomorrow” – What does climate change 
have to do with me? 
Subject and grade level Science and Language Arts, Year 1 (6th grade) 
Time frame and duration Approximately 6 weeks  
 
Stage 1: Integrate significant concept, area of interaction and unit question 
Area of interaction focus  Significant concept(s) 
Environments (how human actions in one 
part of the world can affect people and other 
living things in other parts of the world.) 
 
Many factors influence climate change, 
including human activities.  
By making changes to our daily activities, 
we can change the amount of greenhouse 
gases that we put to the air. 
MYP unit question 
What‘s Climate Change Got to Do With Me? 
Assessment 
Formative Assessments: teacher observations, problem based-learning (PBL) box charts, student research 
guides, and computer-based labs. 
Summative Assessments: quiz, greenhouse gas experiment lab, written assessment, student project and 
reflection. 
The written assessment is a test with multiple-choice and short-answer questions covering climate change and energy 
resource topics.  Student projects consist of display boards, web sites, iMovies, video podcasts and slide shows 
exploring the science behind global warming and actions that people can take to decrease their carbon footprint.  
Student projects will be showcased at a ―climate change action conference‖. This interactive evening will allow 
parents/guardians and community members to (i) learn more about climate change, (ii) calculate their carbon 
footprint, (iii) use Google Earth to explore how climate change is effecting our planet, and (iv) watch iMovies, 
podcasts, slideshows and websites created by the students that propose individual, school, and community solutions to 
decrease the amount of greenhouse gases in the air. 
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Specific MYP objectives that will be addressed during this unit: 
 Communicate scientific information using a range of scientific language and using appropriate modes of 
communication (B) 
 Explain and apply scientific information to solve problems in familiar and unfamiliar situations. (C) 
 Draw and explain appropriate conclusions (E) 
 Work effectively as a member of a team, collaborating, acknowledging and respecting the views of others as 
well as ensuring a safe work environment (F) 
The MYP assessment criteria that will be used: 
B.   Communication in Science  C.  Knowledge and Understanding of Science     
E. Processing data                 F.  Attitudes in science 
 
Stage 2: Backward planning: from the assessment to the learning activities through 
inquiry 
Content 
1. Students can describe the greenhouse effect and explain the advantages and disadvantages of having 
greenhouse gases in the air. 
2. Students will be able to identify natural forces and human activities that contribute to increases in 
greenhouse gases. 
3. Students will be able to identify nonrenewable and renewable resources and describe their advantages 
and disadvantages. 
4. Students will propose individual, school, and community solutions to decrease the amount of 
greenhouse gases in the air. 
State Standards:   
S6CS5. Students will use the ideas of system, model, change, and scale in exploring scientific and 
technological matters.   
S6E6. Students will describe various sources of energy and with their uses and conservation.  
a. Explain the role of the sun as the major source of energy and its relationship to wind and water energy.  
b. Identify renewable and nonrenewable resources.  
Approaches to learning 
Students will be able to learn in several different ways: (i) problem-based learning – creating questions, finding 
answers, and sharing them with their group, (ii) using their observation skills and other scientific inquiry skills in 
the experiment, (iii) collaboration and (iv) reflection. 
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Learning experiences Teaching strategies 
Daily Learning Targets, Research 
Guides, Rubrics for Projects, Study 
Guide for Assessment. 
Prior Knowledge will be informally 
assessed during the creation of the 
PBL box charts. 
Teaching methodologies include: problem-based learning, labs, 
demonstrations, use of technology 
Two different groupings.  First, heterogeneous grouping based on 
reading levels at the beginning of the unit.  At the end of the unit, 
grouping based on understanding of content and product choice. 
Interdisciplinary link: Students are writing a research paper on a 
climate change topic of their choice in their Language A class. 
Resources 
Wireless lap top carts.  Book carts from the media center with content-specific books for all levels of readers.  
Students will be given links to appropriate web sites for research and will have research guides to help guide the 
investigation of their questions. DVD: The Day After Tomorrow (the first two scenes are used as a hook to get 
students thinking about climate change), DVD: Kilowatt Ours. Students will also explore current climate change 
research through videos and pictures through the POLARTREC website: www.polartrec.com 
 
Climate Change Unit Daily Schedule 
Day Control Group Treatment Group 
 
1 
 
Science Activity 
Current Event reading for a purpose-students 
pick a lens and report event via that lens 
 
 
NOS Activity 1 
Mystery Bag activity followed by guiding 
questions, discussions, and reflections of NOS 
aspects relative to activity 
 
2 Video clip unit introduction- box chart of Facts 
/ Hypotheses/ Learning Issues/ Findings 
 
Video clip unit introduction- box chart of Facts 
/ Hypotheses/ Learning Issues/ Findings 
3 Finish video clip and recording on box chart 
 
Finish video clip and recording on box chart 
4 Begin learning issue research with  
8 computer stations 
 
Begin learning issue research with  
8 computer stations 
5 Finish learning issue research 
 
Finish learning issue research 
6 Report back to groups and record findings on 
chart 
 
Report back to groups and record findings on 
chart 
7 Science Activity 
Prefixes common to science 
NOS Activity 2 
Tricky Tracks activity followed by guiding 
questions, discussions, and reflections of NOS 
aspects relative to activity 
 
8 Energy Resources guided reading in three 
reading level groups 
 
Energy Resources guided reading in three 
reading level groups 
9 Complete Energy Resources guided reading in 
three reading level groups 
 
Complete Energy Resources guided reading in 
three reading level groups 
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Day Control Group Treatment Group 
10 Science Activity 
Current Science reading about Australia‘s 
drought 
NOS Activity 3 
Aging President activity followed by guiding 
questions, discussions, and reflections of NOS 
aspects relative to activity 
 
11 Conclude guided reading and some create 
posters on an alternative energy resource 
Conclude guided reading and some create 
posters on an alternative energy resource 
12 View the documentary movie Kilowatt Ours 
followed by class discussion using guiding 
questions 
View the documentary movie Kilowatt Ours 
followed by class discussion using guiding 
questions 
  
13 Energy Resources Concept Map 
Complete and review with whiteboard activity 
 
Energy Resources Concept Map 
Complete and review with whiteboard activity 
14 Climate Change Stations  
Station 2- Global Warming website       
Station 3- Greenhouse Effect website    
Station 4 Google Earth evidence lesson  
Station 5-Carbon Foot printing calculator 
website 
 
Climate Change Stations  
Station 2- Global Warming website       
Station 3- Greenhouse Effect website    
Station 4 Google Earth evidence lesson   
Station 5-Carbon Foot printing calculator 
website 
15 Continue stations 2-5 
 
Continue stations 2-5 
16 Continue stations 2-5 
 
Continue stations 2-5 
17 Complete Station 1-land ice versus sea ice 
demonstration and review student conclusions 
from evidence on Google Earth lesson 
 
Complete Station 1-land ice versus sea ice 
demonstration and with integrated NOS 
discussion 1 
18 CO2 Experiment (groups present findings and 
predictions) 
 
CO2 Experiment-Part I 
19 CO2 Experiment (groups present findings and 
predictions) 
Energy resource study guide 
 
CO2 Experiment-Part II (with integrated NOS 
discussion 2 ) 
Energy resource study guide 
20 Energy Jeopardy review game 
 
Energy Jeopardy review game 
21 Energy Resources Summative assessment 
 
Energy Resources Summative assessment 
22 Climate Change Action Conference project 
introduction 
 
Climate Change Action Conference project 
introduction 
23 Climate Change misconceptions discussion  
 
Climate Change  theory and misconception 
discussions with integrated NOS discussion 3 
 
26 
 
Climate Change Action Conference project  
 
 
Climate Change Action Conference project  
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Day Control Group Treatment Group 
27 Climate Change Action Conference project  
 
Climate Change Action Conference project  
28 Climate Change Action Conference project 
conclusion  
 
Climate Change Action Conference project 
conclusion  
29 Climate Change Action Conference project 
reviews with class  
 
Climate Change Action Conference project 
reviews with class  
 
 
 
NOS Activity 1 and Discussion Nonintegrated (Day 1) 
 
The NOS activity will be presented prior to the introduction of the lesson about climate 
change. The activity will be followed by discussions of NOS aspects as they relate to the 
activity. 
 
Title: Mystery Bag Activity
1
 
 
Time Expected: 50 minutes 
 
Materials (per group) 
Brown paper grocery bag 
Bag contents: one apple, one small potato, several candies, and unshelled peanuts in a 
thin plastic bag (fill the plastic bag halfway with air and seal with a twist-tie). 
 
Scenario/Procedure 
 
1. Place a mystery bag in the center of each group‘s table. Tell them that they cannot 
open the bag. 
2. The first observations will be done by students using their sense of smell. Ask students 
to draw a model of what is inside the bag with the evidence they have. 
3. The second observations will be done by using the sense of hearing. Ask students to 
think about what is inside the bag and draw another model based on their evidence. 
4. The third observations will be done by using the sense of touch. Ask students to 
modify their model based on their evidence. 
5. Let students report about their models that were drawn after each observation and how 
they modified them with new evidence. 
 
NOS Discussion
2 
 
Guiding questions that will lead the discussion focusing on NOS aspects: 
 Distinction between observations and inferences 
Ask students, ―How did you reach your conclusion about what is in the bag?‖ Point out 
that they, like scientists, used their senses to make observations, and then they used these 
observations to speculate about what cannot be accessed by the senses. Stress that these 
speculations are called inferences. 
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 Empirical aspect of NOS 
Ask students, ―How can you be sure of what is really in the Mystery Bag?‖ Emphasize to 
students that their conclusions should be based only on the evidence available to them. 
 Tentative aspect of NOS 
Ask students, ―Is their model of what is in the bag an exact replica of what is in the bag?‖ 
Explain that models are not exact replicas of the real phenomena and that a model is the 
reflection of evidence as it is gathered and the reinterpretation of new evidence. 
 Subjective aspect of NOS 
Ask students, ―Is is possible to get different models from the same set of data or 
evidence?‖  Explain to students that they have three models that are based on their 
observations, each model modified by the new evidence. 
 Creative /Imaginative aspect of NOS 
Ask students, ―Were you able to observe what was in the bag?‖  Point out to students that 
because they were unable to open the bag and look inside, they had to use other senses to 
collect evidence. They made conclusions by imagining what could be in the bag as 
scientist use their imaginations in developing models. 
_______________________________ 
1
 Schwartz, R.S., Lederman, N.G., & Smith, M. (1999). Modeling success during Earth 
science week. Science Scope, 23, 36-37.  
2 
Khishfe, R. (2004). Relationship between students' understandings of nature of science 
and instructional context. Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, p. 299-300. 
 
NOS Activity 2 and Discussion Nonintegrated (Day 7) 
The NOS activity will be presented prior to the lesson about energy resources. 
Title: ‗Tricky Track!‘ 3 
Time expected: 50 minutes 
Materials 
Overheads of A.1, A.2 and A.3 
 
Scenario/Procedure 
1. The teacher places Figure A. 1 on the overhead projector, and then asks students, 
―What do you think might have happened?‖ The teacher writes down students‘ responses. 
2. Next, the teacher places Figure A.2 on overhead, and then asks students about their 
observations. Again, the teacher accepts all answers and lists them on the board. Then 
both the teacher and the students will rule out those inferences that seem to be 
inconsistent with the empirical evidence (observations). 
3. The teacher places Figure A.3 on overhead, and asks students: ―What do you 
observe?‖ Then the teacher asks students: ―What do you infer?‖ 
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Figure A.1. Tricky Track A Figure A.2. Tricky Track B Figure A.3. Tricky Track C 
NOS Discussion
4
  
 Distinction between observation and inference 
After placing Figures A.1, A.2, and A.3 on the overhead projector, ask students about 
their observations and what they think might have happened. Accept all their statements 
at first. Then explain how their inferences (explanations of what has happened) should be 
based on the observations you made. Explain the distinction between some of their 
inferences and the corresponding observations. Then ask them (as a whole-class) to rule 
out those inferences that seem to be inconsistent with the empirical evidence 
(observations). 
 Subjective aspect of NOS 
As students give more than one explanation about what happened, emphasize that all 
those inferences are equally acceptable if they are aligned with the observations. Stress 
that students came up with several equally acceptable answers (inferences) based on the 
same set of observations or evidence. Make an analogy to the work of scientists who 
come up with more than one answer (inferences) that would account for that evidence. 
 Creative/imaginative aspect of NOS 
Ask students, ―How can you explain what has really happened if you only have this 
limited evidence?‖ Emphasize that they, like scientists, used their imagination and 
creativity in a way that was consistent with the available evidence. Make an analogy to 
the work of scientists who come up with explanations by using their imagination and 
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creativity. Similar to this case of the tracks, stress to students that scientists may simply 
never find the answer as to what has really happened. 
 Tentative and Empirical aspects of NOS 
Point out to students that they were gradually provided with additional data or evidence 
(Figures A.1, then A.2, & then A.3 respectively) and that they had to incorporate the new 
evidence into their explanations or inferences. Point out that they had to modify their 
inferences based on the evidence as it was found. 
___________________________ 
3
 Lederman, N. G.& Abd-El-Khalick, F. (1998), Avoiding de-naturing science: Activities 
that promote understandings of the Nature of science, Illinois Institute of Technology, 
Chicago, p 10. 
4
 Khishfe, R. (2004). Relationship between students' understandings of nature of science 
and instructional context. Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, p.333-334. 
 
 
NOS Activity 3 and Discussion Nonintegrated (Day 10) 
The NOS activity will be presented at the conclusion of the lessons about energy 
resources. 
Title: The Aging President 
5
 
Time expected: 50 minutes 
Materials 
Overhead of figure A.4 
Post-It notes 
 
Scenario/Procedure 
 
1.  Enlarge the panels from Figure A.4 as individual images for use on the overhead 
projector or as hand outs. Put a Post-It note on top of each image  (―a‖ through ―h‖) so 
that you can reveal images one at a time to students. 
2.  Divide the class into two equal groups (Group 1 and Group 2).  Have one group of 
students Group 2) move to the back of the room and sit facing the back wall.  Have the 
second group of students (Group 1) sit in the front of the room facing towards the 
overhead projection screen. 
3.  Tell students in Group 1 to letter their paper A through H. Tell students in Group 2 
that they will do this activity next and that they should not ―peak‖. 
4.  Place figure A.4 on the overhead and tell students you are going to show them a series 
of drawings.  Explain to students that as you show them each drawing (a through g on the 
figure) they should make careful observations and record those observations next to the 
letter of that drawing on their paper.  Stress the importance to students that they not 
verbalize their observations yet.  
5.  When students are ready, remove the Post-It note covering drawing ―a‖ on the 
transparency of figure A.4 and position the transparency so that students can easily see 
the drawing.  Give student about 45 seconds to record their observations. 
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6.  Next, recover drawing ―a‖ and uncover drawing ―b‖.  Reposition the transparency so 
that students can easily see this drawing and have them record their observations next to 
―B‖ on their paper.  Continue this process until students in Group 1 have recorded 
observations for all eight drawings. Students usually note things such as the ―chin has 
flattened,‖ or ―a piece is lost from his ear,‖ and keep reporting the changes they observe 
in the man‘s face. Usually, it will not be until the middle of the series that students start to 
note something other than the face, but may still not ‗see‘ the body of a female. 
7.  Now, switch groups and have Group 1 move to the back of the room facing the back 
wall and Group 2 in the front of the room facing the screen. 
8.  Repeat procedures 3 through 6 now with Group 2 viewing the drawings and recording 
observations.  However, for this group, begin with revealing drawing ―h‖ and work in the 
reverse order ending with showing drawing ―a‖.  
9.  When Group 2has recorded all observations for each drawing, have students go back 
to their seats.   
10.  Put figure A.4 on the overhead so that all drawings are visible.  Ask students to 
review their recorded observations.  Review what they observed for drawings ―a‖ and ―h‖ 
(most will say that they saw a man‘s face in ―a‖ and a woman in ―h‖).   
11.  Next, have students review their recorded observations and find at what they no 
longer saw a man‘s face, but a woman.  Have Group 1 report out this drawing and circle 
this on the transparency.  Next, have Group 2 report out and circle this drawing using a 
different color of pen.  Many in Group 1 will not ―see‖ a woman until approximately 
drawing ―f‖ whereas many in Group 2 will note a woman around drawing ―c‖. 
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 Figure A.4.  The Aging President 
NOS Discussion  
 Subjective aspect of NOS 
Ask students probing questions such as ―Why did some of you say that drawing ‗c‘ was a 
woman while some of you thought that the drawing was a man?‖ and ―If you were only 
shown drawings ‗d‘ or ‗e‘, do you think you would have known what they were?‖  Point 
out to students that the kind of knowledge and expectations with which we approach any 
phenomenon may affect the way we interpret that phenomenon. A certain perspective 
may even determine what we see (a man‘s face) and what we do not (the female body) in 
the same data (drawing). Likewise, the kind of knowledge, training, experiences, and 
expectations that scientists bring into an investigation affect what they discern in the 
available data. 
 Creative/imaginative aspect of NOS 
Cover all drawings on figure A.4 except ―f‖ and ask students ―How could you tell this 
was a drawing of a woman if it is incomplete?‖  Discuss with students that scientists 
often have limited evidence and they have to use their imaginations to fill in missing data.  
The use of creativity is critical in making sense of evidence and theory development. 
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 Tentative aspect of NOS 
Have students now look at where they have circled the drawings on the transparency.  
Explain that most of the time, scientists do not give up their perspective (e.g., that the 
drawing was a face) even if evidence to the contrary is made available to them It usually 
takes dramatic evidence, over a relatively long period of time (contrast for students 
drawing ―h‖ with ―a‖) before scientists exchange their old views for new ones. 
________________________________________ 
5
  Lederman, N. G.& Abd-El-Khalick, F. (1998), Avoiding de-naturing science: Activities 
that promote understandings of the Nature of science, Illinois Institute of Technology, 
Chicago, p 28. 
 
 
Science Content Lesson with NOS Discussion Integrated 1 (Day 17) 
 
Title:  Climate Change Stations 
 
Time Expected: 4 Sessions 
 
Materials Needed (per student)  
Computers with Internet access and Google Earth (one per pair of students) 
Student handouts  
 
Summary of Science Lesson 
Students will complete four interactive website activities and view a demonstration about 
iceberg versus glacier melts. 
 
Climate Change Lab Station Sites: 
 Station 1:  Greenhouse Effect and Global Warming 
 National Geographic website ―What is Global Warming?‖ at 
http://green.nationalgeographic.com/environment/global-warming/gw-overview.html 
 Station 2:  Atmosphere Data 
FOSSWEB at http://www.fossweb.com/modulesMS/ ―Atmospheric Data‖ using the  
―Elevator to Space ―activity.   
 Station 3:  Google Earth 
 Google Earth ―LESSON 1 (CLIMATE CHANGE).‖  From the Climate Change Google 
Earth page:  
Glacier National Park in the Places menu-- Warming temperatures have caused 
the glaciers at Montana‘s Glacier National Park to shrink to about one-third the 
size they were in 1850.  
Chesapeake Bay, Maryland, in the Places menu-- Scientists believe increased salt 
content due to rising sea levels have made Chesapeake Bay‘s waters less 
sustainable for oysters.  
Los Angeles, California, in the Places menu-- Higher temperatures from climate 
make large cities such as Los Angeles more polluted.  
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 Station 4:  Carbon Footprint 
Kids Korner website ―What‘s My Carbon Footprint?‖ at 
http://flint.apogee.net/kids/?ver=kkblue&utilid=flint&id=16175 2) Go to the 
Zerofootprint Kids Calculator website at 
http://www.zerofootprintkids.com/kids_home.aspx?restart=yes  
 
 
NOS Discussion
 6
 
 
 Distinction between observation and inference 
Ask students about scientists‘ observations and their corresponding inferences reported in 
their readings from the websites. Point out that the measurement of the average carbon 
dioxide would represent scientists‘ observations since they use their senses. These 
measurements allow scientists to make conclusions about the concentrations of carbon 
dioxide in the coming future, and these are inferences because they cannot be directly 
measured. Emphasize that inferences should be consistent with observations. 
 Imaginative/creative aspect of NOS 
Ask students: ―Based on what you have read and the videos you watched, how much do 
you think the weather will warm within, for example, the next 100 years?‖ Students may 
give different answers. Point out that all their answers are inferences just as the 
inferences they made in the Tricky Tracks activity and that none may be right. Explain 
that their inferences depend partly on their imagination and creativity since not all the 
pieces of evidence are present. Emphasize that the inferences should always be consistent 
with available evidence. 
 Tentative aspect of NOS 
Ask students, ―Suppose that more information is found in the future, would you change 
your conclusion that the earth is going to warm?‖ Explain that this knowledge they 
arrived at may be true only at the present time. Make the connection to the work of 
scientists, who may change their knowledge if they are presented with new evidence or 
even if they interpret the existing evidence differently. As a conclusion, tell students that 
scientific knowledge is not certain or absolute since it may change if contrary evidence is 
presented. 
 Subjective aspect of NOS 
Explain that scientists tried to find a certain pattern or relationship between the 
temperature and the concentrations of carbon dioxide. Point out that scientists used this 
relationship to predict possible future behaviors about temperature and carbon dioxide 
concentrations. Emphasize that when scientists search for patterns, as with the Aging 
President activity, they are greatly influenced by their prior knowledge. As such, science 
cannot provide absolute knowledge; scientist can only predict what might happen in the 
near future by extrapolation from past and present evidence and experiences. At this 
point, discuss the question of the past being a reliable predictor of the future and relate it 
to how scientific knowledge is tentative. 
_____________________________ 
6
 Khishfe, R. (2004). Relationship between students' understandings of nature of science 
and instructional context. Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, p.308-309. 
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Science Content Lesson with NOS Discussion Integrated 2 (Day 19) 
Title:  Modeling the Greenhouse Effect 
7
 
 
Time Expected: 2 Sessions 
 
Materials Needed (per group)  
Two-liter plastic soda bottles, light bulb, two thermometers, rubber band, potting soil, 
thin cardboard, clear plastic wrap, wood block, 100-watt light bulb, and masking tape. 
Students will work in groups of four or five.  
 
Summary of Science Lesson 
Students will carry out a scientific inquiry of the greenhouse effect that involves 
identifying preconceived ideas, developing questions and the collection, charting, and 
interpretation of temperature data. In devising their interpretation of data, students will 
need to describe air as a mixture of gases, apply the law of conservation of energy, 
identify energy transformations (including radiant to heat and heat to radiant), compare 
and contrast sunlight to infrared radiation, and identify evidence that light, such as 
sunlight, can transfer energy between two points. 
 
 
 
Figure A.5. Experimental Setup 
 
NOS Discussion 
8
 
 
The NOS discussion will be presented after the lesson about modeling the greenhouse 
effect. 
 Distinction between observation and inferences 
Remind students that the purpose of the experiment was to make a model of the 
atmosphere (experimental) and explore what happens when light shines on it as compared 
with what happens without an atmosphere (control).  Ask them to relate their model to 
the real world, using questions such as the following, ―How did the equipment used in 
this experiment correspond to the real Earth?‖ ―How did the sample of air inside the 
experimental bottle behave in a way that is similar to the Earth‘s atmosphere?‖ Explain to 
them that they, like scientists, created a model based on a collection of observations. 
Point out that they, like scientists, used their senses to make observations, and then they 
used these observations to speculate about what cannot be seen or measured. Stress that 
these speculations are called inferences. Explain how models are based on observations 
and inferences. 
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 Empirical and creative imaginative aspects of NOS 
Ask students, ―What things were different between this experiment and the real Earth‘s 
atmosphere?‖ Explain that scientists think something is trapping heat in the Earth‘s 
atmosphere, causing the temperature to go up. This model functions similarly to the 
earth‘s atmosphere but it is not an exact replica of the real thing. It depends partly on 
human imagination and creativity because students, like scientists, never have all the 
data. Make an analogy to the models constructed by scientists that should be consistent 
with the available empirical evidence. 
 Tentative aspect of NOS 
Ask students if they would change their model if more evidence was found about the 
Earth‘s atmosphere. Make an analogy to the work of scientists and how they would 
change their models as more evidence is found or if they reinterpret the exiting evidence 
in a different perspective. Guide them to understand that scientific knowledge is not 
absolute or certain. 
______________________ 
7
 Connecticut Department of Transportation.  Can gases act like a greenhouse?, Planet 
Connecticut.  Retrieved August 25
th
 from 
http://www.planetconnecticut.org/teachersadministrators/pdfs/lesson1.pdf 
8
 Khishfe, R. (2004). Relationship between students' understandings of nature of science 
and instructional context. Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, p.333-334. 
 
 
Science Content Lesson with NOS Discussion Integrated 3 (Day 23) 
 
Title:  Misconceptions about Climate Change 
 
Time Expected:  3-4 Sessions 
 
Materials Needed 
Computers with Internet access (one for each pair of students) 
 
Summary of Science Lesson 
Students will work in groups comparing the common misconceptions about climate 
change and current scientific explanations obtained from the site ―Providing Insight 
Into Climate Change‖ located at http://www.friendsofscience.org/index.php?id=3 . 
 These views will then be written on chart paper and each group will discuss their ideas 
with the class. 
 
NOS Discussion 
9 
 Subjective aspect of NOS 
Ask students to look at each misconception and the current scientific explanation.  Ask 
students, ―Are data used to support each position?‖ Emphasize how the conclusions 
reached by scientists were consistent with the available evidence. At that point, ask them 
how is it possible that scientists reached different conclusions based on the same 
evidence. Explain to them that scientists are greatly influenced by their background, 
experiences, and biases. 
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 Imaginative/ creative aspect of NOS 
Ask students ―Why are scientists unsure about exactly how humans are contributing to 
climate change?‖ Guide students into a discussion about missing climate change data.  
Remind students of earlier NOS activities such as Aging President and Mystery Bag were 
they had to use their imaginations to fill in missing information to make inferences.  Point 
out that that is what scientists are doing with climate change data and their predictions 
regarding human influence. 
 Tentative and empirical aspects of NOS 
Ask students whether finding new evidence would make either group of scientists 
reconsider and change their inference about global warming. Explain that any new 
evidence would entail revising the inferences and adjusting their conclusions to best fit 
the available evidence. Point out how scientists may reinterpret the same existing data in 
a different framework or perspective. 
______________________ 
9
 Khishfe, R. (2004). Relationship between students' understandings of nature of science 
and instructional context. Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, p.315. 
 
 
EARTH‘S MOON UNIT 
Unit title How the moon affects the earth 
Subject and grade level Science, Year 1 (6th grade) 
Time frame and duration Approximately 3 weeks  
 
Stage 1: Integrate significant concept, area of interaction and unit question 
Area of interaction focus  Significant concept(s) 
Community and Service (community 
awareness and the concept of service start 
with responsible, caring behaviour in the 
classroom and the science laboratory) 
Due to the revolution and mutual rotation of 
the earth and moon, the appearance of the 
moon varies during the lunar month. 
The alignment of the sun, earth and moon 
creates eclipses 
The moon affects many of earth‘s processes. 
MYP unit question 
What if the earth had no moon? 
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Assessment 
Formative Assessments: teacher observations, moon phases flash cards, moon webquest responses and 
moon pop game 
Summative Assessments: quiz, written assessment, and Oreo moon phases 
The written assessment is a test with matching terms to pictures, labelling diagrams and short-answer 
questions covering phases of the moon, eclipses and the moon‘s effects on earth. 
Specific MYP objectives that will be addressed during this unit: 
 Explain and apply scientific information to solve problems in familiar and unfamiliar situations. (C) 
 Work effectively as a member of a team, collaborating, acknowledging and respecting the views of 
others as well as ensuring a safe work environment (F) 
The MYP assessment criteria that will be used: 
          C.  Knowledge and Understanding of Science                   F.  Attitudes in science 
 
 
 
Stage 2: Backward planning: from the assessment to the learning activities through inquiry 
Content 
1. Students can identify phases of the moon as and explain the relative positions of the earth and moon 
during each phase. 
2. Students can model the positions of the sun, earth and moon during solar and lunar eclipses. 
3. Students can explain how the moon and the sun affect earth‘s tides 
 
State Standards:   
S6CS5. Students will use the ideas of system, model, change, and scale in exploring scientific and 
technological matters.  
  
S6E2. Students will understand the effects of the relative positions of the earth, moon and sun.  
a. Demonstrate the phases of the moon by showing the alignment of the earth, moon, and sun.  
b. Explain the alignment of the earth, moon, and sun during solar and lunar eclipses.  
 
Approaches to learning 
Students will have multiple opportunities to conceptualize the phases of the moon and eclipses with the use 
of visual and kinaesthetic models.  In addition, students will work cooperatively in small learning 
communities. 
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Learning experiences Teaching strategies 
Daily Learning Targets, webquest, 
flash cards, working models, guided 
readings, and Study Guide for 
Assessment. 
Prior Knowledge will be informally 
assessed during the moon phases 
Mimmio board game. 
Teaching methodologies include: cooperative learning, kinesthetic 
activities, demonstrations, use of technology 
 
Groupings: grouping will be fluid in that as students reach 
understanding with concept, they will move to a new group to learn 
another concept.  
 
Resources 
Wireless lap top carts.  Book carts from the media center with content-specific books for all levels of 
readers.  Students will be given links to appropriate web sites for the webquest and the video Moon Dance.  
In addtion, students will have activity guides to help guide the learning. DVD: If We Had No Moon. 
 
Earth’s Moon Unit Daily Schedule 
Day Control Group Treatment Group 
30 View BrainPOP Earth's Moon video and review 
with the whiteboard moon phase game 
Begin moon phase flash cards 
 
View BrainPOP Earth's Moon video and 
review with the whiteboard moon phase game 
Begin moon phase flash cards 
31 Finish flash cards 
How the Moon Regained Her Shape children's 
book activity 
Finish flash cards 
How the Moon Regained Her Shape children's 
book activity 
32 Moon webquest Moon webquest 
33 Guided reading and moon pop lesson in small 
groups 
Guided reading and moon pop lesson in small 
groups 
34 First part of vocabulary lesson First part of vocabulary lesson 
35 Moon phases wheel Moon phases wheel 
36 Oreo cookie moon phases activity Oreo cookie moon phases activity 
37 Eclipses guided reading and drawing activity Eclipses guided reading and drawing activity 
38 Science Activity 
View the United Streaming video Moon Dance 
NOS Activity 4  
The Tube activity Reflection with guiding 
questions, discussions, and reflections of NOS 
aspects relative to activity 
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Day Control Group Treatment Group 
39 View If We had No Moon video and discuss the 
major points of the affects the moon has on 
earth 
View If We Had No Moon video with 
integrated NOS discussion 4 –tentative nature 
of theories 
 
 
NOS Activity 4 and Discussion Nonintegrated (Day 38) 
The NOS activity will be presented prior to the lesson about the moon‘s affect on earth. 
Title: The Tube 
10
 
Time expected: 50 minutes 
Materials and Construction 
1 tube (mailing tube or PVC pipe, approx. 30 cm), 1 plastic ring (optional, you can 
simply loop the lower rope over the upper rope), rubber stoppers or tape (to seal tube 
ends), 1 roll of clothesline rope (for whole class), 1 toilet paper roll core (each student 
can get his/hers). 
Scenario/Procedure 
1. Pull on end of the rope, another end will be pulled in with a seemingly random pattern. 
Then pull on rope ends clockwise at one time, then across the tube at another. The way 
the ropes are set inside the tube will cause a seemingly complex and amazing movement 
pattern of the ropes. 
2. Students are supposed to explain how the tube works work. Ask students to make 
observations, collect data, draw inferences, -and suggest hypotheses: to-explain their 
data. Have students present their hypotheses to class. Next, based on those hypotheses, 
students make predictions and devise ‗ways‘ to test them. 
3. Ask students to construct models to explain the ‗phenomena‘ investigated and test 
whether their models or hypotheses ‗work‘. 
4. Next ask students whether their model ‗behaves‘ like your model. You can start pulling 
on one end of the rope and students can do the same step to see whether their model 
accords with yours. 
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NOS Discussion 
11
 
 
 Distinction between observation and inference 
While demonstrating how the tube works, ask students to make observations. Students 
can either call out or make records of their observations (data). As a whole-class, go 
through student responses and differentiate observations from inferences. Make sure 
students understand that distinction by asking them to make further observations. Stress 
that their inferences should always be consistent with the observations they make. 
Figure A.7.  A possible model of the Tube 
Figure A.6.  The Tube 
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 Empirical aspect of NOS 
Ask students to work in small groups and come up with hypotheses about how the tube 
works. Ask students, ―How did you reach your conclusion about what is in the tube?‖ 
After students present their different hypotheses, take time to discuss them and to judge 
whether their hypotheses are consistent with the data that they have collected. At this 
point, only accept hypotheses that are consistent with the evidence or prior knowledge. 
Emphasize that scientists‘ hypotheses should be consistent with the evidence 
(observations/data) available to them. Conclude with students that scientific knowledge is 
based on empirical evidence that is derived from the scientists‘ observations and 
inferences. 
 Tentative and creative/imaginative aspects of NOS 
Ask students whether they know what is exactly inside the tube you showed them (which 
represents the natural phenomenon). Ask students, ―If we can never open the box and 
look inside, can we ever tell whether our model is an exact copy of what is inside? Can 
we ever be certain how the phenomenon actually works?‖ Scientific models are never 
exact copies of natural phenomena. These models are rather inferred or hypothesized 
from the behavior of the phenomenon. So the model might change with the availability of 
new evidence. This means that scientists use their imagination and creativity to design a 
model that ―best‖ explains the actual phenomena. Scientific knowledge, in this sense, is a 
product of human inference, even though it is based on empirical evidence. 
 Subjective aspects of NOS 
Students might have different models of what is inside the demo. If this is the case, point 
out that they reached different ―valid‖ conclusions even though they had the same 
observation/data. Make the analogy to the work of scientists where they sometimes reach 
different conclusions when looking at the same thing due to different interpretations that 
are caused by the scientists‘ prior knowledge, experiences, opinions, and biases. 
__________________ 
 
 10
 Lederman, N. G.& Abd-El-Khalick, F. (1998), Avoiding de-naturing science: 
Activities that promote understandings of the Nature of science, Illinois Institute of 
Technology, Chicago, p 29. 
11
 Khishfe, R. (2004). Relationship between students' understandings of nature of science 
and instructional context. Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, p.322. 
 
 
 
Science Content Lesson with NOS Discussion Integrated 4 (Day 39) 
 
Title:  If There Was No Moon 
 
Time Expected:  55 minutes 
 
Materials Needed 
If We Had No Moon DVD
12 
Graphic organizer student handout (1 per student) 
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Summary of Science Lesson 
Students will view this video that poses questions about how the Earth‘s moon was 
formed and the effects it has on the daily processes on Earth.  As students view the 
documentary, they should write information that explains these key ideas in their graphic 
organizer. 
 
NOS Discussion  
 Empirical and imaginative/creative aspects of NOS 
Review the three major theories presented for the formation of the moon and the evidence 
provided to support these theories.  Ask students about how they think scientists came up 
these theories.  Point out that scientists base their theories on evidence available.  
Emphasize that since some evidence is missing, as in the Tube activity, scientist use their 
imaginations to fill in gaps and that this requires them to use their imaginations.   
 Subjective aspect of NOS 
Ask students ―If scientists have the same evidence, why do they have different ideas 
about how the moon was formed?‖  Guide students in a discussion that focuses on the 
idea that scientists have different past experiences that cause them to have different 
perspectives and that this leads them to interpret evidence differently from each other.  
Just as in the Tricky Tracks activity, scientists put the evidence together similar to a 
puzzle and there are many interpretations possible. 
 Tentative aspect of NOS 
Ask students ―Can these theories ever be proven right?‖  Discuss with students that 
theories can‘t be proven correct but that scientists can find evidence that disproves a 
theory.  Then, ask students ―If scientists found a new bit of evidence about the formation 
of the moon, what do you think this would have to be to make them change their ideas 
about one of the theories?‖  After students provide several examples of evidence that 
might disprove one theory, discuss explain that theories are only explanations of a natural 
phenomenon based on the evidence available to them.  Point out that these theories are 
tentative and that when scientists find evidence that does not support their current 
thinking, they must change their ideas.  Relate this to the Aging President activity during 
which they changed their ideas about the drawings when evidence became 
overwhelmingly against their original thinking. 
____________________ 
12 
Discovery Channel (Producers).  (2004). If we had no moon [Documentary].  United 
States: Discovery Channel. 
 
 
OUR SOLAR SYSTEM UNIT 
Unit title Is anybody really out there?--A search for extraterrestrial life 
Subject and grade level Science, Year 1 (6th grade) 
Time frame and duration Approximately 5-6 weeks  
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Stage 1: Integrate significant concept, area of interaction and unit question 
Area of interaction focus  Significant concept(s) 
Human Ingenuity (emphasizes both the 
importance of researching the developments 
made by people across space, time and 
cultures, and the importance of taking time to 
reflect on these developments) 
Views regarding the design of our universe 
have change throughout history. 
Much of current knowledge about the universe 
is theory based. 
Each type of star has a particular lifezone and 
lifespan. 
MYP unit question 
Is there another earth out in the universe? 
Assessment 
Formative Assessments: teacher observations, written student reflections, views of the solar system 
foldable, and astronomer facebook profile page 
Summative Assessments:  quiz, lifezone and lifespan of a star lab, solar system station project / astronomy 
menu project, and written assessment 
The written assessment is a test with multiple-choice and short answer questions focused on the historical 
views of our galaxy and the current understandings about the universe. Student projects consists of 1) 
stations with scaled models, drawings and informational brochures,  2) research paper on current issues in 
astronomy, or 3) write up of a designed experiment to conduct in space. 
Specific MYP objectives that will be addressed during this unit: 
 Explain and apply scientific information to solve problems in familiar and unfamiliar situations. (C) 
 Draw and explain appropriate conclusions (E) 
 Work effectively as a member of a team, collaborating, acknowledging and respecting the views of 
others as well as ensuring a safe work environment (F) 
The MYP assessment criteria that will be used: 
C.      Knowledge and Understanding of Science     
E. Processing data                 F.  Attitudes in science 
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Stage 2: Backward planning: from the assessment to the learning activities through inquiry 
Content 
1. Students can explain historical views of our solar system and how they have changed over time 
2. Students can describe the systematic process of space exploration 
3. Students can explain how the universe is organized and explain the theories held by scientists 
regarding the universe 
4. Students can describe the celestial bodies identified in our solar system and be able to compare them 
to earth 
State Standards:   
S6CS5. Students will use the ideas of system, model, change, and scale in exploring scientific and 
technological matters.  
  
S6E1. Students will explore current scientific views of the universe and how those views evolved.  
a. Relate the Nature of Science to the progression of basic historical scientific models (geocentric, 
heliocentric) as they describe our solar system, and the Big Bang as it describes the formation of the 
universe.  
b. Describe the position of the solar system in the Milky Way galaxy and the universe.  
c. Compare and contrast the planets in terms of 1) Size relative to the earth 2)Surface and atmospheric 
features 3) Relative distance from the sun and 4) Ability to support life  
d. Explain the motion of objects in the day/night sky in terms of relative position.  
e. Explain that gravity is the force that governs the motion in the solar system.  
f. Describe the characteristics of comets, asteroids, and meteors.  
Approaches to learning 
Students will be able to learn in several ways working both individually and as part of a group.  They will 
have an opportunity to explore historical views, work cooperatively with other students, and conduct open-
ended investigations from which they will make generalizations about the universe. 
Learning experiences Teaching strategies 
Daily Learning Targets, Research 
Guides, Rubrics for Projects, Study 
Guide for Assessment. 
Prior Knowledge will be assessed 
using a pre-test. 
Teaching methodologies include: report out reading, creating 
models, inquiry and validation labs, demonstrations, use of 
technology 
 
Two different groupings:  First, homogenous grouping based on 
prior knowledge of astronomy concepts at the beginning of the unit.  
At the end of the unit, grouping based on understanding of content 
and product choice. 
Resources 
Wireless lap top carts.  Book carts from the media center with content-specific books for all levels of 
readers.  Students will be given links to appropriate web sites for research and will have research guides to 
help guide the investigation of their questions. DVD: Contact (the first three scenes are used as a hook to 
get students thinking about space exploration), DVD: Birth and Death of a Star.  Students will also go to 
the Agnes Scott University Planetarium for a field trip. 
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Solar System Unit Daily Schedule 
Day Control Group Treatment Group 
40 View sections of Contact that depict scientists 
systematically searching for signals from space 
 
View sections of Contact that depict scientists 
systematically searching for signals from space 
41 Signals from space and binary codes 
 
Signals from space and binary codes 
42 Read Magic School Bus: Astronomy and 
complete vocabulary chart for 8 terms 
 
Read Magic School Bus: Astronomy and 
complete vocabulary chart for 8 terms 
43 Lifezone and the Goldilocks Effect pre-
laboratory presentation/ discussion 
 
Lifezone and the Goldilocks Effect pre-
laboratory presentation/ discussion 
44 Star lifezone and lifespan lab / vocabulary chart Star lifezone and lifespan lab / vocabulary 
chart 
45 Star lifezone and lifespan lab and lifespan 
presentation/ discussion 
 
Star lifezone and lifespan lab and lifespan 
presentation/ discussion 
46 Star lifezone and lifespan lab discussion of star 
data and read National Geographic article 
―Looking for Earth‖ 
 
Star lifezone and lifespan lab discussion of star 
data with integrated NOS discussion 5 
47 Begin Big Bang activity with pepper and water 
simulation and gravity discussion 
 
Begin Big Bang activity with pepper and water 
simulation with integrated NOS discussion 6 
48 View BrainPOP Big Bang video and complete 
simulation activity 
 
View BrainPOP Big Bang video and complete 
simulation activity 
49 Science Activity 
View the Discovery Birth and Death of a Star 
video 
 
NOS Activity 5 
The Super Slower activity followed by guiding 
questions, discussions, and reflections of NOS 
aspects relative to activity 
50 Geocentric versus heliocentric view foldable 
 
Geocentric versus heliocentric view foldable 
51 Create "Facebook" profiles of six major early 
astronomers 
 
Create "Facebook" profiles of six major early 
astronomers 
52 Create astronomer trading cards/ Geocentric 
versus heliocentric view discussion 
 
Create astronomer trading cards with 
integrated NOS discussion 7--changing views 
53 Solar System Projects / Astronomy Research 
Projects 
 
Solar System Projects / Astronomy Research 
Projects 
54 Solar System Projects / Astronomy Research 
Projects 
 
Solar System Projects / Astronomy Research 
Projects 
55 Solar System Projects / Astronomy Research 
Projects 
 
Solar System Projects / Astronomy Research 
Projects 
56 Post VNOS and Post Self-Efficacy Survey 
 
Post VNOS and Post Self-Efficacy Survey 
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Science Content Lesson with NOS Discussion Integrated 5 (Day 46) 
Title:  Lifezone and Lifespan of a Star
12
 
Time Expected: 2 Sessions 
 
Materials Needed   
100 watt light bulb colored blue (use a permanent marker) 
75 watt light bulb colored white 
65 watt light bulb colored yellow 
25 watt light bulb colored red 
4 light sockets 
4 power cords 
4 radiometers 
4 metric measuring tapes 
Student lab handouts (one set per student) 
 
Summary of Science Lesson 
 
Students will use models of four star types 
(blue, white, yellow, and red light bulbs) to 
investigate the lifezone and life span of these 
star types.  The diagram, Figure A.8, to the side 
shows how each star model should be set up. 
 
Students will first determine the lifezone of 
each star type by finding the distance where the 
energy is too low and then too high for liquid 
water. 
 
Next, the teacher will model the relative life 
time for each star type. 
 
Students will then make conclusions about 
which star type would most likely have a planet 
in its lifezone that could support intelligent life. 
 
 Figure A.8  Star lab set up 
 
NOS Discussion 
 
 Imaginative/ creative aspect of NOS 
Ask students what the light bulb represents.  Then, ask students why we use a model 
instead of ―the real thing‖.  After discussing with students the need for using models 
during some explorations (practical, tangible, controllable, and cost efficient) ask 
students ―How do scientists come up with these models?‖  Explain that scientist rely on 
their imagination to create models that replicate conditions in the natural world.   
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 Empirical aspect of NOS 
Review student data collected during the investigation.  Ask students ―How were you 
able to determine the distance of the lifezone for each star type?‖  Emphasize that just as 
they depended on accurate data to determine the lifezone, scientist collect and analyze 
evidence to gain understanding of events. 
 Subjective and tentative aspects of NOS 
Relate the star model to the Tube activity.  Ask students how the model is different from 
actual stars.  They should respond with a myriad of ways (size, heat, location, etc.).  
Explain that even though this model is not exactly the same, for our purposes it works.  
Just as there are many creations of the Tube that work the same way, there are several 
ways to model an event. 
___________________ 
12
 University of California, (2006).  Star types and lifezones lab. In Messages from space 
(pages 23-26). Berkeley: Lawrence Hall of Science. 
 
 
Science Content Lesson with NOS Discussion Integrated 6 (Day 47) 
 
Title:  Modeling the Big Bang 
13
 
 
Time Expected: 2 Sessions 
 
Materials Needed (per group)  
Clear plastic cup 
Water 
Coffee stirrer 
Black pepper 
Student handouts (one set per student) 
 
Summary of Science Lesson 
 
Students will complete a discovery lesson in which they will 
model the force of gravity that holds our solar system together. 
Students will use the stirrer to swirl the pepper in the cup of 
water. 
 
Students will make and record observations and then watch a 
video clip about how scientists believe our solar system was 
formed and how gravity holds it together. 
 
Then, students will compare their models to the way our solar 
system is designed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.9. Model  
set up 
  
 
 
 
…   
... . 
.  .  . 
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NOS Discussion 
 
 Imaginative/ creative and empirical aspects of NOS 
Ask students what they observed happening after they stirred the pepper in the water.  
Refer students to the star lab and ask students why we use a model instead of ―the real 
thing‖.  Remind students why scientists need to use models during some explorations 
(practical, tangible, controllable, and cost efficient). Ask students ―How do scientists 
come up with theories like the Big Bang?‖  Guide students in a discussion about how 
scientists use evidence from the past and current scientific knowledge along with their 
imaginations to develop theories.  Stress that these theories are based on empirical data 
that is interpreted by scientists.  These scientists must use their creativity to make these 
inferences. 
 Subjective and tentative aspects of NOS 
Ask students ―Why is there more than one theory about how the universe was formed if 
scientists have the same data?‖  Explain to students that even though they have the same 
evidence about the universe, they interpret it differently.  Remind students of Tricky 
Tracks and the various theories about the tracks.  Empress upon students that these 
theories are subject to change as new evidence is uncovered. 
_________ 
13
 University of California, (2006).  Modeling the Big Bang. In Messages from space 
(pages 34-37). Berkeley: Lawrence Hall of Science. 
 
 
NOS Activity 5 and Discussion Nonintegrated (Day 49) 
The NOS activity will be presented prior to the lesson about the moon‘s affect on earth. 
Title: The Super Slower 
Time expected: 50 minutes 
Materials and Construction 
o Straight copper pipe, at least 30cm long. 15 or 22mm diameter  
o Straight, plastic pipe of similar dimensions to the copper pipe to use as a 
comparison 
o A circular neodymium magnet, sometimes called a rare earth magnet. It needs to 
be a bit smaller than the inside of the copper pipe (10–12mm for a 15mm pipe) 
o Plastic shower current rod cover the same color as the plastic pipe and cut as long 
as the copper pipe 
o Shoe box 
 
Cut small holes in two ends of the shoe box the same diameter as the copper pipe.  Place 
the shower rod cover around the copper pipe and insert it into the holes of the shoe box as 
shown in Figure A.9. 
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Exterior View Interior View 
  
Figure A.9. The super slower  
Scenario/Procedure 
Students will make a series of predictions followed by observations and then develop a 
theory to explain the events. 
1. To begin, have students discuss and write down what they think will happen when 
you drop a metal object (the magnet) into the pipe (the PVC pipe).  Most students 
will assume the object will fall through the pipe. 
2. Drop the object while students watch.  Have students record their observations. 
3. Next, tell students you have this fabulous new product called the ―Super Slower‖ 
and then show it to students (the copper pipe covered by the plastic cover inserted 
into the shoe box).  Now have students discuss and write down what they think 
will happen when you drop the metal object into the ―device.‖ 
4. Drop the object into the tube while students watch.  Have them record their 
observations. 
5. Many students will be confused when the object moves slowly through the device 
and should be encouraged to discuss this as a class or in small groups. 
6. Once they have had time to share thoughts, let students make suggestions about 
how to test out the devise by dropping other objects (i.e. a pencil, a pen, an eraser, 
a paper clip, etc.) through the device as they record observations. 
7. Have students draw what they think the device would look like if you could open 
it up.  Students should be encouraged to share their drawings with classmates. 
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NOS Discussion
14
 
 Distinction between observation and inference 
As students share their ideas in step 5 differentiate observations from inferences. Make 
sure students understand that distinction by asking them to make further observations. 
Stress that their inferences should always be consistent with the observations they make. 
 Empirical aspect of NOS 
After step 6, ask students to work in small groups and come up with hypotheses about 
how the Super Slower works. Ask students, ―How did you reach your conclusion about 
what is in the device?‖ After students present their different hypotheses, take time to 
discuss them and to judge whether their hypotheses are consistent with the data that they 
have collected. At this point, only accept hypotheses that are consistent with the evidence 
or prior knowledge. Emphasize that scientists‘ hypotheses should be consistent with the 
evidence (observations/data) available to them. Conclude with students that scientific 
knowledge is based on empirical evidence that is derived from the scientists‘ 
observations and inferences. 
 Tentative and creative/imaginative aspects of NOS 
Ask students whether they know what is exactly inside the device you showed them 
(which represents the natural phenomenon). Ask students, ―If we can never open the box 
and look inside, can we ever tell whether our model is an exact copy of what is inside? 
Can we ever be certain how the phenomenon actually works?‖ Scientific models are 
never exact copies of natural phenomena. These models are rather inferred or 
hypothesized from the behavior of the phenomenon. So the model might change with the 
availability of new evidence. This means that scientists use their imagination and 
creativity to design a model that ―best‖ explains the actual phenomena. Scientific 
knowledge, in this sense, is a product of human inference, even though it is based on 
empirical evidence. 
 Subjective aspects of NOS 
Students might have drawings of different models of what is inside the device. If this is 
the case, point out that they reached different ―valid‖ conclusions even though they had 
the same observation/data. Make the analogy to the work of scientists where they 
sometimes reach different conclusions when looking at the same thing due to different 
interpretations that are caused by the scientists‘ prior knowledge, experiences, opinions, 
and biases. 
_________________ 
14
 Khishfe, R. (2004). Relationship between students' understandings of nature of science 
and instructional context. Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, p.322. 
 
Science Content Lesson with NOS Discussion Integrated 7 (Day 52) 
 
Title:  Heliocentric versus Geocentric 
 
Time Expected: 1 Session 
 
Materials Needed (per group)  
Computers with Internet access or books about early astronomers 
Sample print out of a social network (such as Facebook or Myspace) website profile 
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Chart paper 
Markers 
 
Summary of Science Lesson 
Groups will research one early astronomer to find out their contributions to astronomy 
focusing on their view of our solar system (heliocentric or geocentric).  They will use this 
information to create a virtual Facebook profile page for their astronomer.  Students will 
then move in groups to visit the poster profile and create trading cards for all of the early 
astronomers. 
 
NOS Discussion 
 Empirical and imaginative/ creative aspects of NOS 
Review with students what they found out in their research.  Ask students why each 
astronomer had they view about our solar system they held (you may need to guide them 
into discussing the evidence during that time).  Point out that views were dependent on 
the evidence available at the time to the astronomers.  This would also be a great time to 
discuss the influence of religious beliefs versus scientific thought as many early 
astronomers were persecuted by religious leaders for their scientific thoughts.  Also, ask 
students how these early astronomers came up with the theories using incomplete 
evidence.  Stress that imagination is required in developing these theories. 
 Subjective aspect of NOS 
Ask students why different astronomers had different ideas about what was the center of 
our solar system if they were making the same observations.  Explain that just as they did 
with Tricky Tracks, these astronomers made different inferences about the observations 
of the night sky. 
 Tentative aspect of NOS 
After all of the groups have presented their research, have students line their trading cards 
up chronologically on their talbe.  Then, ask students about what time period did 
astronomers begin to move from a heliocentric view to a geocentric view of our solar 
system.  Ask them why they think this shift happened.  Discuss with student the 
tentativeness of theories.  Emphasize that as new evidence is found (especially when we 
have more technology to help find evidence) the evidence may no longer support a theory 
or idea and scientists will then shift their paradigm.  As a result, new theories are 
developed which include this paradigm shift. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
Views of Nature of Science Elementary School Version 
(VNOS-E)  
 
 
Name: _________________________________  
 
 
Grade Level: ____________________________  
 
 
Date: _________________________________  
 
 
Instructions  
 
 
• Please answer each of the following questions. You can use all the space 
provided and the backs of the pages to answer a question.  
 
 
• Some questions have more than one part. Please make sure you put 
answers for each part.  
 
 
• This is not a test and will not be graded. There are no “right” or “wrong” 
answers to the following questions. I am only interested in your ideas 
relating to the following questions.  
 
 
• If you need, you can draw pictures to explain your ideas.  
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1. What is science?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. (a) What are some of the other subjects you are learning?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) How is science different from these other subjects?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3. Scientists are always trying to learn more about our world. Do you 
think what scientists know will change in the future? Why or why not? 
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4. (a) How do scientists know that dinosaurs once lived on the earth?  
 
 
 
 
 
(b) How sure are scientists about the way dinosaurs looked? Why?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. A long time ago all the dinosaurs died. Scientists have different ideas 
about why and how they died. If scientists all have the same facts 
about dinosaurs, then why do you think they disagree about this?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. TV weather people show pictures of how they think the weather will be 
for the next day. They use lots of scientific facts to help them make 
these pictures.  
 How sure do you think the weather people 
 are about these pictures? Why?  
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7. (a) Do you think scientists use their imaginations when they do their 
work?  
 
Yes   No  
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) If No, explain why?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) If Yes, then when do you think they use their imaginations?  
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APPENDIX C 
 
Follow-Up Interview Questions 
 
1. For the second item, students will be asked to elaborate on the differences between 
science and other subjects they are studying in school.  They will be asked, 
―Tell me some things about science that are different from the other subjects you 
are taking.‖ 
2. For the third item, if students respond positively that scientific knowledge might 
change in the future, they will be asked, 
‗‗Change can be two ways: change like adding new knowledge to the knowledge 
we already have, or change of the knowledge itself.  Which change are you 
talking about?‘‘ 
3. For the fourth item about dinosaurs, students will be asked,  
 ―Have scientists ever seen a real dinosaur?‖ 
 (a) If they respond positively, they will be asked to explain how scientists saw a 
dinosaur. 
(b) If they respond negatively, they will then be asked, 
‗‗So, how did scientists figure out what the dinosaurs looked like?‘‘ 
4. For the fifth item about different interpretations, students will be asked,  
 ―Is it possible for two scientists to look at the same information but come up with 
different explanations?‖ 
(a) If they respond positively, they will be asked to explain how. 
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(b) If they respond negatively, they will then be asked why not. 
5. For the sixth item about weather forecasts, students will be asked to elaborate on their 
explanations. 
6. For the seventh item, students will be asked, 
 ‗‗Do you think that scientists use their imagination and creativity in their 
investigations and experiments?‘‘  
(a) If they respond positively, they will be asked to explain how and to give 
examples.. 
(b) If they respond negatively, they will then be asked why not. 
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APPENDIX D 
 
Science Self-Efficacy Questionnaire 
 
Name: _________________________________________   Date___________________ 
 
 
This is not a test and will not be graded. There are no ―right‖ or ―wrong‖ answers to the 
following questions. I am only interested in your feelings about science.  
 
 
 
Instructions: 
For each statement below circle a number 1 through 6 to indicate whether it is false or 
true for you. 
 
1=Definitely 
   False 
2=Mostly   
     False 
3=Sometimes 
    False 
4=Sometimes 
    True 
5=Mostly 
   True 
6=Definitely 
    True 
      
 
 
  False     True 
1. 
Compared to others my age I am good at 
science. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
2. I get good grades in science. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
3. Science is easy for me. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
4. I am not good at science work. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
5. 
Learning how to be better in science is easy 
for me 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
6. 
I have always done well on science 
assignments. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
7. Taking science tests does not scare me. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
8. Science makes me feel uneasy and confused. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
9. 
I have usually been at ease in science 
classes. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
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1=Definitely 
   False 
2=Mostly   
     False 
3=Sometimes 
    False 
4=Sometimes 
    True 
5=Mostly 
   True 
6=Definitely 
    True 
 
  False     True 
10. 
I almost never get uptight while taking 
science tests. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
11. I get really uptight during science tests. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
12. 
I get a sinking feeling when I think of trying 
hard science assignments. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
13. 
My mind goes blank and I am unable to 
think clearly when doing science. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
14. 
Science makes me feel uncomfortable and 
nervous. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
15. 
I have usually been at ease during science 
tests. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
16. 
I am afraid of doing science assignments 
when I know they will be graded. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
17. 
Just thinking about science makes me feel 
nervous. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
18. 
It is important to me to get good grades in 
science. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
19. Being good in science is important to me. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
20. I enjoy doing science work. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
21. Science is interesting for me. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
22. Science is boring. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
23. Science is a lot of fun. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
24. I like to do science work. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
25. I look forward to science lab. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
26. I like completing laboratory assignments. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
(Britner, 2002) 
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APPENDIX E 
 
Fidelity Observation Checklist 
 
 
Instructor___________________________   Period_______    
 
Date____________  Duration of Observation __________ 
 
TARGETED NOS CONCEPTS 
 
Creative = 
C 
 
Scientific 
knowledge is 
partly the 
product of 
creativity and 
imagination. 
Empirical = 
E 
 
Scientific 
knowledge is 
empirical in 
that it is 
derived from 
observations 
of the natural 
world. 
Subjective 
= S 
 
Scientific 
knowledge is 
theory-laden 
and subject to 
the scientist’s 
beliefs, 
experiences 
and biases. 
Tentative = 
T 
 
Scientific 
knowledge is 
tentative and 
subject to 
change with 
new 
evidence. 
Inference vs 
Observation 
= I/O 
 
Scientific 
knowledge is 
tentative and 
subject to 
change with 
new evidence. 
 
Topic of lesson: Type of activity (check all 
that apply) 
NOS Concepts (circle all that 
apply) 
             
           NOS Activity 
(nonintegrated) 
 
           Science content 
(integrated NOS)       
 
         
   C    E    S     T     I/O 
 
Comments:   
 
